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This dissertation investigates how women’s staged performances of “unruly

femininities” potentially subvert normative understandings of gender and transform

systems of representation. I define femininity as a complex, historically shifting, and

heteronormative construct both reinforced and perpetuated by dominant discourses

and resisted by different women in distinct ways.  Thus, “unruly femininities” reflects

critical re-stagings of femininity that ultimately break its internal “rules.”  The

performances examined here foreground a potentially scandalous use of the female

voice and body to violate and/or parody heterosexual norms of femininity and

masculinity.

I focus on women’s self-representations within the public and often

contentious realms of feminist theater and women’s performance. My field of study is

limited to contemporary women’s performances on traditional theater stages, in

popular music, and in the field of visual art in North America.  Specifically, I analyze
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queer female-to-femme drag, and stagings of melancholic abjection and “macha

femme” menace by women of color, I consider how these performances variously

disrupt, deconstruct and transform representations of gender in feminist ways.

Differences across race, class, sexuality, and age significantly shape performers’

strategies and issues of audience reception. I argue that while women who use their

bodies and voices as vehicles of public protest are often at risk of being “punished” in

various ways, they also demonstrate the disruptive power of the unruly woman within

systems of representation.
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Chapter 1

 Discourses of Femininity, Female Unruliness, and Feminist Performance

 “The pressing issue for feminists becomes how to inscribe a representational
space for women that will point out the gender enculturation promoted through the
representation frame and that will belie the oppressions of the dominant ideology it

perpetuates” (Jill Dolan, The Feminist Spectator as Critic 101).

“How can femininity be appropriated so as to signal both women’s
identification with it and refusal of it, given its constitution in patriarchy?  What
theories and practices will enable feminists to articulate different desires and
interests, which are neither the same as men’s or women’s as they have been defined
in patriarchy?” (Carole-Ann Tyler, Female Impersonation 12).

Certain images of women performing on various “stages” have provoked and

challenged me as a performer and scholar and brought me tremendous pleasure.  In

Karen Finley’s solo show Shut Up and Love Me, she opens with a hilariously sloppy

strip tease and ends by flailing, joyously naked, on a canvas coated with gallons of

fragrant honey.1 In the independent film Your Kunst Es Your Waffen (“Your Art is

Your Weapon”), performance artist Carmelita Tropicana, in jail, appropriates a

Mexican ranchera-styled love song to sing and dance a campy ode to lesbian desire.

At a San Diego Padres game in July of 1990, feminist comedian Roseanne Arnold

performs a raucous, atonal rendition of the National Anthem while parodying

baseball-styled masculinity by spitting and grabbing her crotch.  My love of these

“unruly” moments has been tempered by shock at the sometimes violent backlash
                                                  
1 See Finley’s description of Shut Up and Love Me in her book A Different Kind of
Intimacy p. 285-286.
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these kinds of performances by women incite.  Finley, along with three other artists,

lost her NEA grant in 1990 due to charges of obscenity and was reduced in the media

to the “chocolate smeared woman.”2 Arnold, after provoking a firestorm of hostility

from baseball fans and the press, received death threats and was called “disgraceful”

by President George H. Bush.3

What do these admittedly disparate performances have in common?  Each

foregrounds a potentially scandalous use of the female voice and body, marked also

by race, class, size, and/or sexuality differences, and each violates and/or parodies

heterosexual norms of femininity and masculinity.  While these instances demonstrate

that women who use their bodies and voices as vehicles of public protest are always

at risk of being punished in various ways, they point as well to the disruptive power

of the unruly woman.

These complex representations inspire me to investigate how women might

represent themselves in more transgressive ways within the public and often

contentious realms of feminist theater and women’s staged performances.   I align my

idea of feminist representations with a materialist feminist practice, whose project Jill

Dolan articulates:  “ . . . to disrupt the narrative of gender ideology, to denaturalize

gender as representation, and to demystify the workings of the genderized

representational apparatus itself” (Feminist Spectator 101).  With this definition in

                                                  
2 See Finley’s A Different Kind of Intimacy p. 100-105 for an account of the NEA
debacle.
3 See Kathleen Rowe’s chapter on Roseanne Arnold in The Unruly Woman, p. 51-53.
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mind, my study explores how women’s staged performances of  “unruly femininities”

potentially subvert normative understandings of gender and imagine new possibilities.

Race, class, sexuality, and age differences will significantly shape these performer

strategies and attendant issues of feminist efficacy.  I read performance scholar Elin

Diamond’s theory of feminist mimesis in relationship to stagings of female spectacle

and white heterofemininity, queer female-to-femme drag, “colored” melancholic

abjection, and “macha femme” menace to expand understandings of how

performances variously mimic and resist heteronormative femininity in feminist

ways. My field of study is limited to contemporary women’s performances in

feminist theatre and performance in North America.

In reviewing my own academic and professional performance work over the

last five or so years, I see the influences of unruly women such as Finley, Tropicana,

and Arnold in my persistent attempts to challenge discourses of femininity through

feminist performance practices.  In “Speaking Unspeakables,”4 I performed an auto-

ethnography about my family’s constructions of white working class femininity

intersected by white privilege and racism. In “Hotbox! (A Hetero Drag Show),” I

attempted, with the help of performers Betsy Boyd and Jessica Hedrick, to make

visible and parody norms of white heterofemininity through a queer drag aesthetic

that included lip sync, campy confessions of sexual deviance, slap stick comedy, and

                                                  
4 This script is published in an appendix in my Master’s thesis entitled “The Politics
of Feminist Performance as Autoethnography: Blurring Genres.”
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a mock autobiographical slide show.  In “Thugsluts: The World Tour (Sex, Gender,

Rock ‘n’ Roll),” I collaborated with Tessa Carr to parody heavy metal musical

performers’ masculinist appropriations of feminine signifiers, while reclaiming my

love of this music as a teenager seeking ways to escape small town Texas norms of

femininity.  Each of these examples represents a range of strategies I explored to

deconstruct, critique, and re-envision the “rules” of femininity through performance.

My interest in critiquing dominant (Western) norms of femininity through

performance arises from a celebration of certain models of femininity in mainstream

popular culture and mass media today that implicitly or explicitly reinforce

heterosexism, homophobia, ageism, white privilege, racism, and a rigidly binaristic

system of sexual differences.  Hegemonic, or “common sense,” definitions of

femininity have certainly changed depending on particular historical moments and do

vary somewhat across race, class, age, and sexuality differences; however, many

representations of “strong,” or potentially unruly, women today are mired in

conservative recuperations of hegemonic femininity and often seem more about

individual style than any commitment to feminist practices. The hugely popular HBO

series Sex in the City is a good example of how a cultural text can contest popular

representations of women while ultimately reinforcing the feminine norm as ideally

white, thin, middle to upper class, heterosexual (with a little lesbian titillation thrown

in for spice), and beautiful.
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This seemingly liberal celebration of the power of women who proudly flaunt

their femininity and sexuality has been labeled “postfeminist,” which Marxist

feminist scholar Teresa Ebert translates as “new-power feminism,” “retrofeminism,”

“do-me feminism,” and “sexual-empowerment feminism.” “Postfeminists” are

critiqued for blaming feminists for supposedly producing women as victims and

assuming that “all women need to do is realize their feminine power.” Ebert blasts

“so-called” feminists like Naomi Wolf for claiming that women need to “‘develop a

vision of femininity in which it is appropriate and sexy for women to use power’”

(254).5  More vexing is the fact that the term “postfeminist” functions as a backlash

against feminism by both simplifying multiple strains and histories of feminism and

implying that, as a monolith, its time has come and gone.

Angela McRobbie warns that this optimistic assumption of sexual equality

and sexual power by women in mainstream culture “ . . . is dangerously easy, partly

because of the way in which confident, bold and financially independent young

women are every advertiser’s dream” (200).  What is lurking behind what she calls

“free market feminism” that celebrates power, wealth, and sexy individualism, she

argues persuasively, is a conservative backlash against feminists, queers, and people

of color that ultimately energizes the right.  The differences between mainstream

appropriations of feminist ideals and representations created in more radical contexts

become blurred in complex ways. For instance, “Girl Power” stickers adorn more hip

                                                  
5 See Wolf’s 1990 book, The Beauty Myth.
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café bathrooms, “Girls Rule” bumper stickers appear on more and more cars, and

alternative women’s magazines like Bust, aimed at a younger generation of primarily

white, straight, middle class feminists, use a sassy, retro, in-your-face approach to

promote sex positive images for young women. Although many of these “girl power”

messages and representations of new femininities are exciting and deserve to be taken

very seriously as forms of female empowerment and resistance, there is clearly the

danger that certain sexy, aggressive, playful, and in-your-face tactics are easily

appropriated and marketed by a capitalist culture to reinforce a white, middle class,

compulsory heterosexuality that is anything but new.6

As a delimiting factor in this study, I begin by interrogating Western notions

of “femininity,” an admittedly conservative and tainted construct from many feminist

perspectives, because it continues to have such enormous cultural currency, whether

feminists like it or not.  I do not intend to deploy this term to reassert a biological

basis for sexual differences; instead, I want to question facile rejections of femininity

as wholly oppressive by theorizing both its complexities and contradictions and

mining its usefulness as a point of entry, attack, and departure.  In this way, I attempt

                                                  
6 Sheila Whiteley attributes the rallying cry of “Girl Power” to the Spice Girls and
claims the slogan, which has been marketed to girls as young as five and six, has been
drained of its feminist overtones and celebrated to such an extent that the idea has
now assumed the ordinariness of commonsense – “‘girls are best, girls rule.’” (18).
The tremendous popularity of pop star Britney Spears with young girls could be seen
as another example of a postfeminist celebration of “girl power” used by advertisers
to sell products.
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to destabilize “femininity” by theorizing more plural notions of  “femininities” (or

“femme[nini]tease,” as I call it in chapter 3) to consider how women with a variety of

identity markers critically invoke and negotiate multiple and conflicting versions of

femininity to intervene in popular culture and explode the concept altogether.

Discourses of Femininity as Performance of “Woman”

 “You are going to women?  Do not forget the whip!”
(Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra)

“Throughout history people have knocked their heads against the riddle of the nature
of femininity . . .to those of you who are women this will not apply – you are

yourselves the problem” (Sigmund Freud, 1933 lecture on femininity).

“The ‘feminine’ is always described in terms of deficiency or atrophy, as the other
side of the sex that alone holds a monopoly on value: the male sex” (Luce Irigaray,

This Sex Which is Not One 69).

What might “unruly femininities” mean in relationship to performances of

gender?  To approach this question, the phrase must first be broken down into its

component parts.  “Femininity” is a historically and culturally shifting

heteronormative construct, typically but not exclusively applied to women, to

reinforce and perpetuate dominant discourses of gender.  An over-coded system of

explicit and implicit “rules,” femininity is constantly being updated, entrenched, and

resisted in new ways. It might be defined in more popular terms as an omnipresent,

deeply naturalized psychic, emotional, and physical identification and a measurement

of “true womanhood” promoted in mainstream mass media such as women’s
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magazines, advertising, television shows, film, music, comic books, and literature.  I

will conduct a brief overview of twentieth century feminist scholarship on the

conundrum of femininity to map out how its multiple understandings circulate

simultaneously and to set the stage for materialist feminist responses to these

competing discourses.  In reviewing certain “landmark” moments in feminist

scholarship around the “nature” of femininity, I also try to lay the groundwork for

queer scholars and women scholars of color I engage with in later chapters who

challenge and complicate (white) canonical notions of heterosexual femininity by

insisting that it must always be theorized around intersections of race, class, and

sexuality as well as gender.

In 1952 Simone De Beauvoir wrote:  “To be feminine is to appear weak,

futile, docile.  The young girl is supposed not only to deck herself out, to make

herself ready, but also to repress her spontaneity and replace it with the studied grace

and charm taught her by her elders.  Any self-assertion will diminish her femininity

and her attractiveness” (336).  This statement aptly demonstrates De Beauvoir’s

famous and revolutionary claim that “one is not born, but rather becomes a woman.”

Her prescient definition of woman as “the second sex” and femininity as a social

system of oppression rather than a natural (and neutral) biological process radically

unhinged centuries of masculinist thought around the “essential” nature of “Woman.”

She critiqued the accepted masculine-feminine categories promoted by

psychoanalysts and argued that “ . . . the ‘true’ woman is an artificial product that
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civilization makes, as formerly eunuchs were made. Her presumed ‘instincts’ for

coquetry, docility, are indoctrinated, as is phallic pride in man” (408).  Importantly,

De Beauvoir established that the masculine-feminine dichotomy in no way indicates

an equal sharing of power, but rather is a hierarchical relationship in which women

who conform to accepted notions of femininity are socially constructed to become

“object and prey” and thus “renounce [their] claims as sovereign subject” (682).  This

work paved the way for much feminist work that theorizes femininity as a

conservative performance women are socialized to repeat in order to be accepted by

the culture at large.  As De Beauvoir pointed out, women who rebel against dominant

modes of femininity are typically devalued within their society (682).  “When one

fails to adhere to an accepted code, one becomes an insurgent” (683).  This form of

insurgency gestures toward the unruly women in performance I examine in this study.

Just as De Beauvoir noted the inner split that occurs in many women when

they move from being independent young girls into the expected (passive) objects of

male desire as young adults, Susan Brownmiller, in her 1984 bestseller Femininity,

wrote of the terrors of “failing” femininity, which she defined as “brilliant, subtle

esthetic . . . a rigid code of appearance and behavior defined by do’s and don’t-do’s . .

.” (14).  Women who fail, or are “disqualified” from the codes of femininity, are

clearly marked and often accused of imitating men, she says, which implies that a

woman’s identity is always measured and defined in relationship to and according to

norms of masculinity.
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Brownmiller catalogues in detail the everyday aesthetic “choices” many

women often take for granted, such as hairstyles, clothing fashions, vocal pitch, care

of the skin, movement, and shows of emotion, as a seemingly “willing demonstration

of difference, even when one does not exist in nature” (15).  These “choices” are

repeated enough times, she argues, that they become an unconscious means of

controlling women’s use of time and space. Problematically, as Carole-Ann Tyler

points out in Female Impersonation, Brownmiller universalizes women’s subjugation

by dehistoricizing diverse cultural practices such as corseting, foot binding, and the

wearing of neck rings and obis and thereby misses the race, class, and cultural

implications of her claims altogether (8).  Ultimately, by rejecting all practices of

femininity as “fakery” and merely a way of competing for men, she overidentifies

with practices of masculinity as practical and functional and implicitly suggests, Tyler

argues, that “women will cease to be oppressed as women when they become (just

like) heterosexual bourgeois men” (10).

While Brownmiller simplifies discourses of femininity, she also captures the

potential “unruliness” of femininity in the following characterization:

A powerful esthetic that is built upon a recognition of powerlessness is

a slippery subject to grapple with, for its contradictions are elusive,

ephemeral and ultimately impressive.  A manner that combines a

deferential attitude with ornaments of the upper class and an etiquette
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composed in equal parts of modesty and exhibition are paradoxes that

require thoughtful interpretation (19).

Brownmiller’s acknowledgment of the complex paradoxes of femininity point toward

what feminist performance critics call “gaps,” or a form of “double vision” that

productively allows space for inserting or reading resistance into particular

performances of femininity.  Disturbingly, her repudiation of femininity as merely a

form of ornamentation and powerlessness ends up naturalizing masculine power and

the universal (white, middle class) male subject as “human” (Tyler 7).

At this point I will reflect on certain second wave feminist critiques of

femininity, which will help to contextualize both Brownmiller’s work and more

poststructuralist feminist perspectives I employ in this study.  Betty Friedan’s

landmark book, The Feminine Mystique, published in 1963, exemplifies many of the

problems with what might be considered a more liberal feminist position.  By

rejecting femininity wholesale, feminists like Friedan inadvertently celebrated more

stereotypically “masculine” values like independence, assertiveness, and reason,

which only reified gender stereotypes rather than rethinking this binaristic system of

sexual differences altogether.  This move led to the role model of  “Superwomen,”

women who had to not only “bring home the bacon” but also “fry it up in the pan”

(Hollows 12).  Also, by representing femininity as a purely negative monolith,

women are implicitly positioned as victims only, and again, crucial differences of

race, class, and sexuality are erased in favor of the white middle class woman as the
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norm.  Finally, Friedan’s argument assumed that women are a mass of passive

consumers enslaved by ideological “propaganda” such as women’s magazines (13).

Later work coming out of the field of cultural studies seriously problematizes these

simplistic notions of women’s reception practices and opens the way for more

subversive, ambivalent, and heterogeneous pleasures and reading strategies.  In order

to resist mapping a deceptively progressive narrative here, it is important to note that

more recent work by “postfeminists” like Naomi Wolf duplicate many of Friedan’s

earlier claims in deploying a conspiracy theory model that assumes “women are

powerless in the face of the ‘hard sell’ beauty industry” (18).

Other second wave feminists took a somewhat different route.  Beginning in

the seventies and eighties, many radical (or “cultural”) feminists rejected femininity

as a patriarchal construct and instead embraced “female-ness,” “a position which

equates women’s liberation with throwing off the ‘false’ mask of femininity to reveal

the ‘real’ female values which lie beneath” (Hollows 10).  While this position has

been effective in recovering many women’s practices devalued by masculine culture,

the serious shortcomings of this argument have been thoroughly documented.  First,

men tend to be universalized as the patriarchal enemy, and femininity is generalized

as a form of false consciousness that again masks “real female-ness.”  This troubling

form of biological determinism blindly assumes the ability to define “real female-

ness” and commits the sins of an earlier Victorian era advocating “true womanhood,”

often at the expense of women of color, queer women, and lower class women.
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Rather than expanding possibilities for women, this ahistorical celebration of

women’s “inherent virtues” only serves to narrow gender definitions yet again.

While liberal and radical/cultural feminisms are reviewed here somewhat

chronologically, I do not intend to construct a progressive narrative: these competing

definitions of femininity and strains of feminism continue to circulate and overlap in

feminist discourse today.

In Representing Women: Myths of Femininity in the Popular Media, Myra

Macdonald reviews how various fields of study have approached the concept of

femininity and points to psychoanalysis, art history, and cultural theory as especially

fertile arenas for studies of gender and sexuality.  A brief review of recent

contributions from these fields will lead me to consider the influences of

poststructuralism on materialist feminist performance practices, which is where I

locate my own approach in this study.

Psychoanalysis “offers a theory of pleasure that addresses the complex and

sometimes contradictory nature of our responses to media texts” (MacDonald 22).

This notion of pleasure eventually advances beyond film theorist Laura Mulvey’s

groundbreaking but problematic argument in “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”

that women in film are predominately positioned as the object of the male gaze

onscreen.  Thus, she claims, women as spectators must masochistically adopt this

“scopophilic” male gaze to experience visual pleasure.  Mulvey’s work provokes

more complex theorizations of female viewing pleasures and inspires new
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representations of women that invite multiplicitous and queerly resistant reading

practices and identifications.  As Teresa de Lauretis argues, “We must walk out of the

male-centered frame of reference in which gender and sexuality are (re)produced by

the discourse of male sexuality” and imagine a “view from ‘elsewhere’” (17, 25).

This “view from elsewhere,” which theorizes the lesbian subject as an example of the

“elsewhere” of discourse, opens up new forms of spectatorship and performance

practices that call the very frame of representation itself into question.

In the field of art history, John Berger’s 1972 Ways of Seeing argues, similar

to Mulvey’s work, that women are trained to see themselves from the masculine point

of view; they become surveyors of their own femininity (Macdonald 31).  However,

Berger bases his claim not on unconscious psychic processes but rather on economic

and social forces that shape the production of knowledge and meaning.  Feminist art

historian Marina Warner elaborates on Berger’s ideas: “Women [in art] become the

bearers of meanings beyond themselves . . . ‘men often appear as themselves, as

individuals, but … woman springs to life only when culture decides the apparel

through which she is to be seen’” (qtd. in Macdonald 32).  This focus on systems of

representation again opens up more room to theorize feminist interventions in both

reception and performance studies.  For instance, performance scholar Jennifer

DeVere Brody rereads Manet’s famous painting Olympia (1863) to demonstrate how

black women were historically erased from representations of Victorian femininity.

The black maid’s near-invisibility in the background essentially “grounds and informs
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the white woman” in the foreground (“Shading Meaning” 103).  Brody’s

interventionist re-reading of the black woman goes on to document contemporary re-

stagings of this painting that historicize and reconfigure the unequal yet mutually

defining power dynamic between the two women. I expand upon Brody’s reading of

Olympia in chapter four to consider how performers invoke iconic images of

femininity and then strategically (mis)represent them to stage feminist interruptions

of masculinist representational systems.

These theoretical trends in psychoanalysis and visual art represent the rise of

postructuralism and British materialism within cultural theory. “According to

poststructuralism,” Jill Dolan writes, “subjectivity is never monolithic or fixed, but

decentered, and constantly thrown into process by the very competing discourses

through which identity might be claimed” (“In Defense of” 87).  She notes that this

shift, along with the rise of cultural studies’ materialist focus on “ideology formations

in representation,” influences materialist feminist approaches in the 1980s and moves

feminist performance criticism away from “assumptions that theater serves a mimetic

function for the culture into an analysis of representation as a site for the production

of cultural meanings that perpetuate [or potentially resist] conservative gender roles”

(86).

Postructuralism’s claim that there is no “outside” to ideology - we are all

inescapably constituted within it - seriously troubles feminist identity politics, which

tend to reify a woman’s particular marginalized subjectivity around identities of race,
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class, or sexuality (87).   In women’s performance art, for example, the politics of

celebrating personal experience are increasingly challenged for their transcendent

claims to truth-telling and for positing unified, woman-centered identifications.

Identity in materialist and postmodern performance practices “becomes a site of

struggle, at which the subject organizes and reorganizes competing discourses as they

fight for supremacy” (88).  Within a poststructuralist model, “femininity” cannot so

easily be rejected or escaped as the complimentary opposite supporting a patriarchal

masculinity; instead, it must be theorized as a more heterogeneous site of multiple

and contradictory subjectivities.  Materialist feminist performance practices

interrogate discourses of femininity and offer the possibility of theatrical performance

strategies “that will create new meanings at the site of representation . . . and

encourage spectators to think differently about their positions within culture” (88)

This work around the quandary of femininity is informed by poststructuralist

feminists like Susan Bordo, Judith Butler, and Elizabeth Grosz.

In her 1993 book Unbearable Weight, Bordo borrows from Michel Foucault

the notion that the body is a “practical, direct locus of social control.”  This body is

not the “craving, instinctual body imagined by Plato, Augustine, and Freud, but what

Foucault calls the ‘docile body,’ regulated by the norms of cultural life” (165).  In this

way, Bordo maps the female body as a social text inscribed by historical and cultural

notions of femininity.  While De Beauvoir and Brownmiller uphold certain biological

differences between men and women and ultimately leave “Woman” intact as a
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monolithic category, Bordo represents a more poststructuralist view of the body as a

text constituted within language.  Rather than identifying a repressor (patriarchy) and

the repressed (women), she embraces Foucault’s idea that power is everywhere and

argues that feminists must analyze how women participate in reproducing their own

oppression through daily practices of femininity.  Bordo defines femininity as “the

discipline and normalization of the female body. . . across age, race, class, and sexual

orientation. . . as an amazingly durable and flexible strategy of social control” (166).

In fact, she warns, the intensity of feminine regimens is on the rise as a form of

antifeminist backlash and diversion in the late nineties as more women are moving

into various public arenas (166).

Bordo analyses “female” pathologies such as hysteria, agoraphobia, and

anorexia as iconic texts of femininity, while qualifying that these disorders have

occurred primarily among white middle- and upper-class women (problematically,

she allows these texts to stand as her primary paradigm of power relations for all

women).  “In these disorders the construction of femininity is written in disturbingly

concrete, hyperbolic terms:  exaggerated, extremely literal, at times virtually

caricatured presentations of the ruling feminine mystique” (169).  Interestingly, these

descriptors might also be used to characterize some women’s body-centered

performance art.  Whereas Bordo sees feminine pathologies as embodied forms of

protest without consciousness,  “without an effective language, voice, or politics . . .”

(169), contemporary performance artists have recuperated these gendered tropes of
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hysteria as conscious strategies in which to parody femininity and redefine it through

excessive and “extremely literal” repetition.  While Bordo labels disorders like

hysteria a tragic parody, women’s performance art has offered the distance of irony

and critical consciousness in which to mimic and rupture these texts of femininity and

has allowed women a very public voice in which to dialogue and express an insistent

and unruly politics of feminist protest.

Judith Butler might disagree with Bordo’s distinction between “image and

practice, rhetoric and reality” (184), which implies that the body is a blank surface

awaiting signification; Butler argues that we are produced and constituted within

language and that sex is a “performatively enacted signification . . . that, released

from its naturalized interiority and surface, can occasion the parodic proliferation and

subversive play of gendered meanings (Gender Trouble 33). Specifically related to

discourses of femininity, she argues that because “gender reality is created through

sustained social performances,” any “true or abiding masculinity or femininity [is]

also constituted as part of the strategy that conceals gender’s performative character

 .  . . ”   This model of gender speaks to my notion of “unruly femininities” because it

expands the performative possibilities for theorizing new gender configurations

“outside the restricting frames of masculinist domination and compulsory

heterosexuality” (Gender Trouble 141).

Butler also argues with French feminist Luce Irigaray’s notion that the

feminine is always the excluded, the other in relationship to masculinity because, she
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says, this very exclusion is what allows masculine hegemony to replicate itself

(Bodies That Matter 52). Irigaray, while usefully deconstructing Jacque Lacan’s

phallocentric notions of femininity, problematically remains mired in an essentialist

idea of feminine difference grounded in the female body (Tyler 22). However, I

would argue that Irigaray’s notion of feminine mimesis, a deliberate mimicry of the

feminine role to reveal and destroy the discursive mechanism which renders woman

as “other” (Irigaray 76), is not so very different from Butler’s proposals to trouble

gender.  Butler describes her reconfiguration of Irigaray’s feminine as the supposed

“outside” into “a future horizon” where

discourse meets its limits, where the opacity of what is not included in

a given regime of truth acts as a disruptive site of linguistic

impropriety and unrepresentability, illuminating the violent and

contingent boundaries of that normative regime precisely through the

inability of that regime to represent that which might pose a

fundamental threat to its continuity” (Bodies That Matter 53).

Butler’s “formless femininity,” freed from its association with (Irigaray’s) materiality

of the female body, which Butler claims is itself constituted within discourse,

becomes an example of what she calls “gender trouble.”  As she explains, “there is no

gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively

constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results” (Gender Trouble

25).  This claim reflects how I refer to femininity and masculinity throughout this
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study as ideological discourses rather than as attributes of females and males

respectively where gender follows sex.  At the same time, I do not deny that these

discourses have deeply physical and psychic impacts on women’s subjectivities.  I

argue that a postructuralist re-imagining of Irigaray’s notion of the “elsewhere” of

female pleasure located in the female body (77) opens up new forms of intelligibility

and subversive identities such as “unruly femininities” in women’s staged

performances.

Elizabeth Grosz expands on the idea that the body is a cultural and historical

product by claiming, “Gender is not an ideological superstructure added to a

biological base.  Masculine or feminine gender cannot be neutrally attributed to

bodies of either sex . . . ‘masculinity’ of the male body cannot be the same as

‘masculinity’ of the female body, because the kind of body inscribed makes a

difference to the meanings and functioning of gender that emerges” (58).  Thus, in

attacking this binaristic system of sexual difference, feminists cannot merely insist on

sameness or equivalence, which she notes is yet another form of violence to women

(208).  I apply to women’s performances in this study Grosz’s claim that “the

practices of femininity can readily function, in certain contexts . . . as modes of

guerrilla subversion of patriarchal codes . . .” (144).  My notion of “unruly

femininities” reflects her point that while “all of us are caught up in modes of self-

production and self-observation . . . never do they render us merely passive and

compliant” (144).  In this way Grosz critiques Bordo’s psychological investigations
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of women’s feminine pathologies as reinscribing a natural body overlaid and

disempowered by cultural discourses of femininity.

Again, reading the body as a preinscriptive surface does not adequately

consider how inscriptions function depending on whose body is being written; sexual

and racial specificity cannot be elided, Grosz reminds (156).  I take up this challenge

to consider how performances of “unruly femininities” may be differently inflected

for white women, queer women, and women of color.  As African American

feminists famously declared in the Combahee River Collective: “We . . . find it

difficult to separate race from class from sex oppression because in our lives they are

most often experienced simultaneously” (“Combahee” 275).  Interrogating dominant

discourses of femininity for their often-veiled investments in middle and upper class

whiteness will reveal that women of color have historically been excluded from

particular norms of (white) femininity altogether.  In other words, women of color are

already configured as “unruly” in relationship to white femininities (see chapter 4).

In women’s staged performances, I argue, women of color cannot necessarily stage

their bodies and claim their sexuality in the same ways many white women do

without remobilizing racist stereotypes. While unruly femininities may be variously

achieved by returning to a place of oppression and embodying constructed images to

critique and explode them from within, history bears down differently for different

women based on markers such as race, sexuality, size, class, and age and thus must be

accounted for rather than elided into a “universally” available unruliness.
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Female Unruliness and Women’s Staged Performances:
Spectacular, Queer, Grotesque, Mimetic Revolts Against Femininity

“Unruly:  not readily ruled, disciplined, or managed. Syn. ungovernable,
intractable, refractory, recalcitrant, willful, headstrong.”

 (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th Ed.)

“…versatile, iconoclastic, and politically committed—in a word, unruly…”
(John Cullen Gruesser describing African American writer and performer

Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins in The Unruly Voice, p. 3)

“Monstrous. Titanic. Hideous. Revolting. Rebellious.  Screeching. Shrieking.
Shrill. Extraneous. Odd. Queer. Mannish. Sexless. Oversexed. Undersexed. Indecent.

Abnormal. Disobedient. Self-centered. Self-Assertive. Self-Defined. Immoderate.
Excessive. Wild.” (terms used to describe the “New Woman” in the early nineteen
hundreds. See Martha Cutter’s Unruly Tongue:  Identity and Voice in American

Women’s Writing 1850-1930, p. 14)

Unruliness is typically defined as a form of deviance, disorder, discontent,

defiance, and/or public misbehavior.  In her study of women in the antebellum South,

Victoria Bynum puts female unruliness into three broad categories: women who

publicly complain about abuses of power, women who defy rules of society by

engaging in forbidden social and sexual behavior, and women who implicitly or

explicitly defy the authority of the state (1).  Bynum’s ideas relate directly to many

claims of the power of women’s performance art as an accessible and

noninstitutionalized space where women can insert their bodies and voices into public

discourse in radical ways.  Female unruliness also refers to notions of female

“ruliness” as a reminder that there can be no easy transcendence of gender norms;

rather, “unruly femininities” is meant to suggest a redeployment of power that both
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marks women’s places of oppression and offers ways to “rob compulsory

heterosexuality [and heterofemininity] of its claims to naturalness and originality”

(Butler, Gender Trouble 124).

In her study of comedic women in film and television, Kathleen Rowe argues

that the unruly woman “represents a special kind of excess… she is not a ‘nice’ girl,

she is willing to offend and be offensive, …[she] dwells close to the grotesque” (10).

Rowe goes on to claim that the unruly woman’s transgressiveness and ambivalence

offers “ a powerful means of self-definition and a weapon for feminist appropriation”

(3).  The unruly woman, verbally and/or physically, directly violates and disrupts

hegemonic codes of femininity, a discursive system of sexual difference dependent

upon a male referent to determine “appropriate” models of femininity.

Karlene Faith, in her study of the criminalization of women, takes this

definition further:

The unruly woman is the undisciplined woman.  She is a renegade

from the disciplinary practices which would mold her as a gendered

being.  She is the defiant woman who rejects authority which would

subjugate her and render her docile.  She is the offensive woman who

acts in her own interests.  She is the unmanageable woman who claims

her own body, the whore, the wanton woman, the wild woman out of

control.  She is the woman who cannot be silenced.  She is a rebel.

She is trouble (1).
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While these definitions of female unruliness recall the ways in which the media

simultaneously celebrates and reviles women deemed “unruly,” they also speak to the

unique possibilities of troubling regimes of femininity implicit within the notion of

“female unruliness” in particular realms of women’s staged performances.

Injecting modes of female unruliness into discourses of femininity as

“performance” puts into dialogue several distinctive feminist performance strategies

and bodies of theory in productive ways.  I employ performance scholar Elin

Diamond’s concept of feminist mimesis as a means by which to analyze various

performances that critically invoke and theorize representations of femininity in

materialist feminist ways. Diamond critiques theatrical realism as a form of mimetic

imitation invested in “Truth” and a means by which to naturalize (masculine)

ideology. To “unmake” this conservative mimesis, she theorizes the possibility of

mimesis as a site of feminist intervention into representations of “the real” by

borrowing from Irigaray’s feminist reconfiguration of Plato’s mimesis and “loathed

mimicry.”  Irigaray argues:  “One must assume the feminine role deliberately.  Which

means already to convert a form of subordination into an affirmation, and thus to

begin to thwart it . . . To play with mimesis is thus, for a woman, to try to recover the

place of her exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself to be simply reduced

to it” (Irigaray 76).  This recovery, a “playful repetition,” functions as a critical re-

enactment that deconstructs and makes visible what is supposed to remain invisible

within patriarchal power structures.  Diamond explains that this move becomes a
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form of ambivalent doubling, or an ironic reflection engaged in dialectical struggle

(“Mimesis” 373).

Thus Diamond answers her initial question, “Can there be a feminist

mimesis?” (363) by offering a form of critical mimicry based on Marxist theater

practitioner Bertolt Brecht’s alienation effects, designed to reveal/repeat gender

behavior in performance and critique it at the same time (371-372). Mimicry is

defined as a typically ridiculous simulation, or an artful copy used strategically as a

form of protection (Webster’s Dictionary, 10th ed.)  This “artful” and strategic

simulation translates into a materialist feminist re-performance of femininity that

consciously (and critically) marks the gaps between discursive constructs of

“Woman,” femininity and the unruly performer herself.  These “gaps,” where excess

meaning spills out, or exceeds hegemonic representations, become a form of ironic

distance that alienates ideologies of gender (and sexuality and race in specific cases).

Thus, critical mimicry offers an interventionary space in performance for unruly

women to publicly protest and reimagine the narrow and male-defined forms of

mimesis imposed upon them by theater history and in the culture at large.   The issue

then, as Irigaray explains, is not one of “elaborating a new theory of which woman

would be the subject or the object, but of jamming the theoretical machinery itself, of

suspending its pretension to the production of a truth and of a meaning that are

excessively univocal” (78).
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As an example of Brechtian feminist mimesis, Diamond cites performance

artist Lois Weaver’s masquerade of “Tammy Whynot” in Split Britches’ production

Upwardly Mobile Home as a “subtle exaggeration” of a country music star, which

simultaneously marks Whynot’s gendered exploitation without allowing her to be, as

Irigaray says, simply reduced to it.  Also, as a lesbian femme, Weaver plays with the

desiring spectatorial gaze while queering femininity for her lesbian audiences

(“Mimesis” 373).  Through this and other examples, Diamond argues that performers

can variously occupy the role of the “fantasy fetish” while deconstructing the process

of objectification, making it “available for critique” (374).  For instance, the female

body can mimic femininity and yet resist it by performing a “bad” masquerade.  This

“failure” produces powerful gaps that function as semiotic leaks in the sign system,

which Diamond calls an “antidote to psychic repression and social censorship” (375).

In a move that recuperates gendered hysteria and the Lacanian female body as

oceanic “lack,” performance artists can play with staging the female-marked body as

producing excess meaning, which “blurs the boundaries between inner and outer,

depth and surface, truth and falsehood, that consolidates identity for the Western

subject” (376).

This blurring of boundaries recalls Mary Russo’s notion of the “female

grotesque” as another example of a “failed” performance of femininity via excess.

Predicated on the reality that “making a spectacle out of oneself [is] a specifically

feminine danger . . . of exposure” (213), she remaps Mikhail Bakhtin’s theories of the
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carnivalesque, primarily focused on class oppression, and its attendant “issues of

bodily exposure and containment, disguise and gender masquerade, abjection and

marginality, parody and excess,” onto representations of femininity (214).  Bakhtin

envisioned the carnivalesque as a liminal space of symbolic transgression for

marginalized groups that could lead to material change; Russo expands this

potentiality into a feminist means of transformation and counterproduction of

knowledge.

Fundamental to Russo’s idea of female spectacle is the “grotesque” female

body, one of protrusions, bulges, and open orifices; a fluid body in the act of

becoming, a public and chaotic body rather than a private, seamless, maintained one.

This fluidity brings to mind Peggy Shaw’s physical invocation of her “monstrous”

working class butch desire in Menopausal Gentleman and Beauty and the Beast,

Karen Finley’s signature layering of food substances on her nude body to literalize

the grotesque-ness of gender oppressions, Annie Sprinkle’s invitation to audiences to

publicly peer at her cervix through a speculum in order to collapse the distance

between subject and object, and White Trash Girl’s spewing of internal body fluids as

her deadly weapon.  I invoke these representations not to suggest that they are

somehow equivalent; each artist uses specific strategies to achieve a particular

critique, and each body is differently marked not only by gender but sexuality, race,

and class.  These differences among women will become crucial in exploring how

unruliness may function to maintain particular norms of white femininity and thus
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depends upon context.  These artists do, however, conjure Bakhtin’s carnivalesque

body in that they may, if only in moments, efface the subject/object split, provoke

terror (and pleasure), and elevate what dominant culture has labeled profane (the

female voice and body) to the status of art.

Acknowledgements and Contributions to the Field of Performance Studies

This study is inspired and informed by numerous women’s groundbreaking

work focusing on unruly women’s voices and bodies in the field of performance

studies.  For instance, Claire Van Ens’s 1999 study entitled “The Poetics of Excess:

Images of Large Women on Stage and Screen” considers how the unruly female body

is typically seen as deviant, excessive and out of control. Her investigation of

stereotypes of the large female body in popular culture and how feminist performance

artists critically recite these images marks the female body as an explosive site of

political discourse in American culture.

Joni Jones’s sista docta, which exists as both a performance and as print

scholarship exploring the black female body’s disruptive presence within the white

liberal academy, interrogates narrow definitions of “appropriate” scholarship as well

as inserting a “pleasure-centered economy” that revels in the unruly “femaleness” of

her black body (56).   As Jones dances and kicks in her performance of sista docta,

her breasts flap, her buttocks vibrate, and she exposes her crotch; in this way she

flaunts how gender, race, and sexuality are simultaneously inscribed on her body,
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which she says “has been constructed in the U.S. as a service commodity” (56).

Important to my study, Jones considers how “the performing black female body

challenges white male dominance” while perhaps also perpetuating sexualized,

primitive images of black women she seeks to trouble (58).  Also, Jones’s sustained

work investigating her own identifications with Osun, the Yoruba female deity of

sensuality and fertility, confronts ethical and political issues around representations of

black bodies within the cultural imaginary and models a complexly hybridized and

partial form of identity posited by numerous other scholars of color in this study.

Within radical/cultural feminist recuperations of the goddess, Jones’s focus on Osun

also troubles how white feminists have often rendered sacred images of women of

color invisible (“Performing” 70).   This work informs how I challenge unruly white

performers to theorize race in their work and why I claim that women of color cannot

necessarily achieve unruliness in the same ways many white women can.

Elizabeth Bell’s series of articles theorizing a feminist aesthetics of

performance offer “an affirmation of the performer’s agency in an ethics of

performance” (100).  This “ethics” configures performance as a political economy,

which radically moves away from text-centered approaches to performance into a

libidinal exchange between bodies that is highly charged around attendant issues of

gender, race, class, and sexuality.  Insisting that pleasure is constitutive of

performance, Bell claims that “performance theory is the place to imagine and to

create performance practice . . .” centered within a body and a politics of location
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(107).  By theorizing an aesthetics of performance as inseparable from an ethics of

performance, Bell powerfully re-envisions the body in performance as a vehicle of

feminist pedagogy that teaches a politics of looking and resistance to cultural norms.

A more detailed mapping of several articles appearing in the performance

studies journal Text and Performance Quarterly reveals the way my work converges

with and expands upon current feminist scholarship on performance practices and

discourses of femininity.  This sampling of scholarly work that speaks directly to my

study serves to continue my review of feminist performance strategies and theories I

will draw upon while also revealing gaps and challenges in scholarship that need

further attention.

In her 1997 article examining feminine masquerade in the Mary Kay

Cosmetics culture, Catherine Waggoner rejects the idea that everyday life

performances of traditional femininity are merely a form of internalized patriarchal

oppression and argues that “the very performances that appear to conform to

patriarchal standards serve to disrupt the patriarchy or have the potential to do so . . .”

(262).  She sees this potential disruption occurring primarily through an aesthetic of

excess.  A conspicuous flaunting of femininity marks its performative nature and

supposedly offers the means by which to make visible and critique its construction.

Waggoner links feminine masquerade to Butler’s notion of “reiterative practice,”

which might be understood as a form of critical appropriation that allows for new and

ambivalent meanings to flourish. Modleski claims that masquerade is a “strategy used
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by marginalized groups” to articulate an/other meaning, often a doubled one that at

first appears to submit to the oppressor’s stereotypes but upon closer examination

provides “a dissenting and empowering view for those in the know” (qtd. in

Waggoner 267).  In other words, Waggoner sees masquerade as a potentially

powerful form of critical mimicry depending on who is performing it and who is able

to read it as resistant.

Waggoner’s study points up some of the challenges of working from within

the codes of femininity in order to subvert them.  As Butler warns, “There is no

guarantee that exposing the naturalized status of heterosexuality [and

heterofemininity] will lead to its subversion.  Heterosexuality can augment its

hegemony through its denaturalization, as when we see denaturalizing parodies that

reidealize heterosexual norms without calling them into question” (Bodies That

Matter 231).  Also, context is crucial; working from within the terms of

heteronormative femininity as a form of feminist resistance may demand moments in

staged performances where the recitation of femininity, deliberately assumed, is

clearly unmasked.  These gaps, or ruptures, powerfully determine whether a

performance can potentially be read as political parody or simply a hegemonic

performance of cultural norms.

Waggoner ends her study by equating forms of (primarily white) feminine

masquerade as gender subversion to reperformances of black minstrelsy as a form of

racial subversion (268).  While this comparison is provocative, she too easily
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conflates disparate forms of oppression and ignores issues of whiteness and class

within feminine masquerade and the Mary Kay culture altogether.  This kind of

erasure demonstrates the urgent need for more in-depth analysis on how race, gender

and class intersect within feminist strategies like masquerade.

In “Performing Rodeo Queen Culture:  Competition, Athleticism and

Excessive Feminine Masquerade,” published in 2000, Shields and Coughlin similarly

argue that the performance of rodeo queens in rodeo culture constitutes not only a

patriarchal image of idealized femininity but also a highly athletic, sometimes

dangerous, and thus paradoxical negotiation of female agency.  They claim that these

doubly-inflected images demonstrate how femininity is a performative system in

which “women negotiate, challenge, transfer and perhaps serve as agents in a

complex web of relationships” (183).

Most useful for my study is the notion that “dressing up” in excessively

feminized rodeo costumes represents both a negotiation of rigid codes of

appropriateness for women and also a pleasurable means of putting one’s individual

stamp on the costume and flaunting a sense of “to-be-looked-at-ness” (Mulvey 366).

As Mary Anne Doane has argued, “When a code is pushed to excess, the power of the

code is destabilized and the meaning changes” (196).  While it is exciting to consider

seemingly conservative cultural sites like the rodeo and Mary Kay Culture as

instances of critical performance for women, I would caution that what the authors

read as a potentially subversive and pleasurable masquerade may not significantly
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destabilize heterosexual norms of femininity.  Finally, like Waggoner, Shields and

Coughlin do not theorize race or class as a crucial component in the performance of

femininity in rodeo culture, which again leaves unanswered the question of whether

women of color can masquerade in ways similar to certain classes of white women or

if this notion of excessive (unruly) femininity is ultimately some white women’s

privilege.  What these studies do suggest is a way to reread seemingly regressive

performances of femininity in more complex ways.

Moving from more everyday life performances into more aestheticized ones,

Helene Shugart’s 2001 article examines “Parody as Subversive Performance:

Denaturalizing Gender and Reconstituting Desire in Ellen.”  Citing Butler’s notion

that “gender is not simply constructed but performed,” Shugart provocatively

questions Butler’s lack of attention paid to actual performances of femininity by

women.  She argues that conscious parodies of femininity performed by women

whose biological sex conforms to the prescribed gender being enacted can become

subversive critiques that reveal the imitative structure of gender.  My project will take

this claim further to theorize the notion of female-to–femme drag in lesbian

performances practices.

Shugart identifies three features integral to parodic subversion:  “a

conspicuous performance,” “a variety of incongruities . . . to clarify that a

performance is underway and to establish the disparity between the ‘real’ woman and

the performed femininity,” and the aesthetic of excess (101).  While Shugart applies
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these concepts to the TV sitcom Ellen, these features are also foundational for much

materialist feminist Brechtian theatre and performance work and will be useful to

explicate examples of feminist mimesis throughout this study.

When a woman conspicuously performs a “bad” version of stereotypical

femininity, as Shugart claims Ellen DeGeneres does, it allows audiences to clearly see

the imitation taking place, which “belies the concept of the original” (Butler, Gender

Trouble 137-139).  A sense of ineptness, or “failed” femininity, subverts an

assumption of femininity’s naturalness (Shugart 103).   Secondly, a heightened sense

of incongruity is achieved by juxtaposing a performer’s persona against the parodic

performance of femininity.  For instance, Peggy Shaw and Lois Weaver often

reperform iconic representations of masculinity and femininity like Stella and Stanley

from Tennessee Williams’ play A Streetcar Named Desire and then queer these

canonical characters via their own identifications as a butch and femme lesbian

couple (see chapter 3).  Shugart notes: “Bakhtin views such parody as having social

and political value, for the incongruity typically exists between an official, sanctioned

expression and an unofficial-hence, subversive one” (103).  These “unofficial”

expressions (of unruly femininities) are dramatically evident in the field of women’s

staged performance practices.  Lastly, excess exaggerates and thus makes visible the

codes of heteronormative femininity. Excess is related to Bakhtin’s concept of the

grotesque, which “functions to degrade that which is heretofore ‘spiritual, ideal and

abstract,’ consigning it instead ‘to the material level, to the sphere of earth and body’
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(Shugart 106, Bakhtin 19-20).  The grotesque woman, both multiple and fluid, has the

power to denaturalize and demystify gender and reconstitute female desire.

While Shugart’s essay ends with a quote from African American cultural

critic bell hooks claiming, “spaces can be interrupted, appropriated, and transformed

through artistic and literary practice,” race is yet again never mentioned as a factor

that determines the nature of parodic subversion (113).  As Brody urges in her study

on how black women have been historically erased from the realm of the feminine:

“New actors and scenes must be introduced,” both to defamiliarize white,

heteronormative, canonical images and relationships and intervene into dominant

readings and representations.  For instance, Brody cites several parodic restagings of

Manet’s painting Olympia: in one instance, Olympia becomes Marilyn Monroe and

the maid becomes an Aunt Jemima-styled Mammy offering pancakes (113).  This

mimetic re-reading historicizes and makes visible the unequal relationships between

hegemonic norms of femininity and alternative performances by women of color and

lesbians.  Theorizing “new actors and scenes” within discourses of femininity as

distinctive forms of feminist mimesis hopefully expands Diamond’s notion of critical

mimicry in useful ways.  Importantly, the goal here is not to “reproduce reality but,

rather, to repeat with difference and distance,” as Brody reminds (114).  She believes,

as I do, that art can enact “interventionist difference” by staging an event marked by

history and then disappearing as a “means of liberation” (115). Performers stage

themselves as representations; by playing with the familiar and making it strange,
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women can achieve a destabilizing unruliness that simultaneously moves within and

against white and middle-to-upper class heteronormative representations of

femininity.

The Study: Overview, Method, and Organization

The pervasiveness of feminine norms in mainstream representations and the

possibilities and dangers inherent in putting “femininity” in dialogue with

“unruliness” lead me to ask the following attendant questions in this study: how can

the “unruly woman” appear in representation without being compromised or

destroyed by it?  For instance, if an unruly woman becomes celebrated for her “bad

girl” behavior, is she still unruly?  Then again, if she is reviled, defunded, silenced, or

denied tenure, is her unruliness even useful?  Secondly, how can the trappings of

femininity be exploded from within its own signifiers to resist the constraints of

heteronormativity?  This question demands a close look at readability:  who is able to

read a parodic or menacing performance of femininity as cultural critique when and

where and what are the implications of “misreadings?”  Crucially, how does race

differently inflect unruly performances of femininity?  In other words, who gets to be

unruly where and when and how important are the particularities of whiteness to a

discussion of the unruly female-marked body?  Additionally, how do sexuality, class,

and age markers render women more or less unruly?  More generally, can theorizing

the concept of femininities plural potentially shatter binaristic notions of sexual

difference and expand women’s range of gender and sexual identities?  Finally, why
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is performance a site at which unruly femininities can be profitably explored and

exploded?7

Methodologically, this study employs feminist performance theories to

examine specific women’s staged performance practices and vice versa.  Whenever

possible, I have gathered my primary evidence from performances I witnessed

firsthand and/or actually took part in.  I invoke this “witnessing” by periodically

interjecting personal narratives of my experience of various performances.  This shift

into a more self-reflexive style of writing is borrowed from the field of experimental

ethnography to reflect, as Joni Jones says, that “ . . . performance is a form of

embodied knowledge and theorizing that challenges the academy’s print bias” (“Sista

Docta” 53).  In this way, “the return to performance in writing . . . constitutes a new

arrival rather than a repetition” (64).  I also rely on several documentaries, still

images, performance reviews, published and unpublished performance scripts,

published interviews, and critical analysis by other scholars as well.  I have conducted

personal interviews with the primary artists included in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 so that

my analysis of their work is put in dialogue with their own political investments and

artistic experience.

In deciding which performers and performances to include in the study, I have

chosen to define performance somewhat broadly to include not only performances on

                                                  
7 Thanks to Jill Dolan for posing many of these useful questions to me during my
qualifying exams.
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more traditional stages but also, in a few cases, in less traditional spaces like a music

club or an art gallery.  This move is supported by a long and well-documented history

in women’s performance art of resisting institutionalized theatre spaces. For example,

I consider the performance strategies of Leslie Mah, the lead guitarist for the

queercore all-girl band Tribe 8, and the cartoon adventures of “Citlali, La Chicana

Superhero” who exists as a character in a comic strip and an art installation.  These

performances both stretch the influence of performance theory into other

performative realms and refer to the field of performance studies’ inherently

interdisciplinary nature.  This expansive notion of “women’s staged performances” is

intended to contribute toward a breakdown in disciplinary boundaries and uniquely

extend feminist performance theory into areas like music and visual art studies where

it might otherwise be neglected.  Additionally, theorizing my own directing

experience in Chapter 2 will hopefully bridge the oft-perceived gap between artist and

scholar and offer a model of how to analyze one’s own creative scholarship in

rigorous ways.  Finally, my choice to focus solely on women in performance is not

meant to suggest that femininity somehow “belongs” to or is only performed by

women; certainly many men have and will continue to embody and signify on the

feminine in resistant ways as well.

My chapters are organized thematically around feminist performance

strategies that relate in various ways to feminist mimesis as a vehicle for unruly

femininities. I employ clusters of performance theories to examine performances that
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explicitly or implicitly critique discourses of femininity through their excessive,

queer, racial, and/or class identities.  I start with a feminist revision of a classical

canonical text and then a modern canonical text, moving from the world of theatre

into the more fluid realm of performance art, which then serves as a bridge to

examining related feminist performances in visual art and popular music.

Chapter 2 examines a production of Desdemona: A Play About a

Handkerchief, written by lesbian feminist playwright Paula Vogel as a response to

Shakespeare’s tragedy Othello.  I directed this show for a feminist theater collective

called iron belly muses in Austin, Texas in 2001.  This performance serves to

introduce theories of female spectacle and excess as forms of critical mimicry via the

use of Brechtian feminist directing and performance strategies. For example, I

connect the idea of female-as-spectacle to a feminist Brechtian approach to acting as

alienation effect, which allows performers to both “take on” a character and at the

same time step outside of and comment upon the character as a form of

deconstructive ideological critique.  I also explore how theatrical elements such as

lighting, sound, costumes, multimedia, and gestural work can operate collectively to

achieve a feminist mimesis of representational practices in performance.  Finally,

racism in Shakespeare’s play Othello and particular constructions of both working

class and upper class white femininity in Desdemona will complicate my use of

female spectacle and excess throughout this chapter.
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Chapter 3 is devoted to exploring how femininity is queered both in a lesbian

butch-femme performance context and within the femme’s solo performances.

Drawing on Lois Weaver’s and Peggy Shaw’s work in their lesbian feminist theatre

company, Split Britches, I frame the butch-femme role play as a form of lesbian

feminist drag and the femme more specifically as an example of what I call

“femme(nini)tease,” or female-to-femme drag.  Although drag has been critiqued by

some feminists as an apolitical and even misogynist imitation of women by gay men,

the notion of “female-to-femme drag” is intended to function as a more queerly

feminist form of critical mimicry.  To extend Sue-Ellen Case’s work on the butch-

femme aesthetic as a "seduc[tion] of the sign system" that troubles binaristic

constructions of gender and sexuality from within (“Towards a Butch-Femme

Aesthetic” 295), I also theorize the queer femme apart from the more visible butch as

“a “viable representational position” (Wolf 134). I specifically examine Split

Britches’s show Belle Reprieve and Lois Weaver’s solo show Faith and Dancing:

Mapping Femininity and Other Natural Disasters.

Chapter 4 focuses on theories of the female grotesque and female abjection in

relationship to what I call “colored unruliness” in two performances by women of

color Jacqueline Lawton and Patty Chang.  The female grotesque, typically marked as

“mannish,” “ugly,” “hag-like,” or monstrous, makes a spectacle of herself and creates

chaos because of her enormous failure to perform hegemonic standards of femininity.

This grotesqueness relates to Julia Kristeva’s theory that women personify abjection,
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or self-defilement, as the transgressive and radically excluded other.  Embodying

feminine abjection in performance functions as a form of cultural critique because it

not only implicates the spectator’s response(s) in relationship to discourses of

hegemonic femininity but also allows performers to “resolutely defy the cultural

script in which women in general are always already abjectified” (Lockford 3).

However, I argue that theories of the grotesque and female abjection also have a

specifically racial component and that certain categories of whiteness often go

unmarked as a form of feminine privilege maintained by abjectifying women of color.

I will employ Jennifer DeVere Brody’s exploration of how racist representations of

black women have been foundational to reproductions of white heterofemininities and

Karen Shimakawa’s theorizations of Asian women’s self-representations of abjection

in performance to discuss solo performances by African American performance artist

Jacqueline Lawton and Asian American visual artist Patty Chang.

Chapter 5 will examine “macha femme” performances by political comic strip

character “Citlali, La Chicana Superhero” and Leslie Mah, lead guitarist for the all-

female queercore band Tribe 8.  These aggressive performances by “monstrous”

women of color use race explicitly to enact a carnivalesque and menacing mimesis of

femininity. This menace is expressed in Homi Bhabha’s recuperation of colonial

mimicry of the “Other” as a form of disruptive double vision for resistant subjects of

color.  “The menace of mimicry is in fact the potential return or ricochet of that gaze”

(qtd. in Schneider 170).  Rebecca Schneider dubs this reversal “counter-mimicry,” a
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means by which performers make explicit and explode the ways bodies of color have

been mis/represented (169).  Alicia Arrizon, theorizing the “mestizaje” as a form of

transculturation in Chicana feminist cultural productions, similarly argues that it is

necessary “to recuperate the figures of cultural memory and the sites of political

agency” for interculturally marked bodies  (“Mythical Performativity” 24, 49). Jose

Muñoz’s theory of “disidentification” describes how the “phobic object, through a

campy over-the-top performance,” reconfigures the pathetic and abject spectacle as it

appears in heteronormative culture as something new (3).  This recovery of a “once

toxic representation,” similar to Diamond’s feminist mimesis, is a dis-identificatory

practice of self-enactment and survival that can achieve serious cultural critique when

enacted by an “othered” body of color (94).

Chapter 6 concludes with reflections on the larger questions and implications

raised by this study and considers possibilities for future research.
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Chapter 2

Staging Spectacles of White Femininity in

Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief (A Feminist Mimesis)

“Sugar and spice and everything nice,
That’s what little girls are made of.”

 “Oh, piss and vinegar!! Where is that crappy little snot rag!”  (Desdemona to
Emilia, Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief)

Lori Landay claims in her study of the female trickster in American culture:

“Cultural standards of feminine appearance, bodily comportment, and behavior

inscribe a set of social practices that comprise socially sanctioned femininity” (6).

While I subscribe to this idea throughout my study, the “sugar and spice” version of

what “nice” girls are made of in the above epigraph demonstrates the persistent

conflation of sex, a biological marker of sexual difference, with gender, a set of

socially inscribed practices and experiences. This conflation has had serious

consequences for women; therefore, many feminists have rejected and degraded

performances of and identifications with femininity as forms of false consciousness

or internalized oppression.  Biddy Martin, however, warns that “casting (feminine)

gender as mere masquerade or as a constraint to be escaped, overridden, or left aside”

only reproduces stereotypes of femininity. By making the lesbian femme invisible or

heterofemininity fixed, she says, women again disappear under the guise of

“oppression” (77). By instead explicitly marking the performative, fluid, and
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ambiguous terrain of femininity, she argues, this culturally inscribed standard

potentially becomes less a monolith and more a strategic space of cultural critique.

In this chapter, I examine how Brechtian feminist performance and directing

strategies can be deployed to make visible and simultaneously resist socially

sanctioned performances of femininity, a process I claim reflects what Elin Diamond

defines as feminist mimesis.  Specifically, I will refer to my own feminist-inspired

directing strategies for a production of Paula Vogel’s play, Desdemona: A Play About

a Handkerchief. This discussion will consider process-related issues such as the

incorporation of dramaturgical research as feminist practice as well as examining how

designers, actors, and directors can use the theatrical apparatus as a means of

disrupting its own historical and ideological representations of gender.  I also

consider critical response to this production in the form of four theatre reviews and

three audience post-show discussions.  While this chapter is not a reception study and

cannot measure with any accuracy how “successful” my artistic intentions were, I do

reflect on how feminist performances are framed by critics and how audiences

perhaps respond in more complex ways to the work.  Analyzing collectively

generated feminist strategies in Desdemona serves to locate my own investments in

materialist feminist performance practices, introduce ways of staging feminist

mimesis as a realization of concepts central to my larger study, and establish

performance as a powerful method of inquiry and embodied way of knowing.
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“Nice Girls”: Policing Norms of Femininity

 In Western culture, the image of “nice girls” typically conjures conventional,

“ruly” regimes of femininity that value European American (white), patriarchal

standards of beauty, modesty, and heterosexual love.  Shakespeare’s Desdemona, for

instance, is exemplary of these standards within an Elizabethan context.  To be ruly is

to be “obedient, orderly” (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed), which

corresponds with certain patriarchal idealizations of femininity, although these norms

have shifted depending on the historical moment. In contemporary Western culture,

“traditional” performances of femininity often bring to mind highly recognizable

icons such as the white southern belle, the beauty queen, and Hollywood stars like

Marilyn Monroe.

In these conservative models of femininity, the female body is ideally

constructed as a passive and decorative object of desire, and the female voice is

muted to preserve binaristic notions of masculinity as active, expansive, public, and

authoritative.  Just as the rhetoric of “black and white” put together falsely polarizes

racial differences, renders invisible all other “in between” racial identities, and even

perpetuates racial inequalities and racism, binaristic models of masculinity and

femininity depend on a hierarchical relationship of difference that naturalizes

disempowerment for women and empowerment for men.  When we consider other

identity markers such as race, class, sexuality, and age, as Paula Vogel’s play does,

this admittedly simplistic hierarchy of power becomes less stable.
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Within the constitutive performance of femininity are unspoken rules and

reprisals for failing to abide by a compulsory set of “appropriate” feminine standards.

The hegemonic values of beauty, modesty, and heterosexual love variously function

to keep “nice girls” “nice” and to police more unruly women deemed, in value-laden

terms, as ugly, immodest, queer, mannish, loud-mouthed, sexually licentious, or

significantly, of color.  Women who are, for various reasons, “bad” at being “girls”

interrupt the script of hegemonic femininity and garner a form of potentially

dangerous visibility that is distinct from the pervasive cultural celebration of “bad

girls” as spectacular sexual objects.   

Thus, it is important to distinguish “failed” performances of femininity from

the sexualized role of “bad girl,” which implicitly depends on the stereotype of “good

girl” in the same way the stereotype of “virgin” and “whore” mutually define one

another.  Popular “bad” girls, often performed as hypersexual seducers of men, tend

to merely reify the heterosexual imperative and the notion of woman as sexual object.

Based on this logic, it could be said that ruliness and unruliness mutually define each

other and thus exist within the same system of power, but I will argue that “unruly

femininities,” shot through with internal contradictions and sly self-parody, can

extend beyond a mere inversion of a binary and offer multiple points of feminist

resistance.  A conscious deployment of unruly femininities via Brechtian feminist

performance strategies can, in Judith Butler’s terms, make “trouble” from within

reigning discourses and possibly transform the terms therein (Gender Trouble viii).
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The unruly female body will always be ghosted by feminine norms; this ghosting is a

form of critical citation whose form depends on recognizable/readable norms against

which the resistant performance operates.

 “Making a Spectacle” (Breaking the Rules)

In the most basic sense, spectacles are understood to be public displays and

often center on something deemed unusual, curious, spectacular, and/or contemptible.

In film theory, spectacle has often been said to define “the object of the look (women)

as possessed and controlled by the subject of the look (men)” (Mayne 13).  Lynda

Hart reminds that the phrase “making a spectacle” refers to “the warning generally

given to women to avoid having attention drawn to themselves, a prohibition against

being publicly seen and heard” (Making A Spectacle 1). In this way, female spectacle

can function conservatively to silence women and reduce them to their bodies as

visual display.

Mary Russo notes that the idea of making a spectacle of oneself points to a

“specifically feminine danger . . . of exposure” (213); what may be “exposed” in this

case are the high stakes involved in maintaining a “ruly” femininity. Paradoxically,

women are often encouraged to be spectacular as physical objects of beauty, although

they are always in danger of being labeled “whorish” and/or targeted for sexual

violence.  Implicitly or explicitly, women are discouraged from being subjects with

spectacular (i.e. “too much”) vocal and physical authority.  For example,

Shakespeare’s character Desdemona violates her sixteenth century aristocratic
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Venetian culture’s norms of femininity around the marriage contract first by entering

an interracial marriage without her father’s consent and then by supposedly

committing adultery.  Although in Shakespeare’s play, Iago and Othello falsely

accuse her of infidelity, she becomes unruly in Othello’s jealous mind and thus is

doomed to die at the hands of her husband as punishment. In Vogel’s play, while

Desdemona flaunts her sexual desires and her unfaithfulness to her husband as a form

of female agency, she is still left at the end of the play in grave danger of losing her

life for her spectacular transgressions.

Film scholar Judith Mayne agues, however, that “an exclusive focus on

spectacle . . . as a relation between male subject and female object obscures other

functions of cinematic spectacle which do not lend themselves to such easy

dichotomies” (13-14). In this study, I refer to female spectacle not as a woman’s “to-

be-looked at-ness,” which Laura Mulvey psychologizes in cinematic representations,

but rather as feminist appropriations of visibility in performance, which Diamond

reconfigures as “looking-at-being-looked-at-ness.”  This Brechtian feminist means of

theorizing the female body onstage will offer both a way for the female to appear in

representation as a resistance subject and a critical space for the female spectator

outside an all-encompassing and masochistic male gaze (Diamond, Unmaking 44).

The theater, “the sphere most removed from the confines of domesticity,”

becomes a potentially subversive and highly politicized space where women can

stage critical spectacles of themselves by claiming the spotlight (Hart, Making a
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Spectacle 2).  Alisa Solomon, theorizing theater as the “quintessential mimetic art”

with its Greek roots in queer (transvestite) performances of women, argues:

“…[T]heater can question the very means of its production, call attention to its own

processes and limits, and, as a result, raise questions about the images and ideologies

it may give stage and voice to” (Redressing 3).  Susan Glenn documents how women

are able to provoke controversy, to question patriarchal norms, by deliberately staging

theatrical spectacles of themselves (6).  Her book, Female Spectacle, theorizes how

specific popular theatre forms have allowed women to act outside the bounds of

traditional female behavior and create new, more radical roles for themselves onstage

and in everyday life.  Similar to the strategies Vogel uses in Desdemona, women in

feminist theater and performance art have, for instance, translated the “feminine” as

hyperbolic and queerly grotesque through the use of an unruly body, ribald language

and humor, and a parodic mimicry of the feminine, to make a public spectacle of and

envision new models of agency for themselves.   

Russo claims that “overacting,” or mimicking the hysteria of the feminine,

allows a critical distance necessary to articulate the location of women’s exploitation

without submitting to it (223).  Rather than reproducing femininity with

verisimilitude in performance, a materialist feminist theatre practice might render

hypervisible this naturalized set of behaviors, values, and practices through some

form of excess – something which ruptures cultural understandings of gender.  Lesa

Lockford calls these performance strategies conscious “acts of femininity” that may
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transgress cultural norms and alienate audience members in ways that provoke critical

thinking. These acts can potentially subvert dominant notions of femininity by

revealing their discursivity and rewriting how these rules are inscribed on the female-

marked body (1-3).

For instance, Vogel’s women in Desdemona explode from Shakespeare’s

muted domestic background into a raucous, female-centered domestic foreground,

which demonstrates how female spectacle can encroach upon and destabilize the

masculine sphere when critically enacted by women.8  This points to my particular

focus on women’s performances that “transgress neat modernist distinctions between

public and private spheres” (Lockford 13).  In response to a theatrical tradition

typically dominated by men, women have carved out a space in the unruly realm of

feminist theatre and performance art to politicize their “private” experiences and

publicly explore the discursive contours and implications of being marked female in

this culture.

Female Spectacle and Brechtian Feminist Mimesis

Russo’s notion of overacting to mimic femininity and flaunt its ambiguous

investments in spectacle relates directly to Diamond’s theory of feminist mimesis

realized through Brechtian feminist performance practices.  Mimesis has typically

been understood in Platonic or Aristotelian terms as a close imitation of reality;

                                                  
8 Men have in fact often been celebrated for their unruliness.  Consider the archetypes
of the wandering prophet or the madman on the margins of society embodied by
figures like Christ, 1960s activist Abbie Hoffman, beat poet Allen Ginsberg, etc.
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holding up a mirror to nature and thus representing “reality” as truthfully as possible

was of the greatest importance to these ancient Greek thinkers.  This model of

“Truth” has been uncovered as a stand-in for phallic power by postmodern and

feminist critics; as Luce Irigaray says, it is “mimesis imposed.”  Diamond explains:

“Lacking the organ of privilege, unable to represent their desires in a male symbolic,

women are positioned as the mirror to reflect back the masculine ‘Self-Same’”

(Unmaking iv).  Diamond takes up Irigaray’s transformation of this mirror into a

political weapon: “‘mimesis imposed’ becomes mimicry unleashed”  (xi).

To demonstrate how “mimicry unleashed” might look in performance

practices, Diamond recovers the radical potential in Bertolt Brecht’s Marxist-based

theories of epic theatre and translates them into what she calls a “gestic feminist

criticism” (44).  As a way to resist the conservative and lulling ideological effects of

bourgeois theatrical realism (a form of mimesis imposed), Brecht was primarily

committed to alienation techniques meant to defamiliarize a word, gesture, or idea so

that actors could “quote” a character rather than “identify” with her/him, as in a

Stanislavskian model of acting.  This “discontinuity in theatrical signification” also

extended into a “'literarization' of the theater space to produce a spectator/ reader who

is not interpellated into ideology but is passionately and pleasurably engaged in

observation and analysis” (44). By calling attention to, or historicizing, all the

theatre’s modes of production such as lighting, costumes, and sets, the audience is
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offered a more critical distance to see how material history shapes our ways of

thinking and behaving (46).

While Brecht was mostly interested in issues of class conflict, Diamond reads

feminist theory into his ideas to propose a “gestic feminist criticism,” which offers “ a

female body in representation that resists fetishization and a viable position for the

female spectator” (44). Thus, the female subject is presented as an alienated and

contradictory “not . . . but” site of differences within around race, sexuality, and class

(48-49).  I now turn to the production of Paula Vogel’s Desdemona I directed to

explore how Brechtian feminist techniques might restage the spectacle of femininity

to explicate these “differences within.”   This work strives to “unleash,” or imagine,

unruly femininities as feminist mimesis.

Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief
(An Experiment in Brechtian Feminist Performance Practices)

“Theater is theory, or a shadow of it . . . In the act of seeing, there is already theory”
 (Herbert Blau Take Up the Bodies 1)

“To her father she appeared in her quiet assiduity, ever at hand to minister to his
pleasure. she was affectionately duteous, meekly watchful, beautiful, soft-paced,

sweet-voiced, with a hand dexterous and light, eyes serene in their fond observance,
and a carriage so still and easy, that she seemed rather to glide to and fro . . . She

had a buoyant grace of motion, as if borne on wings, or floated upon air.  She looked
an embodiment of household peace and joy; the tranquility, and dove-like nested

comfort of home personified in woman – home’s presiding genius”
(Description of Desdemona in Mary Cowden Clarke, The Girlhood of Shakespeare’s

Heroines, 64)
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“Women are clad in purdah, we decent, respectable matrons, from the cradle to the
altar to the shroud . . . bridled with linen, blinded with lace . . . these very walls are

purdah”
 (Desdemona to Emilia in Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief,

193)

Entering the intimate Vortex Theater, which seats approximately100, the

audience has to walk onstage and negotiate some set furniture to get to their seats.

Aggressive and dissonant riot grrrl9 music fades as the lights dim to black. An

overwrought Elizabethan song begins to play as a black and white silent film appears

on a large white sheet draped across most of the stage.  The opening shot reveals

three women casually getting into costume and make up in a dressing room.  A title

comes up: “’Othello, the Moor of Venice’ by William Shakespeare.”

Othello, played by a white woman in splotchy blackface10, broadly indicates

proposing marriage to a heavily white-powdered and girlish Desdemona; it soon

becomes obvious this is a melodramatic slapstick dumb show rather than high

tragedy.  Desdemona, overacted as helpless-white-woman-in-need-of-rescue, and

Othello, portrayed as mock-hero, are inspired by iconic images of the white heroine

pursued by a black(ened white) man in D.W. Griffith’s classic Birth of a Nation, a

black and white silent film which aggrandizes the Ku Klux Klan.

Emilia, Desdemona’s maid, is played as stereotypically shrewish.  With the

quick addition of an obviously fake mustache, she also performs Iago (Emilia’s

                                                  
9 See chapter 5 for an explication of this term.
10 This parallels a long history of white actors playing Othello in blackface.
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husband) as stereotypical hand wringing villain. After Othello climactically smothers

Desdemona, who twitches and flails grotesquely before dying, the actor playing

Emilia/Iago performs both Iago stabbing Emilia and Emilia getting stabbed. Othello

then stabs himself and dies a ridiculously indulgent death, after which all three

women suddenly pop up and bow with big grins on their faces.  “THE END”

solemnly appears on the sheet/screen as the actual actors enter the stage and take

their places for Vogel’s play to begin.

Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief, first produced in

1993, is a feminist revision of Shakespeare’s famous tragedy, Othello, originally

performed in 1604 in Elizabethan England. Othello tells the story of the titular hero,

an esteemed military hero and racial “other”  (a black moor), who marries

Desdemona, a white Venetian aristocratic woman, and eventually murders her in her

bed because he has been manipulated by his villainous assistant Iago into believing

that she is an adulteress.   Vogel’s Desdemona is a hilarious and devastating re-

imagining of the world of Othello told from the point of view of three pivotal

although ultimately minor female characters from Shakespeare’s play.  In Vogel’s

play, no men ever appear; instead, Desdemona (Othello’s wife), Emilia

(Desdemona’s maid and Iago’s wife), and a Bianca (a local prostitute), occupy the

“offstage” domestic space of Emilia’s laundry/work room where they “discuss their

secret dreams and desires, their dissatisfactions with the lives they lead, their attitudes

toward men, and the nature of love” (Shawyer, Curtain Call).
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One of a handful of openly feminist and lesbian contemporary playwrights to

achieve national and international success,11 Vogel appropriates Shakespeare’s play

to explore several of her own politically inflected passions – feminism, female

sexuality, identity, and domestic violence against women. Gone are lofty notions of

faithful heroines as “fresh and delicate creatures” both sweet and mild!   These

women are full-blooded, mouthy, and lusty, and at times they rage against the

narrowness of their world. As Jill Dolan describes, “In Vogel’s wildly theatrical

imagination, politics are omnipresent and wickedly funny, as humor replaces

didacticism with sharp insight and critique” (“Paula Vogel’s” 437).  Skewering

accepted representations of women, Vogel dares to ask:  What if Desdemona is the

unfaithful strumpet Iago conjures up and Othello finally believes her to be?  Does her

death become any less tragic? Might she then “deserve” to die?  Does any woman

“deserve” to die at the hands of a wildly jealous spouse?  And if a woman’s honor

rests on a very fragile reputation of chastity and devotion—symbolized by that pesky

handkerchief and bloody wedding sheets-- what does this say about her status in

society?  Are there other kinds of deaths women experience everyday?  By de-

centering the tragic hero, we can see the real threat of female desire that keeps women

bound in a false virgin/whore binary.  Vogel also questions how women participate in

their own oppression by pitting themselves against each other through differences

such as class.  Ultimately, her dark comedy functions as a rowdy argument with

                                                  
11 Vogel won an Obie in 1992 for The Baltimore Waltz and the Pulitzer prize for
drama in 1998 for How I Learned To Drive.
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cultural “rules” of femininity that have constrained women in various ways across

centuries.

I directed a production of Desdemona that ran from November 9 through

December 1, 2001 at the Vortex Theatre in Austin, Texas.  The play was produced by

iron belly muses (ibm), who identified themselves as a "women's theatre artist

collaborative." Their mission was to produce work by women and about women,

seeking both to create new work and to re-consider classical texts that focused on

women's issues.12  The company also aspired to have women in all areas of

production: men could participate only if a qualified woman could not be found.

Excited both by Vogel’s play, which offers gutsy, meaty roles for women. and the

promise of a female-centered theater company,13 I responded to ibm’s call for

directors and proposed to direct Vogel’s play for their second season because I loved

the script and felt it was a perfect fit for the company’s mission.  As I wrote in an

article about the show, “I scrambled to get a directing proposal to them, even though I

had missed their official deadline.  To think that I could actually direct a play that I

fiercely loved with a collective of powerful, determined, and brave ‘new’ women

seemed too good to be true“ (Shoemaker, Curtain Call).  I was also eager to test

                                                  
12 Sadly, iron belly muses disbanded in 2003, supposedly due to financial difficulties.
13 The iron belly muses shied away from using the label "feminist," fearful of any
stigma attached to the word.
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feminist performance theories and practices I was studying as a graduate student in

Performance Studies at the University of Texas in Austin.14

Susanne Shawyer, the dramaturg for this production, expresses in her program

notes how she framed our mutually defined interpretation of play: “These three

women, each from a different social class, exist in a world defined by men and by the

roles men assign them. As they laugh, cry, fight, and drink, Vogel's women disrupt

classical representations of their characters.”  Ultimately, each of these women’s

internalized beliefs about femininity, heterosexual love, race and class leave them

stranded on the precipice of Shakespeare’s tragic ending where both Desdemona and

Emilia are murdered.

More specifically, Vogel’s play reconfigures Desdemona from a woman

traditionally represented as “excessively, self-destructively chaste, virtuous, and

faithful” into a privileged, naïve, and sometimes cruel upper class British white

woman who ridicules her prudish, working class Irish maid Emilia (Dolan, “Paula

Vogel” 438).  Vogel’s Desdemona is “literally Othello’s worst nightmare”: she is an

unapologetic adulterer who sneaks off to work with the low class, cockney-accented

Bianca in her whorehouse for pleasure (438). This radical transformation of

Desdemona’s character forces the audience to question Othello’s tragic hero status by

asking whether a husband’s murder of his wife is ever acceptable, whether she is

“guilty” of adultery or not.
                                                  
14 Many of my production choices were inspired by Elaine Aston’s excellent book
Feminist Theatre Practice:  A Handbook.
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Emilia is represented in Vogel’s play not as Desdemona’s somewhat feisty

and fiercely devoted maid, but as her overworked and underpaid laundress.  This

Emilia is resentful and jealous of her haughty and privileged employer, so much so

that she steals Desdemona’s handkerchief as a consciously malicious act of betrayal

to appease her husband Iago, a physically abusive husband whom she openly

despises.  Vogel’s Emilia is also a devoutly religious woman who uses her

Catholicism both to help her endure her hardships, repress her possibly queer desires

for other women, and, ironically, to pray for/fantasize about ways to seek revenge

against her awful husband.

 Bianca, in Shakespeare’s play a rather pathetic and forgettable strumpet who

dotes on Cassio, becomes in Vogel’s play an honorable, hard-working prostitute who

runs her own business, enjoys more mobility than upper class women, and offers

Desdemona not only her friendship but some measure of sexual and economic

independence, however romanticized by Desdemona.  Not more than an object of

ridicule in Othello, Bianca importantly becomes a comedic centerpiece of unruliness

in Vogel’s play, which I extended by casting a white woman who has extensive

experience in physical and stand up comedy.  This actor was also cast against type:

very tall, thin, and flat chested with short-cropped hair, she has a strikingly boyish

appearance, which I thought would complicate stereotypical images of women as

prostitutes in interesting ways.
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Stylistically, Vogel’s play is a grotesque parody and inversion of Renaissance

cultural norms, which functions as an ideological deconstruction of Shakespeare’s

tragedy.  She “challenges one of English drama’s most well-known works by turning

Shakespeare’s world upside down and shaking it sideways.  The result is both a

comedy and a tragedy, shaped by a feminist perspective, [and] full of all the

emotional messiness, raucous laughter and breathless wonder of love and life”

(Shawyer, Curtain Call 12).  Inversion is realized primarily through the play’s ribald

and very class specific language (mostly twentieth century slang), the presence of

explicit female sexual desire, and an unruly use of female bodies onstage.  For

instance, in “the beating scene,” Bianca demonstrates on Desdemona how she beats

her customers for sexual titillation:  Bianca says: “Get up on the table wi’yer tale end

up . . .Aw’ll just take a strap ‘ere, an’ Aw’ll just brush you wi’ it—but when Aw let’s

go, you move yer tail up.  All right?”  Desdemona replies:  “I…I think so; it’s rather

like rising to the trot on a horse—“ (Vogel 212). Vogel also inverts the setting of

Shakespeare’s play: sequestered from the grand battles happening in Othello’s world

outside the military palace, the audience is instead stuck inside a typically invisible

women’s space (a “mean, sparsely furnished back room”) for the entire play.
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Fig. 1. “The Beating Scene.” Desdemona.  By Paula Vogel.  Dir. Deanna Shoemaker.
Austin, Texas.  9 November-1 December 2001.

Vogel deftly employs a Brechtian feminist aesthetic in Desdemona to achieve

her bawdy revision and at times seething materialist critique of “classical”
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representations of women.  Friedman notes that Vogel “does not attempt to celebrate

the purportedly ‘womanly’ virtues’. . . of Shakespeare’s heroines.” Rather, she

analyzes and disrupts “the ideological codes embedded in the inherited structures of

dramatic representation” (132).  This is often accomplished by invoking plot and

character elements of Shakespeare’s tragedy to play on audience expectations, which

are then wrenched loose by shocking role reversals, more multi-dimensional and

contradictory female characters, and new scenes which historicize that which is

invisible or ignored in Othello.

For example, Vogel up-ends the famous scene in Othello where Desdemona

struggles to imagine abusing her husband by being untrue to him.  Shakespeare’s

Emilia pragmatically admits that she might consider infidelity for a high price,

shocking the demure and properly chaste Desdemona. In Vogel’s play these roles are

reversed and complicated: Emilia, while horrified by Desdemona’s sexual escapades,

seethes with a lust for more power and paradoxically finds subtle ways to betray her

own husband whom she despises and fantasizes killing.  Unlike her Shakespearian

counterpart, Vogel’s Desdemona does not languish in misery in response to her

husband’s accusations; she instead escapes her aristocratic confines by filling in at

Bianca’s brothel.  “…I simply lie still there in the darkness, taking them [men] all

into me.  I close my eyes and in the dark of my mind—oh, how I travel!” (sc. 11,

194). These women take Shakespeare’s one-dimensional portraits of Renaissance
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femininity and excavate their material conditions to become unruly, full-blooded

forces of female desire onstage.

The play is written in 30 intimate, brisk, episodic scenes which Vogel

describes as “cinematic takes.” She encourages the director to “create different

pictures to simulate the process of filming: change invisible camera angles, do jump

cuts and repetitions, etc.” (Vogel 176).  Vogel’s cinematic effects become a form of

epic, or presentational, theater: by showing the play as if it were a film, Vogel lays

bare the ‘making’ of the story.  The idea of manipulating the staging to make visible

and thus demystify representations of women mirrors Brecht’s desire to “’ruin’ and

‘destroy’ conventional mimetic practice” in order to alienate both spectators and

performers from noncritical identification with a (patriarchal) text and thus overhaul

“the apparatus of production and reception” (Diamond, Unmaking xiv).  In contrast to

the seamless narratives of realism, Vogel’s episodic structure “invites the spectators

to interpose their judgment between the acts” (Friedman 139). What follows are

multiple examples of how I collaborated with the production team of Desdemona to

realize and extend these ideas in performance.  These theatrical strategies are often

used in women’s performance art as well and will serve to introduce a resistant stage

aesthetic that will be further explored throughout this study.

In the article I wrote for the local theatre arts newspaper, I promoted my

directorial vision for Desdemona this way:
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This production will use multimedia to literally crash Shakespeare’s

constructed world up against Vogel’s contemporary feminist

challenge. Think abstracted movement and tableaux punctuated with

bursts of music and light that interrupt any comforting sense of

realism.  Imagine virginal silhouettes masking the “inner slut,” devout

faith rubbing up against S & M fantasy, palatial elegance juxtaposed

with dungeon-like confinement.  Think unruly women’s comedy

colliding with canonical tragedy (Shoemaker, Curtain Call).

With Brechtian feminist strategies in mind, which assumes an audience of somewhat

educated and feminist-minded spectators, I “wanted to question representations of

women throughout history. This was achieved through an intertextual approach”

(Shawyer, “Community”).

I interpreted Vogel’s instructions to the director to create cinematic pictures in

multiple ways.  First, we filmed the melodramatically styled dumb show version of

Shakespeare’s Othello (described above) and projected it onto a sheet hanging on a

clothesline before the actual play began.  This short black and white silent film

functioned to summarize the original Othello plot for audiences unfamiliar with the

story and establish the irreverently feminist tone of the production. These comedic

flourishes, embellished by the overwrought Elizabethan musical score and a mock

tragic acting style, allowed the female actors to embody the male “stars” of

Shakespeare’s highly revered play while simultaneously disavowing and deflating the
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men’s canonical status.  Distilling a two-hour plus tragedy into four minutes by

stripping it of its language and playing it for laughs rather than tears also attempted to

disrupt the final inevitability of Desdemona’s and Emilia’s violent deaths at the end

of Shakespeare’s play.  Finally, this dumb show also established our right to employ

female spectacle and feminist mimesis in unruly ways throughout the rest of the

performance.

This interruptive and at times alienating Brechtian approach was also echoed

in the costume, lighting, sound, and multimedia design. For instance, with sound, we

heightened the women’s sense of entrapment and the potentially violent threat from

Othello by unrealistically amplifying his heavy off-stage footsteps.  After Othello

loudly slaps Desdemona just offstage and she re-enters, shocked, with her hand on

her cheek, I created a percussive transitional moment where Emilia (who earlier

reveals that she is physically abused by Iago) and Desdemona responded physically to

prerecorded sounds evoking being slapped, kicked, and punched.  These physical

gestures were punctuated by simultaneously projecting onto the screen “Lewd

minx!,” “Fair devil!,” and “Impudent strumpet!,” verbal insults directed at women

taken directly from Shakespeare’s Othello (3.3.475, 4.2.80). These design elements

allowed us to abstractly emphasize the violence these women, and by implication

Renaissance women across all classes, experienced without literally restaging it and

thus re-victimizing women onstage.
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Fig. 2.  Abstracted violence. Desdemona.  By Paula Vogel.  Dir. Deanna Shoemaker.
Austin, Texas.  9 November-1 December 2001.

Also, the use of contemporary riot grrrl rock in certain transitions in

conjunction with brightly flashing lights and the abrupt slapping sound of a film slate

at the end of many scenes was meant to continually jolt audiences out of their comfort

zone and connect the stage action to more current women’s issues and feminist

practices.  Lighting was closely tied to sound in disrupting any comfortable sense of

realism by strategically shifting from “natural” tones to more saturated hot colors to

cue each character/actor’s interior moments of intense desire, rage, or fantasy.

To further disrupt the audience’s sense of comfortable distance within a

“period” play, the costume designer dressed the actors in historically discontinuous
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costumes.  To accentuate how each character is differently trapped within a man’s

world, the women were literally constricted by heavy period buckles and tightly laced

corsets, but their secret desires were allowed to show in their more contemporary

undergarments. “The sexually adventurous Desdemona, for example, wore leather

hot-pants and sparkly tights under her brocaded farthingale, while Bianca, who

secretly dreamed of a white wedding and a cottage by the sea, wore gentle white lace

under her flamboyant prostitute's garb” (Shawyer, “Community”). Bianca’s

undergarments were revealed during a rowdy fight scene and in the monologue where

she confesses her dream of getting married and living a quiet life.  Desdemona’s hot

pants were spectacularly and suddenly revealed during the “beating scene,” when

Bianca flips Desdemona’s farthingale over her head and spanks her with a leather

whip to demonstrates how she beats her customers for money.

The beating scene’s obvious reference to S/M (sadomasochistic) sexual

practices and Desdemona’s near orgasm while Emilia strains to control her own

voyeuristic titillation also pointed to opportunities in the script to queer heterosexual

desire and excise the male from female desire altogether. As Dolan notes, “sexual

attraction floats freely among all three women” (“Paula” 438). Desdemona’s costume

allowed Emilia to administer a sensual back rub and foot massage, and Emilia’s

costume allowed Desdemona to playfully extract a letter from between Emilia’s

tightly corseted breasts.  These moments demonstrate how costume design helped
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create a tension between containing the female body and the “leaking” out of female

desire.

Based on Shawyer’s dramaturgical research into Renaissance life, we

developed a powerful Brechtian gestus for the three characters.  Gestus is “the

moment in performance when a play’s implied social attitudes become visible to the

spectator” (Diamond, Unmaking Mimesis xiv).  Building upon Vogel’s cheeky

subtitle, which ironically insists that her play, and by implication, Othello, is

ultimately “about a handkerchief,” Shawyer researched the importance of hankies as

tokens of love and signifiers of upper class status.  Of course handkerchiefs also

signified male claims on the female body.  In the play’s opening scene, Desdemona,

in a moment of terror and frustration at not being able to locate the hanky Othello

gave her (this will eventually lead to her death), unsentimentally cries out:  “Oh piss

and vinegar!!  Where is that crappy little snot rag!” (179).  Inspired by this hilarious

debasement of such a seemingly pivotal prop, Shawyer investigated the different

ways that various social classes might blow their noses.  As I was experimenting with

abstracted gestures of “unruly femininity,” we ended up using a particular kind of

sneeze and wipe of the nose by each of the characters at particular points throughout

the play to punctuate Vogel's ironic feminist commentary and mark material class

differences among the white women.

As the actors enter the stage and take their places for the play to begin, they

look directly at the audience. The silent film is now replaced by various projected still
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images of Desdemona, Emilia, and Bianca, which the actors slowly, carefully mimic.

For instance, Desdemona/Holly Babbitt poses in front of several formal images of

nineteenth century actresses portraying a devoted, mild-mannered, decorative

Desdemona (insert photos). Emilia/Tamara Beland mirrors drawings of Emilia as a

hag-like shrew and a matronly lady in waiting.  Bianca/Lee Eddy mimics more

contemporary images of scantily clad women in sexualized poses; significantly, we

found no historical drawings or photographs of actors portraying Bianca since she is

such a “minor” character in Shakespeare’s play. These tableaus demonstrated what

Gay Gibson Cima describes as “stage images that raise questions about why the

characters are represented the way they are” and what Diamond calls “looking-at-

being-looked-at-ness” (96-97). This mock reverent mimicry of feminine stereotypes

was suddenly interrupted by a round of sneezes: as each actor solemnly holds a

feminine pose representing her character, Desdemona/Holly Babbitt suddenly

wrinkles her nose, struggles to maintain her composure, and then breaks the mood

with a robust sneeze.  She recovers by sweetly dabbing her nose with a lovely hanky.

Immediately, Emilia sneezes with gusto and offhandedly wipes her nose on her sleeve.

Bianca suddenly explodes with a snotty snort and blows her nose into the palm of her

bare hand.  The other two women look at her in disgust; she shrugs her shoulders as

if to say, “What did I do??”  Lights go to black and Vogel’s play begins. These

sneezes were reinserted at key moments throughout the play to punctuate Vogel’s
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ironic commentary on women and to extend her methods of interruption into a

feminist gestus of actorly resistance to hegemonic representations of women.

Fig. 3.  Sneezes. Desdemona.  By Paula Vogel.  Dir. Deanna Shoemaker.  Austin,
Texas.  9 November-1 December 2001.

In scene 23, for instance, Bianca admits to her surprisingly conventional

notion of a woman's role in life: "…inside ev’ry born one o’ us want smugs

(husbands) an’ babies, smugs wot are man enow (enough) t’ keep us in our place"

(215).  After this stunning confession from the most seemingly “liberated” of the

three women, all three actors turned sharply to the audience and pointedly sneezed as

if to say “bullshit!,” and then continued with the scene as if nothing unusual had just

occurred.  This interruption exemplifies Irigaray’s idea of restaging and thus locating
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the place of women’s oppression without succumbing to it.  In Brechtian terms, the

sneeze allowed the actor playing Bianca to alienate herself from the internalized

oppression of her character.

In another moment, Emilia says, “I’d like to rise a bit in the world, and

women can only do that through their mates” (187), which prompted another

simultaneous turn to the audience and a sneeze from the actors as if to say “we don’t

really believe that for a minute!”  In scene 13, Emilia mocks Bianca’s desire for

friendship with Desdemona by saying, “And as long as there be men with one

member but two minds, there’s no such thin’ as friendship between women” (200) -

the actors broke out of the scene and sneezed in protest to this oppressive belief

system.  Again, this gestus, a means of breaking the fourth wall and confronting the

audience at strategic moments, allowed us to alienate, or map a distance between, the

character and the actor and offer a space of ideological critique from both actors and

spectators.  These sly sneezes typically elicited raucous laughter from many female

audience members and thus also functioned to help make sure everyone else “got” the

joke.  As Kathleen Rowe says, rather than being the object of laughter and ridicule,

public laughter among women “is a powerful means of self-definition and a weapon

for feminist appropriation” (3).

I built upon Vogel’s argument with Shakespeare about norms of femininity,

compulsory heterosexuality, and violence against women by overtly historicizing

some of Shakespeare’s implicit assumptions about women. As Shawyer describes,
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This [historicization] was achieved through an intertextual approach.

A focal point of the production was a large screen used for projections

of images of idealized women, quotations from Othello, quotations

from various rule-books [on femininity] from 1600 to 1970, and

images from past productions of Othello. All these provided

intertextual commentary on the on-stage action (“Community”).

This screen, which literally hovered above the stage just as Shakespeare’s play

symbolically hovered around Vogel’s,15 was incorporated into the set as yet another

piece of laundry.  Significantly, however, this white sheet as screen corresponded

with the bloody wedding sheet Emilia scrubs out near the beginning of the show,

which had recently been displayed to publicly verify the newly wedded Desdemona’s

virginity.  (Ironically, Emilia uses chicken blood to stain the sheet; again, Desdemona

is far from virginal in Vogel’s version of the story.)  We literalized how norms of ruly

femininity are culturally inscribed onto the “virginal” female body by projecting

explicit rules and images of constrained women, which were then deauthorized by the

unruly femininities embodied onstage.  These projections built upon Vogel’s use of

Brechtian theatre tactics to disrupt the audience’s experience of catharsis and

constantly reminded them that they were in a theatre watching representations of

women that should not simply be taken at face value but constantly examined for
                                                  
15 We actually incorporated an image of William Shakespeare into a period portrait
hanging in the palace hallway to literalize the power of the canonical male author, but
made him appear purple with rage at what he was “witnessing” in Vogel’s play.  He
perhaps also appeared as if in blackface.
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their historical and ideological context.  Strategically timed, these projections

functioned to highlight and dialogue with the historical and ideological constraints

Vogel’s women operate under and to point up Vogel’s feminist recasting of

Shakespeare’s stereotypical women into more unruly and complex characters via

spectacle and mimesis.

For example, exhortations from a rulebook for women written in 1523 were

projected onto the sheet/screen to humorously amplify a moment of explicit sexual

desire onstage. Desdemona stumbles upon a hoof pick, a phallic shaped tool, after her

frantic search for the missing handkerchief and slyly purrs in scene 3 that she wishes

she “could find a man with just such a hoof pick” (Vogel 181). In the scene

immediately following, which has no dialogue, Desdemona “lies on her back on the

table, feet propped up, absentmindedly fondling the [hoof] pick, and staring into

space” (183). While Emilia vigorously scrubs the bloody sheet, breathing heavily, she

surreptitiously peeks at Desdemona suggestively stroke the pick. At this moment, the

quotation “Chastity is the principal virtue of a woman” appeared on the screen above

the women, ironically reminding the audience that both women’s illicit desires are

violating the behavioral “rules” of appropriate Renaissance women.

During the “beating scene,” Othello’s characterization of his beloved

Desdemona as “A maiden never bold/ Of spirit so still and quiet, / That her motion/
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blush’d at herself” (1.3.94)16 was projected while Desdemona, her skirt up over her

head, got whipped by Bianca.  During this scene we also punctuated each of Bianca’s

whips by rhythmically flashing several of Othello’s accolades of Desdemona as

“divine” (2.1.73), “gentle” (1.2.25), “a fresh and delicate creature” (2.3.19), the

“sweetest innocent” (4.2.204), and “an obedient lady” (4.1.259).  These feminine

idealizations, juxtaposed with highly spectacular and sexualized stage actions, served

to queer Shakespeare’s text and foreground Vogel’s insinuation of lesbian desire.

Shakespeare puts Desdemona on a pedestal as a paragon of white upper class

femininity; we pushed Vogel’s Brechtian strategies into a multimedia dialogue to

playfully knock Desdemona off her impossible pedestal.

In another series of short scenes without dialogue, Desdemona and Bianca

drink wine together (Vogel 204-206).  They become progressively more drunk and

lewdly mock Emilia’s prudishness behind her back as they guzzle and spill wine,

belch, and giggle wildly.  Above this merrymaking, which we set to Elton John’s

bouncy chorus “Get back honky cat, better get back to the woods,” the quote “Now

shame-fastness and sobriety be the inseparable companions of chastity” was projected

(source?).  Desdemona, finally quite drunk, was blocked to trip and fall to the ground.

As her legs flailed ridiculously in her awkward and confining farthingale, the rule

“Let her show great soberness, both in countenance and all gesture of her body” was

                                                  
16 This quotation was also used on our publicity poster, under an image of the actor
playing Desdemona lasciviously licking an eggbeater, playfully troubling the image
of docile feminine domesticity.
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projected above her  (source?).  In this way, the extratextual insertion of historical

texts operated to both remind audiences of historical “rules” and representations of

femininity and deflate the authority of these texts through our grotesque and playful

images of women who did not “match” these idealized representations at all.

Fig. 4.  Drinking scene. Desdemona.  By Paula Vogel.  Dir. Deanna Shoemaker.
Austin, Texas.  9 November-1 December 2001.
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Vogel’s Brechtian feminist aesthetic offered us opportunities not only to

extend her interruptions of Shakespeare’s text but also to heighten her imaging of

Bakhtin’s grotesque body as another means of interrupting representations of the

feminine.  The subversive power of the grotesque body lies in its ability to both

degrade and renew objects by “transferring them to the material bodily level, to the

level of food, drink, sexual life, and the bodily phenomena linked with them” (309).

This is what Bakhtin calls the “lower stratum” (309), which in the context of the

carnivalesque invades and overturns the domain of the “upper stratum,” or bourgeois

discourses of decorum.   In this way, mundane objects like bed sheets, a hoof pick,

and handkerchiefs become degraded and renewed “in a different order” around the

female body (311).  Staging “spectacles” of women drunk, sneezing, blowing their

noses, belching, mimicking sexual acts, sweating, fighting, and screaming were

attempts to demonstrate Bakhtin’s claim that “the grotesque body . . . is a body in the

act of becoming.  It is never finished, never completed . . . ” (317).  This chaotic and

desiring female body thus becomes unmoored from “ruly” regimes of femininity and

imagines more open and fluid systems in which to enact gender.

Othello’s Absence as Presence: Racism and Whiteness in Desdemona

Othello’s lofty images of femininity are in part drawn from earlier Anglo

European ideals to which he has been assimilated.  When Othello is misled to believe

Desdemona is untrue to him, he violently spurns her as a “fair devil” and “impudent
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whore.”  Porter explains this sharp reversal: “To be a man of the [Renaissance] world

one must show mastery over women and be fearless in the defense of one’s honor”

(368).  In this historical moment, the idea that a woman might have committed

adultery seems reason enough for a husband to murder his wife, as Othello does in

Shakespeare’s play, in her own bed. Desdemona’s death has been naturalized (and

minimized) as an inevitable turn in Othello’s tragic journey, but Vogel’s play insists

on placing the tragedy squarely within a female-centered realm of disempowerment.

“The prevalence of patriarchal values in today’s society, as in the past, renders these

cultural details invisible, until we turn them upside down and apply their female

counterpart . . . exposing them for what they are” (368).  However, as I will discuss

shortly, other cultural details may remain invisible within a predominately gendered

critique of patriarchy.

I wanted to remind the audience of the shocking violence against women in

Shakespeare’s play by projecting several quotes from Othello as a counterpoint to the

lines from one of Vogel’s final scenes. In this scene, Emilia finally admits that she

stole the handkerchief Othello bestowed upon Desdemona and gave it to Iago;

Desdemona then realizes that Iago has convinced Othello she is an adulterer and that

her life is truly in danger.  Shakespeare’s projected lines are in bold:

DESDEMONA. Emilia, what has your husband been thinking!

EMILIA. I don’t know what he thinks.
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IAGO to OTHELLO. Strangle her in her bed, even the bed she

hath contaminated (4.1.206).

EMILIA. Miss Desdemona—oh my lady, I’m sure your husband loves

you!

OTHELLO. I will chop her into messes! (4.1.199)

EMILIA. He won’t harm you none, m’lady-

OTHELLO. I’ll tear her into pieces… (3.3.446)

EMILIA. . . . once… he was in your chamber room and he gathered up

the sheets from your bed, like a body, and…and he held it to his face,

like, like a bouquet, all breathin’ it in— (Vogel 222-223)

OTHELLO. Ay, let her rot, and perish, and be damn’d tonight,

for she shall not live. (4.1.180)
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Fig. 5.  “She shall not live.” Desdemona.  By Paula Vogel.  Dir. Deanna Shoemaker.
Austin, Texas.  9 November-1 December 2001.

Desdemona becomes dangerously unruly as an imagined adulterer because she

supposedly breaks the rules of the heterosexual marriage contract and feminine ideals
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of modesty and fidelity. The interjection of Shakespeare’s text here reminds that

female unruliness has powerfully material effects and demonstrates how conservative

feminine norms are integrally attached to shifting constructions of masculinity and

male power.  In other words, Othello’s jealous rage originates not just from his love

for Desdemona but also from an injured sense of manhood.

Race, however, becomes an equally significant tension in Shakespeare’s tragic

ending and in Vogel’s implied one.  What becomes troubling here is the image of a

black man preparing to murder an upper class white woman, which is very loaded

within the United States’ historical legacy of slavery and the practice of lynching

black men for supposedly having relations with white women.  While Othello

admittedly occurs outside this particular context, my decision to insert contemporary

elements into the production made me consider how Othello’s representation by both

Shakespeare and Vogel might speak to calls by feminists of color for white middle

class feminists to theorize race in more complex ways. Once again, I found the

onstage screen an effective tool for marking not only heterosexist norms of

femininity, but for excavating race and racism as integral components of white

femininity in the story of Othello and in our contemporary cultural imaginary.

In Europe in the early 1600s, Shakespeare offers an iconic yet potentially

unruly version of femininity in his tragic heroine Desdemona.  Initially, Desdemona

rebels against her father and thus the white patriarchy by secretly marrying Othello, a

black Moor from a lower class, and insisting on traveling with him to his military
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outpost.  This interracial marriage may possibly be Desdemona’s way of resisting

white, aristocratic Venetian femininity, but Vogel’s Desdemona also openly

exoticizes Othello as her means of “escape.”   In scene 11 of Vogel’s play,

Desdemona tells Emilia:

I remember the first time I saw my husband and I caught a glimpse of

his skin, and, oh, how I thrilled.  I thought—aha!—a man of a different

color.  From another world and planet.  I thought, if I marry this

strange dark man, I can leave this narrow little Venice with its

whispering piazzas behind—I can escape and see other worlds.

(Pause). But under that exotic façade was a porcelain white Venetian”

(193-194).

Reducing Othello to an otherworldly alien in blackface and a mere conduit for

her own desires and needs, Desdemona’s privileged white femininity becomes

inherently defined against Othello’s status as racial other.  Her upper class status is

therefore “imbricated in sexualized and racialized fantasies of blackness and

heterosexual miscegenation” (Pelligrini 138).  For instance, Shakespeare’s villain,

Iago, manipulates Othello’s insecurities as a racial other by playing upon

Desdemona’s status as a “fair” (white) maiden committing miscegenation, or as Iago

puts it, “tupping a black ram” (1.1.88).  Vogel marks this ever-present racism across

women’s class differences in her play in several moments:  Bianca assures

Desdemona she will be safely anonymous sleeping with men for money in her
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whorehouse by saying “Well, the room’s bleedin’ black—blacker than [Othello] is.

(Bianca and Emilia laugh together; Desdemona is affronted.)” (scene 21, 209).

Similarly, Emilia warns Desdemona of Othello’s dangerous jealousy by exclaiming:

“Othello will sooner or later find out that you’re laying for Bianca, and his black skin

is goin’ to blister off with rage!!” (scene 5, 184).  While Desdemona may be

perceived as transgressive in her interracial marriage, Othello does not escape being

reduced to his race in either play.

While Vogel’s play focuses primarily on issues of gender and class,

Shakespeare’s Othello is steeped in discourses of racial difference that subtly haunt

Vogel’s play (F. Dolan 204).  Othello’s “domestic tyranny” depends in large part on

his racialization as “dark other” in contrast to Desdemona’s excessive whiteness

within an Elizabethan and Jacobean context of “fascination with and fear of racial

sexual difference” (207).  While Vogel cuts all the male characters out of her play for

feminist reasons, I felt that the absence of Othello, while important in terms of gender

inversions of power, was potentially problematic in that it privileges critiques of

gender over crucially interrelated issues of racism. Hilary Harris argues that “Woman

of Color and Man of Color each constitutes a ‘not-I’ that determines the historical and

ongoing contours of White woman’s performance of ‘I’” (185).

Thus, I wanted to extend Vogel’s brief attention to Othello as “not-I” and link

his outsider status to Desdemona’s unconsciously racist performance of upper class

white femininity.  To inject Othello into Vogel’s play beyond his hovering outside the
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stage frame as patriarchal oppressor, I projected during Desdemona’s “strange dark

man” monologue quoted above various representations of actors who, over the

centuries, have played Othello.  Interestingly, most of the images of actors who

portrayed Othello were clearly white men in black face, and many were made to look

extravagantly exotic.  These representations of Othello attempted to extend Vogel’s

critiques of gender to also mark persistent definitions of whiteness as norm that

depend on blackness made strange.  However, I am not convinced these efforts to

mark race were very successful or went far enough.

Othello springs from the racialized imagination of William Shakespeare, who I

wanted to literally invoke as an ever-present white male gaze onstage.  To achieve

this, a highly recognizable portrait of Shakespeare painted in blackface was hung

onstage in the palace hallway, a space which represented the link between the

women’s domestic space and the outside world defined by men.  In this way, we

hoped the audience might reflect on Shakespeare’s racialized representations of

whiteness and blackness as interdependent.  In actuality, Shakespeare’s face looked

more purple than black, and several audience members assumed he was “purple with

rage” at Vogel’s re-envisioning of his “masterpiece.”

Vogel’s Desdemona ultimately hopes to be rescued from her violently

possessive (black) husband by her (white) Venetian cousin Ludovico.  As Ruth

Frankenberg notes, “white women and men were placed, respectively, as victim and

rescuer in the discourse against interracial sexuality, vis-à-vis the supposed sexual
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threat posed by men of color toward white women” (237). The historical resonance of

white-man-as-savior of the white woman-who-must-be-saved depends on the man of

color as predator and woman of color as either absence and/or excess.  Within a white

male dominated culture, white women are variously configured as needing

“protection” or “salvation” of their “civilized” sexuality from black men who are

represented as sexual aggressors or even rapists within the context and legacy of

slavery in the United States.

In this way, Vogel reimagines not only Shakespeare’s women but also

Othello.  Stripped of his tragic hero status, he is potentially reduced by Vogel’s

critique of domestic violence to a murderous black man who brutally kills his white

wife.  The reproduction of this racist stereotype has been “the alibi for a range of

atrocities from genocide and lynching to segregation and immigration control”

(Frankenberg 76).  Vogel also invokes the stereotype that black men are somehow

more “endowed” than white men when Desdemona brags to Bianca that “[Othello] is

constantly tearing his crotch hole somehow” (scene 16, 205).   While Vogel gestures

toward a long and embedded history of dehumanizing Africans and African

Americans, she does not necessarily link these moments to a sustained critique of

Desdemona’s status as a paragon of privileged white femininity.

Although regimes of femininity are historically contingent and differently

inflected by class, race, age, and sexuality, various articulations of whiteness are

foundational to many Western discourses of femininity and feminine stereotypes.
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Cross-racial identifications and racialized taboos are generated by particular

constructions of white femininity; Othello’s claim to Desdemona is so tenuous

precisely because of her canonical status as fair, angelic, aristocratic (read: white)

woman.   While I believe Vogel’s play falls somewhat short of problematizing race as

complexly as it does gender, she powerfully demonstrates through the women’s

distinct class differences that white heterofemininity is not monolithic and not so

“straight.”   As Frankenberg, says,  “When viewed as constructed, as relational, as

‘ensembles of local phenomena complexly embedded in socioeconomic,

sociocultural, and psychic interrelations,’ whiteness productively emerges ‘as a

process, not a ‘thing’, as plural rather than singular in nature’” (qtd. in Harris 183).

Perhaps if I had cast Bianca as a woman of color, Desdemona’s white

privilege as well as Bianca’s status as working class prostitute might have been

foregrounded in more complex and critical ways.  This might have been more

successful in, as Frankenberg calls for, displacing “ . . . the colonial construction of

whiteness as an ‘empty’ cultural space, in part by refiguring it as constructed and

dominant rather than as norm” (Frankenberg 242-243).   In terms of “unruly”

femininity, for instance, Bianca as a woman of color might highlight not only how

class but race can determine which women choose to be unruly and in what ways and

which women are always already marked as unruly.  However, the fact that I cast all

white women hopefully demonstrated how whiteness is differently inflected by

marked class differences among Vogel’s women.  In fact, Bianca’s degraded
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prostitute status perhaps suggests that certain white women who are labeled “white

trash” are always already configured as unruly, similar to women of color, in

relationship to middle and upper class norms of white femininity.

Just as popular representations of femininity and masculinity mutually

construct each other as asymmetrical power relationships, whiteness is maintained as

a location of power and privilege by its seeming invisibility in relation to people “of

color.”17   Because a “color- and power-evasive repertoire” of white femininity is

pervasive (239), I will consider in the following chapters how and whether feminist

mimesis can trouble white privilege as well as gender oppressions.  My hope is that

this project can contribute to destabilizing a hegemony of white heterofemininity and

map a new terrain of truly antiracist performances of unruly femininities, not only by

women of color, but especially through particular articulations of whiteness marked

in white women’s performances .

Reception of Feminist Performance Practices

The Austin Chronicle theatre critic Wayne Allen Brenner addressed his

review of Desdemona (Nov. 23, 2001) to “the boys,” adopting a swaggering, tongue-

in-cheek parody of paranoid and clueless masculinity as he concluded that “it’s a

damned effective production, boys, even though – of course – it’s an impossible fairy

tale” (36).  He described Vogel’s play this way: “… this frail has written herself a

                                                  
17 I use the phrase “of color” not to ignore the fact that whiteness is a racial identity
and a “color” but to acknowledge a symbolic and material point of identification
among people of color in resistance to white hegemony.
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play, my brothers . . . about what they [the women] are up to. It’s Shakespeare’s

Othello, but told from their point of view and as if Desdemona were just the sort of

wanton slammerkin the titular Moor was tricked into thinking she was…”   He went

on to characterize the production thusly: “Perhaps you better sit down; it gets worse.

This Vogel is abetted here by a troupe yclept iron belly muses – an uppity cabal of

skirts who refuse to simply relax and enjoy our sovereignty.”  He referred to actor

Holly Babbitt’s Desdemona as a “swank fox” and Lee Eddy’s Bianca as “so

vulnerable that a man would feel almost sorry for the character – if he weren’t already

paying to fuck her, you know what I mean?”  He ended the review by advising the

guys to “go stag to this skewed re-envisioning of Bardic drama and leave the babes

shopping at Victoria’s Secret or Scullery Depot or wherever else they prefer to

acquire what they need to keep us happy.”

While Brenner attempted to humorously take on the voice of an oppressive

patriarchy in order to expose and ridicule it, I believe his review, while ostensibly

positive, became more about his cleverness than about the actual show and risked

alienating less savvy readers from attending what they might perceive as a

stereotypical feminist diatribe about, as he said, “How Things Really Are Between

Men and Women.”  The fact that Brenner chose to enact a hyper macho mimesis

dangerously reinscribed stereotypes of both men and women and ridiculed feminist

practices, a dismissal that has been well rehearsed in the media before.  In this way,

mimesis can function conservatively or subversively depending on context, audience,
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and who is being represented.  While Brenner did submit that the show is “powerful

enough to, like, foment a thing or two” (36), his excision of women readers in the

review both replicated the very narrative strategies Vogel critiques in canonical

drama and dismissed the fact that the play’s ideal audience is one made up of women.

A potentially clever idea slipped into merely reifying gender norms and ultimately

refused to engage seriously with the production.  By playing up a conspiratorial tone

of “they’re out to get us, boys,” I feel that Brenner’s mock-defensiveness became

simply defensive, so that by the end of the review, his review became, however

unintentionally, downright offensive to women.

Robert Faires of the Austin Chronicle framed the production within the

context of a week in Austin theatre “burgeoning with tales of women chafing against

oppression of one kind or another” (27).  While his positive comments about the

production and his focus on female-centered performance were appreciated, it is

striking that he lumped Desdemona with a play “about a young Mormon woman

[who] moves to Alaska to serve as nanny to a cub for a tribe of bear-worshipping

men; six short plays on the “experience of being female in modern American

society;” Tennessee Williams’ Summer and Smoke about “a repressed Southern

spinster;” the opera Faust; The London Cuckolds, a 17-century comedy “about

women who cheat on their husbands;” an Arthur Miller drama about a cabaret singer

in Auschwitz; and Ann Hampton Callaway’s touring cabaret show.  A disparate

collection of theatre, opera, and live music somewhat typical of any week’s
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performances in Austin, Texas becomes a convenient way to celebrate all

performances addressing women in what is assumed to be an otherwise male-centered

arts scene.  In this way the shows Faires listed became both “exceptional” and

ghettoized rather than integrated within the local arts community.

Jamie Smith Cantara of The Austin American Statesman usefully noted that

Vogel’s play asks several rhetorical questions: “Does a woman deserve to be

strangled by her husband for sleeping around?  Does one woman’s sexual freedom

come at the expense of another woman’s security?  Will class distinctions always

divide us? Can women truly be friends when men control their lives?”   These

questions helped to prepare an audience for critical engagement with the

performance.  Interestingly, while Cantara loved the videotaped dumb show of

Othello, “less effective are the prominent projections, featuring quotes and other

materials, that frequently throw off the rhythm, making choppy scenes choppier and

providing unnecessary commentary.” While I will not argue with her critique here – I

agree that some projections could have been cut and perhaps tried to accomplish too

many things - I find it interesting that these purposeful interruptions of the spectator’s

experience, perhaps the most explicit feminist strategies used, provoked frustration

and were deemed to be “unnecessary.” Cantara also added that while Vogel is a

“marvelous playwright,” “this is not her most complex work.”  Because Cantara did

not elaborate on why this play seemed less complex to her (perhaps, like me, she
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wanted race to be theorized more explicitly by Vogel?), an overtly feminist play is

positioned as rather obvious and more simplistic than other plays.

Finally, Michael Barnes of The Austin American Statesman positioned the

production as part of the “theatrical fringe” of “small performances – rough, but

bearing their own rewards.”  He complimented the direction and performances as

“alert” and “bright” but complained that Vogel’s script, originally written in the

1970s, “suffers from the ideological narrowness of the era” and is not as “nuanced or

as humane as later Vogel.”  While this critique might be fair, it is still significant to

me that a feminist play that argues with a canonical text is repeatedly characterized as

overly didactic and less humane than Vogel’s award-winning plays The Baltimore

Waltz or How I Learned to Drive.

Iron belly muses also hosted three post-show discussions, which were

facilitated by Susanne Shawyer, the production dramaturg, and attended by the

production team (including myself), the actors, and audience members. When

someone in the audience asked why Vogel wanted to combine theatre and film in one

show, Shawyer answered that it was “a way of taking characters away from

Shakespeare and pulling them into a more modern feminist dialogue.”  The lighting

designer then added that her cinematic lighting effects “snap you into thinking, ‘Oh,

I’m in a theatre watching a play.’”  An older male admitted that he was really

bothered by the flashing lights, which he said took him out of his aesthetic experience

of the play.  The lighting designer then explained that this was exactly the effect she
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had intended.  Another female audience member jumped in and said that, for her, the

play was “a tremendous psychological study of the shadow side which is so often

denied.  These women were given the freedom to explore [it].”

Some audiences were curious about whether we discussed our experiences as

women in rehearsals.  It was interesting to hear the actors respond to this question by

recounting improvisations we did in rehearsals that impacted their performances in

ways I was not even aware of.  They also revealed differences between themselves

and their characters that were difficult to reconcile and shared why they also loved

their characters.   Other audience members wanted to know how much we deviated

from or added to Vogel’s script, which gave the dramaturg and I the opportunity to

explain our Brechtian extension of Vogel’s cinematic form through the video

dumbshow, the projections, and actor gestures of interruption such as the sneezes.

Audiences seemed somewhat divided about the effectiveness of the

projections. While one male said that “the messages behind them were outdated,” a

female audience member countered that “things have changed, but many things

haven’t. . . a lot is the same today!  It was startling. At first I thought it [the

projections] were a joke, but when I really stepped back, it was startling.”  The

multimedia designer admitted, “It seems people either loved it or hated it [the

projections]” and explained that the device was “a way to bring in multiple worlds.”

Another male audience member said he “loved” the various interruptions and “got all

of it.  It worked.”
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These sometimes-uncomfortable exchanges between audience members and

artists were exciting to witness as a form of civic dialogue, community building, and

engaged commitment to performance practices.  While the reviews of Desdemona

reflected admiration for the production and the performances, they also revealed

ongoing skepticism about the value of feminist performance practices.  However, in

the post-show discussions, it was deeply gratifying to have a space where audience

members and artists could come together to participate in a feminist performance by

articulating their own ideas, investments, questions, and pleasures, and ultimately to

learn from each other.  These “talkbacks” reminded me that directing this show with a

group of passionate women ultimately strengthened my commitment to feminist

performance practices and specifically to problematize and reconsider discourses of

femininity through feminist mimesis.  Alisa Solomon expresses the potential of this

kind of feminist theater and performance practice well:  “Theater produces a critical

distance between spectator and stage: the spectator sees the play, and sees herself

seeing it.  This basic Brechtian point can be bent in feminist directions by training it

on images of femininity in metatheatrical plays, for they allow us to see ourselves

seeing the theatrical construction of a social construction” (Re-Dressing 10).  This

manufactured distance becomes an alienated drag of femininity, whose spectacular

excess potentially disrupts the "natural-ness" of heterosexist norms of femininity to

imagine “other” performances.
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Chapter 3

Women Disguised as Women:

 The Unruly “Femme(nini)tease” of Lois Weaver’s

Female-to-Femme Drag

Stanley/Peggy Shaw: “Let’s see, what are little girls made of? (He sings) I put my
right hand in, I pull my right hand out (he pulls it out [of the trunk] empty and
laughs), I put my right hand in (he pulls out a dress on a hanger and puts it around
his neck) and I shake it all about” (Split Britches’ Belle Reprieve, 155).

Box n 3: box or boxlike container and its contents, d: a signaling apparatus
Box vt 1. to enclose in or as if in a box  2. to hem in
Box n: a punch or slap (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed)

Split Britches, a long-standing lesbian feminist theatre company founded by

Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw, and Deborah Margolin, is celebrated for its highly

collaborative original productions which draw upon cabaret, vaudeville, butch/femme

role play, and queer deconstructions of iconic American texts, including plays, films,

novels, and fairy tales.  Placing their work in a “postmodern Brechtian tradition,”

Geraldine Harris explains that the “performers are often visible through the

characters/personas, and the audience may be variously ignored, given a ‘role,’ be

addressed as a theatrical audience, or as this specific audience” (“Double Acts” 214).

Using simple bits of set, props, and costumes, Split Britches shows move fluidly

through time and space, jumping episodically from games, fantasies, songs, dance

numbers, and monologues directed to the audience to address issues of lesbian

identity, power, and female desire.
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In Belle Reprieve,18 a queer revision (or reprieval)19 of Tennessee Williams’

classic play A Streetcar Named Desire, Stanley, played by butch lesbian Peggy Shaw,

pulls items from his sister-in-law Blanche’s box resembling a steamer trunk to

“prove” Blanche’s identity.  Ironically, Blanche is played by a man in a dress, self-

proclaimed “radical sissy” Bette Bourne of the celebrated British drag troupe

Bloolips, who speaks in a masculine voice, wears his own long hair instead of a wig,

and eschews any attempt at cleavage.20  To complicate matters, these two cross-

gender masquerades are played out next to two performers whose sex matches the

role they impersonate but whose homosexuality similarly contradicts Williams’ roles:

femme lesbian Lois Weaver does a “full out femme performance” of Stanley’s wife

Stella and Paul Shaw performs Mitch, Stanley’s poker buddy and suitor to Blanche,

as “a fairy disguised as a man” (Case, Split Britches 150).  In this performance, all

gender roles are up for grabs and sexual desire circulates in all directions.

                                                  
18 Belle Reprieve was collaboratively created by Bette Bourne and Paul Shaw of
Bloolips and Peggy Shaw and Lois Weaver of Split Britches and was originally
produced January 8, 1991 at The Drill Hall Arts in London.  It also opened at La
MaMa in New York in February of 1991.
19 To reprieve is “to delay the punishment of” or to “give relief or deliverance to.”  As
a noun, a reprieve is “a temporary respite (as from pain or trouble)” (Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed). In Belle Reprieve, Blanche is relieved of playing the
tragic victim who gets carted off to the insane asylum at the play’s end. The idea that
this version of the play more generally provides a respite from William’s well-loved
but stereotypical and heterosexist drama seems especially appropriate when
considering that Tennessee Williams was a famously closeted homosexual. Belle
Reprieve lovingly outs Williams in a way he perhaps felt he never could.  Yet another
reading of the title might be “to take back the girl” since “belle” signifies an attractive
woman and “reprieve” comes from  “reprendre,” which means “to take back.”
20See Sue Ellen Case’s description of Bourne’s work in Split Britches p. 28.
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From Blanche’s “box,” Stanley extracts signifiers of iconic femininity, and in

this case, props of a drag queen: a dress, a diamond tiara, love letters, a high-heeled

shoe, a feather boa, a broken cheerleading doll, a scarf, a purse. “This is my hope

chest,” Blanche says anxiously.  Now wearing the boa and tiara with the dress on a

hanger around his neck, Stanley sarcastically quips: “So this is what little girls are

made of” (155), underlining the fact that neither s/he as Stanley nor Bourne as

Blanche quite passes. This moment simultaneously posits both Tennessee Williams’

faded Southern belle and Bette Bourne’s drag-inflected version of Blanche’s white

hyper-femininity as highly ornamental performances made up of external markers

rather than any “authentic,” or biological, “little girl” essences.  Finally, Stanley’s

violation of Blanche here also serves as a reminder of the costs of performing one’s

gender queerly, whether one is a drag queen or a “real” woman.

In this chapter, I consider specific performance moments from Split Britches’

Belle Reprieve, as well as Lois Weaver’s solo show Faith and Dancing: Mapping

Femininity and Other Natural Disasters, to explore issues of lesbian femme identity

both within and outside the butch/femme system and theorize how the femme can

“drag,” or signify on femininity to reconfigure and subvert it. These performances

attempt to carve out “a space in which the staging of alternative desire(s), gender(s),

and sexualities can occur on their own terms,” which becomes important to the

feminist and queer project of creating representations that contradict “hegemonic cum

phallic representational economies” (Davy, “From Lady Dick” 63). From a feminist
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perspective, there are crucial differences between gay male drag and female-to-

femme drag, just as there are differences between a heterofeminine drag and a lesbian

femme drag of femininity.  To distinguish a particular kind of drag in women’s

performances from gay male drag, I offer the term “femme(nini)tease” to describe

unruly femme performances that queer heteronormative discourses of femininity and

foreground a feminist consciousness missing from most gay and heterosexual male

drag.  I will also consider how race and age function in Weaver’s performances

because, as Judith Butler reminds, race, sexuality, and sexual difference are sites “at

which the one cannot be constituted save through the other” (Bodies That Matter

168).

“What a Drag!”  (Defining Female-to-Femme Drag)

In using the term “drag,” I am not referring to a cross-gender performance by

a male-marked body imitating a feminine persona or a female-marked body imitating

a masculine persona.  Here I am discussing women dragging a discursive femininity

in staged performances, and more specifically, female-to-femme drag as a lesbian

inflection of feminist mimesis.  The idea that women can consciously and critically

drag “femininity” implicitly problematizes oppositional and heteronormative

categories of masculinity and femininity and contests the tradition of drag and camp

as primarily a gay male practice.  Men dragging women may usefully disrupt

heteronormative masculinity and offer a space for gay male sexualities to become

visible, but feminists have often accused men in drag of a misogynistic mimicry of
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women that ultimately reinscribes dominant norms of femininity and sexual

difference.  For example, Kate Davy argues that female impersonation is by and for

men and that male camp “tends to reinscribe, rather than undermine, the dominant

cultural paradigms it appropriates for its farce and means to parody” (“Fe/male

Impersonation” 238).  Alisa Solomon similarly notes: “Misogynistic drag, like racist

blackface, reassures, making fun of the socially subservient class by parodying it,

always reminding the viewer that the power-granting penis remains – what a relief! –

just  beneath the skirts” (Re-Dressing the Canon 157).21

Claire Whatling provocatively asks why drag must always reference the male

subject, either through the female drag king or the gay male mimicking women (qtd.

in Munt 75).  Thus, the concept of women dragging a discursive femininity displaces

the male referent and achieves a different effect.  A female body signifies differently

from a male body and can encode a self-reflexive critique of femininity that a male-

marked body would not achieve in performance.  By explicitly marking both the

destructive and pleasurable labor and effects of femininity from within the sign

system of “woman” and mapping an obvious gap between the performance and the

                                                  
21 I want to avoid totalizing critiques of male drag by considering Jose Munoz’s claim
that “there is a great diversity within drag performance.”  Commercial drag,
represented by films like To Wong Foo and The Bird Cage, “presents a sanitized and
desexualized queer subject for mass consumption” (99).  Munoz submits that queer
drag can include more traditional gay male drag and highly political “terroristic drag”
that creates an uneasiness “which works to confound and subvert the social fabric”
(100).  This work typically uses humor and parody to achieve radical cultural critique.
Borrowing this sense of “uneasiness” and radical humor, I am attempting to add a
feminist modality to drag’s diverse practices: the femme(nini)tease.
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performer, female-to-femme drag attempts to make strange what is often taken to be

“natural.”

For instance, Sue-Ellen Case notes that butch (masculine lesbian)-femme

(feminine lesbian) role-playing is “a practice adapted from drag queens [that] wittily

inverts the direction of gender masquerade within the tradition, and complicates its

signifying practices” (Split Britches 17).  While this inverted drag still implies a

conscious "acting" or "putting on" of a persona on top of the body that can be

disconcerting, seductive, and highly entertaining, women’s appropriation of drag

practices can also operate as critical re/performances that break the “rules” of

femininity as a form of queer feminist mimesis.  Butch-femme role-play as lesbian

drag seriously complicates any  “norms” of masculinity and femininity by referencing

these highly recognizable roles while simultaneously destabilizing them with lesbian

desire.  As Butler explains, “The idea that butch and femme are in some sense

‘replicas’ or ‘copies’ of heterosexual exchange underestimates the erotic significance

of these identities as internally dissonant and complex in their resignification of the

hegemonic categories by which they are enabled” (Gender Trouble 123).  The butch

and femme ultimately deconstruct heteronormative notions of gender by turning

oppressive roles into a consciously playful erotic aesthetic.
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Camping It Up: Drag’s Ability to “Break the Copy” of Femininity

Esther Newton, in her 1972 study of drag queens entitled Mother Camp,

argues that drag performances reveal an underlying conflict in sex role identification.

Newton’s groundbreaking work usefully unpacks several components of drag

practices that will be applied to my use of female-to-femme drag.  She notes that a

drag performer’s “conflicted” sex role identification is readable within gay (and

lesbian) communities that, while highly diverse, still share many meanings (37).  This

theatricalized sharing of meanings between the performer and audience, she says, is

the foundation of drag: recognizing the drag as drag is what makes the performance

entertaining (57).  Part of the process and pleasure of recognition between audience

and performer is both the tendency of drag queens to imitate highly recognizable

feminine icons such as Elizabeth Taylor, Diana Ross, and Marilyn Monroe and to

strategically disrupt the drag to reveal the impersonation.  This disruption, what

Newton calls “breaking the copy,” lies at the heart of drag's comedic and potentially

political power (65).  For instance, a drag queen might reveal an incongruously hairy

chest or leg at some point or drop “her” vocal pitch into the baritone range to disrupt

the mimesis of femininity.  Newton connects “breaking the copy” to her informants

warning that "you have to do drag always with tongue in cheek. . . You must work,

and you must break this mask of femininity" (65).

In terms of materialist feminist performance practices, “breaking the copy”

relates to the Brechtian theory of acting as alienation effect (see chapter 2), or a
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simultaneous standing beside and commenting on the role being performed to mark

and even resist its ideological underpinnings.  For female-to-femme drag, this rupture

of representational systems becomes not just a way to reveal the “man behind the

curtain,” so to speak, but to interrupt the sign system, which is crucial to audience

readability; otherwise, a woman dragging a woman might read as merely a

celebration of feminine norms.

Although the idea of "breaking the mask" of femininity may seem to imply

that something more "real" is underneath, Newton clarifies that the drag system

wrenches sex roles loose from being determined purely by genital, or biological sex

(102-103). Butler’s work on drag takes this further: “In imitating gender, drag

implicitly reveals the imitative structure of gender itself--as well as its contingency”

(Gender Trouble 137). In other words, there is no original gender identity; we are

constituted by copying copies of ideologically produced and historically shifting

roles.  A female-to-femme drag of femininity potentially troubles essentialist,

heterosexist, and often racist discourses hailing "natural womanliness" because it

assumes as its premise an inherent artificiality.   

Newton says that camp humor is an integral component of drag’s “tongue in

cheek” performance (67).  She defines camp as typically homosexual humor and

taste, but Susan Sontag broadens this definition in “Notes on Camp” as a "love of the

unnatural: of artifice and exaggeration" (275).  Although their definitional parameters

of camp differ, Newton and Sontag both note that camp is often used in gay and
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lesbian communities as a strategy in which to parody a "straight" culture's gender and

sexuality norms that tend to ostracize homosexuals. However, Moe Meyers argues

that Sontag’s famous essay excises the homosexual from camp, dilutes its parameters,

and thus makes it more safe for public consumption (255). In response to Sontag’s

and other scholars’ conflations of camp with irony, satire, burlesque and travesty,

Meyers recuperates camp as a “specifically queer parody possessing cultural and

ideological analytic potential” (255).  This echoes Jose Munoz’s framing of camp as a

“disidentificatory” practice of self-enactment that can achieve serious cultural critique

when performed by a queer, ethnically marked, or othered body that does not fit

within the “majoritarian representational regime” (94).  This definition of camp will

inform my notion of the femme’s unruly tease of feminine discourses.

Distinguishing Drag From Masquerade

Newton inserts in a footnote in Mother Camp that "of course 'women' create

the image [of woman] 'artificially' too" (5), which implicitly refers to scholarship on

discourses of feminine masquerade inspired by Joan Riviere’s groundbreaking article

from 1929 entitled “Womanliness as a Masquerade.”   Notions of “womanliness,” or

femininity, as masquerade inform my concept of female-to-femme drag and will be

briefly reviewed to distinguish differences between the two terms.  Putting these

terms into dialogue will help me to define “femme” within my transmogrified concept
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“femme(nini)tease,” which attempts to move femininity from a passive noun into an

active verb.

In Riviere’s article, which relies on a Freudian analysis that perhaps reflects

the author’s dilemma as a female intellectual in a male-dominated field of

psychoanalysis, Riviere claims that womanliness is a mask that can be strategically

worn by women “to hide the possession of masculinity and to avert the reprisals

expected if she was found to possess it” (306).  More radically, she notes that there is

no difference between “genuine womanliness and the ‘masquerade’” (306), an

argument that has inspired a great amount of feminist work around gender as a

cultural performance in diverse fields of study.

Problematically, Riviere’s idea of masquerade ultimately naturalizes the male

as the all- powerful determining referent and audience for women’s performances of

femininity.  As Pelligrini notes, “masculinity remains the ungrounded ground of her

analysis of womanliness as masquerade.  Masculinity is the original, the true-real, of

which femininity is a pale imitation” (135).   French feminist Luce Irigaray agrees:

she defines masquerade as “an alienated or false version of femininity arising from

the woman’s awareness of the man’s desire for her to be his other, the masquerade

permits woman to experience desire not in her own right but as the man’s desire

situates her” (220).  Riviere’s case study also assumes a white, middle to upper class

heterosexual woman who engages in cross-racial sexual fantasies, thus privileging

claims of gender over race(ism), class, and same-sex desire (Pelligrini 137).  Again,
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discussions of femininity, or “womanliness,” often ignore the fact that notions of

sexual difference typically rely on racially pure reproductions of whiteness; thus

Riviere’s white female subject’s fantasy of sex with a black man is titillating to her

precisely because it breaks the implied “rules” of white femininity.

Mary Ann Doane takes up Riviere’s work and moves it beyond a mere

reaction formation into a more conscious and strategic flaunting of femininity to

manufacture a distance “between oneself and one’s image” (49).  This feminine

excess destabilizes the image and “confounds [the] masculine structure of the look

[which] effects a defamiliarization of female iconography” (49).  While Doane’s

rereading of masquerade is highly useful in terms of feminist and lesbian performance

practices, I employ discourses of drag in relationship to feminist mimesis because

masquerade ultimately seems too mired in a Lacanian psychoanalytic model of

female-as-lack. Mary Russo clarifies that while French feminist Luce Irigaray’s

notion of feminine mimesis is elsewhere called masquerade, “Irigaray herself reserves

the latter term to refer negatively to the false position of women experiencing desire

only as male desire for them” (223).  Masquerade might then be thought of as a form

of false consciousness, a strategy for “passing” as feminine rather than a conscious

flaunting of femininity to distance oneself from it.  In Riviere’s model, if you

recognize the masquerade, it has failed as a form of (compromised) female power.

Drag, on the other hand, demands recognition by mapping a critical distance between
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the performance and performer and offers the possibility of communal pleasure and

affirmation for minoritarian subjects.

What becomes challenging, however, is making a critical feminist drag of

hetero norms of femininity readable to audiences who may be unfamiliar with the

aesthetics of drag or butch/femme and who read same-sex drag as merely celebratory

or parodic rather than resistant.  Butler reminds that parody by itself is not subversive

and depends on context and reception to become truly unruly rather than merely

imitative of cultural hegemony (Gender Trouble 139).   For example, drag has been

appropriated by mainstream media and popularized via cross-gender performances by

heterosexual men such as Jack Lemon and Tony Curtis in the film Some Like It Hot,

Dustin Hoffman in Tootsie, and Robin Williams in Mrs. Doubtfire so that most

audiences can easily recognize cross-gender drag.  These performances, however,

typically work to reinscribe heterosexual romance as the norm and use drag more as a

comic gag than as a means to critique homophobic culture and celebrate queer desire.

These issues of readability will challenge the lesbian femme’s drag of femininity as a

viable feminist representation.

The Femme’s Tease Within the Butch-Femme System

What exactly is a “femme” and what is her relationship to femininity?  Before

this question can be approached, the femme must be contextualized within a butch-

femme economy, which Joan Nestle eloquently describes as “complex erotic
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statements, not phony heterosexual replicas . . . filled with a deeply lesbian language

of stance, dress, gesture, loving, courage, and autonomy” (qtd. in Penelope 107).  As

a 1950s lesbian femme, Nestle stands witness to a time in recent history when butches

and femmes provoked intense rage from both “straight” (homophobic) people on the

street and from feminists.22  Nestle argues that this rage was (and still is in many

contexts) provoked not because butches and femmes were “aping” heterosexual roles,

but because they made lesbians “culturally visible” in a homophobic culture and

“were a symbol of women’s erotic autonomy” (108).   Rather than encompassing a

stereotypical model of masculinity and femininity, butch and femme identities

represent a wide range of sexual responses and looks that could include a complete

reversal of expectations. For example, there are “femmy butches,” “butchy femmes,”

and “feeling kiki,” which Nestle defines as going both ways (109).

In “Toward a Butch Femme Aesthetic,” Case critiques feminist scholars like

Doane and Russo for their assimilation of camp strategies of excess and queer

masquerade into a heterosexual economy without “returning the favor.”  To reinsert

lesbian feminist performance practices and propose a feminist subject position outside

the heterosexual imperative, Case offers the butch and femme as  “a dynamic duo”

who “do not impale them-selves on the poles of sexual difference or metaphysical

values, but constantly seduce the sign system, through flirtation and inconstancy, into

the light fondle of artifice” (295).   Shaw and Weaver inhabit their butch-femme roles

                                                  
22 See Nestle’s A Restricted Country (1987) and Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold
for historical, theoretical, and personal discussion of the lesbian femme and butch.
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as a complicated system of desire that teases out the signs of femininity and

masculinity rather than merely imitating them.  This tease “radically shift[s] the

nature of the performance address” (Davy, “Fe/male Impersonation” 231).  Excising

the male referent from the equation and addressing primarily lesbian and feminist

audiences, the butch-femme economy becomes more about female desire than issues

of gender.  In Belle Reprieve, for instance, Weaver’s femme drag of Stella alongside

Shaw’s butch lesbian rendering of Stanley clearly operates within a lesbian system of

desire, displacing (hetero)sexual difference altogether.

Case goes on to argue, “The masquerade that Doane describes is exactly that

practiced by the femme -- she foregrounds cultural femininity” and “actively

performs her masquerade as the subject of representation” (301).  For example, when

Weaver as the femme takes on iconic feminine roles like the blonde bombshell

Tammy Whynot23 in Upwardly Mobile Home, she demonstrates the “political

potential of mimesis-mimicry’; through subtle exaggeration, Weaver defuses the

obvious fetishization inherent in that role . . . without allowing herself to be simply

reduced to it” (Diamond, “Mimesis” 373).  The butch-femme system of desire thus

uniquely offers a feminist subject position that can “playfully inhabit the camp space

of irony and wit, free from biological determinism, elitist essentialism, and the

heterosexist cleavage of sexual difference” (Case, “Towards. . . Aesthetic” 305). This

is an extension of Teresa de Lauretis’ proposal of a feminist subject position that

                                                  
23 Weaver is currently collaborating with Holly Hughes to develop a new solo
performance featuring her character/alter ego Tammy Whynot
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problematizes a “feminine aesthetic” and its heterosexually bound female subject

(“Rethinking” 116).

Stacy Wolf defines “femme” broadly as “an identity, an identification, a

performance, a practice, or a description of a feminine lesbian.  A single term that

includes both gender and sexuality, ‘femme’ can be used as a noun or an adjective”

(135).24  Lisa Duggan and Kathleen McHugh claim “fem(me) is put on, a put-on,

fetish production at the hands of subject becoming object, becoming fetish, while

always  retaining a sense of the performance….Refusing the fate of Girl-By-Nature,

the fem(me) is Girl-By-Choice” (154).  Weaver describes her role as the femme in

her personal and theatrical relationship with Shaw as “sexual, political, and theatrical.

[The femme] can embrace traditional images of femininity and resist them at the

same time” (qtd. in Munt 71).  Clare Whatling calls the femme a “dissimulator,” one

who both fits and does not fit the hetero feminine norm and who can dissimulate her

way “into the heart of patriarchy” (Munt 75).  This ability to trespass exemplifies how

the femme ultimately reveals the instability of heteronormativity via her own self-

conscious construction.

Based on the femme’s tricky ability to infiltrate heterosexual culture, the term

“femme(nini)tease” helps to define her brand of mimetic subversion and to

distinguish her lesbian drag of femininity from gay male drag.  The “femme” queers

                                                  
24 See Stacy Wolf’s A Problem Like Maria and specifically chapter 3 on Julie
Andrews for a useful discussion of the femme’s troubled history within lesbian and
feminist communities.
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heterofemininity, and a “tease” - which can mean to disentangle, to shred, to provoke

in a mischievous way, to persuade by persistent small efforts, and to tantalize by

arousing desire or curiosity (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed.) - offers a

sexual playfulness and perhaps more subtle ways to “tease” out unruly models of

femininity than cross-gender “drag” may allow for. “Femme(nini)tease” also attempts

to move the femme from being fixed within dilemmas of visibility into a politics of

“now you see it now you don’t” just out of focus.

I realize that some scholars and performers might object to putting butch and

femme identities into a drag frame, especially because gay male drag has garnered so

much visibility and even cultural chic while lesbian desire is still more taboo and

invisible. Similarly, feminists may argue that calling a consciously excessive

performance of femininity “drag” minimizes the material female body underneath the

layers of artifice in problematic ways. Hopefully, my exploration of Lois Weaver’s

“femme(nini)tease” as a particular kind of feminist drag will address these concerns.

What follows is an examination of the serious slight of hand behind Split Britches’

and Weaver’s playful seduction of the sign system.

Split Britches’ Hokey Pokey:  Serious Hocus Pocus

“ I put my right hand in…” In Belle Reprieve, after Stanley aggressively

removes most of Blanche’s personal items from her trunk to prove her identity, he

reaches in and something burns his hand; shortly thereafter, he pulls his hand out
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covered with blood (Case, Split 155).  In a sense this is payback for his violation of

Blanche’s privacy, and it is also a reminder of the violence suffered both by drag

queens and women who transgress gender and sexuality borders in their everyday

lives.25  The performance of femininity is never simply a matter of putting on

costumes from a box, and the actual body never disappears.  This is brilliantly

demonstrated in a Brechtian break from the famous Streetcar rape scene when Shaw

drops her Stanley persona and ominously warns Bourne that if he really wants to play

a woman in a realistic production, “the woman in this play gets raped and goes crazy

in the end.”  Bourne then drops his Blanche persona and protests: “I don’t want to get

raped and go crazy.  I just wanted to wear a nice frock, and look at the shit they’ve

given me!” (181).26 These narrative interruptions, which also include songs, short

skits, onstage costume changes, and direct address to the audience, mark a queer

performance aesthetic that rejects realism and often borrows from vaudeville and/or

variety show formats (Freeman 186).

                                                  
25 This “show me your passport” scene was inspired by actual incidences of violation
suffered by Peggy Shaw and Bette Bourne while going through immigration.  To
“pass” more easily as a straight man and woman, Shaw and Bourne (in more
everyday attire, I assume) simply switched luggage so that Shaw’s male suits, ties,
and letters from women appeared to belong to a “real” man and Bourne’s feminine
drag outfits appeared to belong to a “real” woman.
26 In rehearsal, Shaw told Bourne: “I literally can’t rape you… I’m a woman and
you’re a man.  But you can rape me.”  “But I wouldn’t,” Bourne protested.  “But you
could” Shaw replied) (Solomon “The Strangeness” 110).  This moment demonstrates
how Split Britches often stages the productive tensions that arise in the process of
rehearsals where the politics of representations are negotiated.
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Weaver explains: "Realism works against us as women and as gays and

lesbians. In a realistic play, chances are the woman gets raped. We couldn't reconcile

ourselves to that. And we couldn't pursue the idea of a drag queen going insane"

(Solomon, “The Strangeness” 110).  The company wanted “to offer the characters a

reprieve from the stifling restraints of naturalism by placing them inside a liberating,

nonnarrative structure” (60).  For example, the Belle Reprieve cast solves the

dilemma of the rape scene by having Stella and Mitch suddenly interrupt with a song

critiquing macho “het” notions of love. Thus, the deconstructed rape scene forces

spectators to reconsider how performances of femininity can be dangerously

dependent upon and even maintain constructions of violent masculinity.  Also,

casting a man in the stereotypic role of Blanche as fragile feminine victim further

troubles any easy audience identification with norms of masculinity and femininity in

Williams’ canonical text.  In this lesbian feminist “reprieval,” the consequences of

putting on femininity are not romanticized.  As Case reminds, “Playing a woman can

have frightening consequences” (Split Britches 29). As a form of serous irony, gay

male drag placed next to lesbian butch-femme drag is suddenly more complicated

than wearing a nice frock; the “real” female bodies onstage demand an accountability

to women that might otherwise be lost.

The boxes from which Blanche and Stanley literally emerge in Belle Reprieve

are metaphors for Tennessee Williams’ blatant stereotypical representations of the

hyper-macho heterosexual male and the damaged hyper-femme Southern Belle that
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get repackaged here.  Weaver explains that the boxes also spring from the fact that

Williams’ plays and roles are often treated like revered museum pieces.   Split

Britches wanted to “break out of the museum,” she says, and irreverently queer this

beloved canonical text (personal interview 9/28/03).  Via a complicated play upon

what’s “in” and what’s “outside” the “box” of stereotypes, a forever shifting and

unstable model of gender and sexuality is enacted.  Queer sexuality does not fit in the

“box” of heteronormativity and is thus configured as excessive.  For instance, after

Stanley pulls Blanche’s “evidence” of femininity out of the box, he says to her:

“Okay, that’s your story and I’m stuck with it for now.  But let’s see if you can keep

up the deception day after day, week after week in front of me” (Case, Split 157).

Spoken by a woman who looks very much like a man playing a male role while

wearing several of Blanche’s signs of femininity in this moment demonstrates the

unruly, deceptive, and performative nature of identity.  Gender and sexuality in Belle

Reprieve are constantly refracted, queered, and reconfigured, and any “norms” of

femininity are revealed to be nostalgic constructs as artificial as the broken

cheerleading doll Blanche keeps in her trunk.  Problematizing popular ideals of what

masculinity and femininity “naturally” are, these characters are never quite what they

seem to be, and in relationship to one another, their roles become even more doubled

and complex.
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Lois Weaver’s Resistant (White) Femme

While Bourne’s male-to-female drag of Blanche deconstructs and queers

iconic white feminine signifiers, Weaver’s lesbian femme drag of Stella offers a more

subtle critique of hetero-femininity because Weaver is not playing a cross-gendered

role and because the lesbian femme may be misread as heterosexual without the

lesbian butch by her side.  Weaver discusses how difficult it was in Belle Reprieve to

share the stage with a very charismatic butch and a flamboyant drag queen without

being completely “upstaged,” or rendered invisible.  This struggle for power and

visibility in relationship to “men” onstage felt uncomfortably familiar for her as a

woman (personal interview 8/26/03).  Weaver/Stella hints at this conundrum in the

opening scene when Mitch suggests that Stella “change the script” to prevent a big

mistake coming on.  She responds: “Change the script?  Ha Ha.  You want me to do

what in these shoes?  The script is not the problem.  I’ve changed the script” (Case,

Split 151).  Hemmed in by both the accoutrement and the audience’s expectations of

femininity, Weaver must employ desire for another woman to playfully box with and

punch through the queer femme’s potential invisibility.  In other words, the audience

must be able to read the femme as queer both sexually and in her drag of femininity

for her to be unruly and thus subversive.  While Weaver/Stella intertextually

references the queer adaptation of Williams’ play in the moment described above, she

simultaneously points up her resistance to Williams’ version of Stella and to

heterofemininity more generally: “Look, I’m supposed to wander around in a state of
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narcotized sensuality.  That’s my part” (151).  These Brechtian moments of

interruption and performer alienation from character also make the lesbian femme

more critically visible and explicate the femme’s dilemma in a heterosexually biased

culture.

As the play starts, before Mitch enters, Weaver/Stella directly seduces the

audience and dares them to objectify her sexually:  First seen behind a scrim, a

cinematic effect which recalls the iconic film version of Streetcar, she then steps out

of her soft-focus frame to interrupt the pretty picture.

Is there something you want?  What can I do for you? Do you know

who I am, what I feel, how I think?  You want my body.  My soul, my

food, my bed, my skin, my hands? You want to touch me, hold me,

lick me, smell me, eat me, have me? You think you need a little more

time to decide? Well, you’ve got a little over an hour to have your fill

(150).

Weaver says she does not mind if audiences feel desire for her as a femme onstage,

but she demands that they also deal with what she has to say (personal interview

8/26/03).  In terms of Diamond’s notion of feminist mimesis, Weaver both occupies

the role of fantasy fetish and resists sexual object status by destroying the illusion of

the theatrical frame and the rules of compulsory heterosexuality.  She slyly warns the

audience not to assume too much about her and forces an uncomfortable awareness of
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spectatorial desire around sexualized females in Williams’ play and in theatre

generally.

Weaver’s/Stella’s ambiguous address to men and/or women in the audience

also teases spectators into experiencing explicit lesbian desire.  Her queerness

becomes blatantly clear later in the play in her intense sexual desire for Stanley as a

woman: [she sings] “I’ve got a sweet little angel/And I love the way she spreads her

wings . . . /When she spreads those wings over me/She brings joy in everything”

(Case, Split 168).  Stella does not emerge from an actual box as Stanley and Blanche

do because her role is less a blatant stereotype than a series of mixed messages: her

female-marked body is a signaling apparatus that ostensibly reads as heterofeminine

while countersignaling as queer femme via her desire for both Stanley and her

“sister” Blanche.  In this way all feminine signs become unruly and unreliable.

After “discovering” that Blanche is actually a man in drag, Stanley says to

Stella in the final scene: “This means that you are the only thing we can rely on,

because you are at least what you seem to be” (emphasis added, 182).  This statement

demonstrates Donna Haraway’s notion of serious irony because as a femme

Weaver/Stella is precisely NOT what she seems to be. "Irony is about contradictions

that do not resolve into larger wholes, even dialectically, about the tension of holding

incompatible things together because both or all are necessary and true.  Irony is

about humor and serious play.  It is also a rhetorical strategy and a political method"

(Haraway 149).  Stella replies: “Well, Stanley, there’s something I’ve been meaning
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to tell you . . .” (Case, Split 182).  The whole cast then proceeds to end the play by

singing “I Love My Art,” which celebrates theatricality and artfully playing a part. As

Weaver explains, “It’s all about impersonation… as Mitch and Stella, Pearl and I are

impersonating a man and woman too” (Solomon, “The Strangeness” 110).  Thus

Belle Reprieve continues to disavow any “authentic” identity, even when a “real”

woman is dragging femininity.   The question now becomes which “belles” are

specifically reprieved in this show and how this disavowal of an authentic gender and

sexuality intersects with racial identity.

Constructions of whiteness are marked as intersecting with issues of gender

and sexuality in Belle Reprieve in subtle but provocative ways. Weaver admits that

she is both fascinated by and conflicted about Tennessee Williams’ racism and

sexism in his plays; Belle Reprieve serves as an example of how Williams might

rewrite his play differently today and attempts to problematize forms of Southern

whiteness in several ways.  Bette Bourne wears heavy white make-up as a kind of

“whiteface” drag of Blanche (after all, “Blanche” means “to whiten”), which, while a

signature style for Bourne, could also serve to mark Blanche’s (unspoken) investment

in whiteness in Williams’ frame. To make explicit the Southern belle stereotype’s

reliance on notions of white racial purity and taboos of miscegenation, it would be

interesting in another production to cast Blanche as a black male drag queen. In Belle

Reprieve, Blanche tells Stanley: “My namesake is a role played by that incandescent

star, Vivien Leigh, and although the resemblance is not immediately striking I have
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been told we have the same shoulders” (Case, Split 153).  For me, this reference to

Vivian Leigh’s filmic performance of Blanche intertextually conjures her most

famous role as Scarlet in the film Gone With the Wind, an iconic text that secures

white femininity by desexualizing the stereotypical black mammy slave.  Thus, the

joke on Blanche’s failure to pass as a heterofeminine woman could be sharpened by

also failing to reproduce an “authentic” white Southern woman.  However, this

possibility would perhaps unfairly shift the burden of unmasking whiteness onto a

body of color.

Whiteness is more explicitly linked to icons of femininity when Stella

remembers how Blanche comforted her at their high school homecoming.  Stella as

the lowly (femme) mascot (of femininity) had to stand among all the “real

cheerleaders, the majorettes, the homecoming court, even Miss Mississippi herself”

after her corsage was crushed by a football player.  “My whole life was disappearing

with those dropping petals.  How was I going to present myself in the same parade

with Miss Mississippi . . . right next to the great white virgin [beauty queen] with her

round bare shoulders and her rhinestone tiara” (159).  The femme’s subtle difference

from all the “real” Southern belles both marks femininity’s investments in whiteness

and “purity” and the femme’s own queer sexuality rendered invisible beneath the

“great white virgin” on her queenly pedestal/float.

This white power is symbolically ridiculed later in the play when Stanley and

Stella reenact a famous vaudeville routine performed by Milton Berle and Sammy
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Davis Jr. about who gets the last word and who has the prerogative to what is funny.27

In the hands of Weaver and Shaw, both working class lesbians, the routine is re-

envisioned as a lampoon of white working class masculinity and femininity.  Starting

out as a way to deflate Stanley’s hyper macho performance, Stella rips off each of his

sleeves, tears off his over shirt, sprays him down with Seltzer water, powders him

white with a giant powder puff, and attempts to throw a white cream pie in his face.

After each action, Stella says, “Now that was funny,” to which Stanley replies, “That

was not funny.”  When Stanley suddenly tips the pie back into Stella’s face, he

smirks: “Now that was funny” (167).  As both women stand dripping, breathless, and

covered in white, a backdrop painted with a giant white orchid suddenly drops from

above so they are no longer visible to the audience.  Weaver’s head then pops out

from under the curtain, white cream pie still smeared across her face. This

accumulation of hilariously humiliating images can be read as a means of ridiculing

whiteness in Williams’ gothic southern dramas and queerly parodying both butch-

femme and masculine-feminine power struggles.

The appearance of the orchid signals a more explicit reference to normative

femininity’s investments in whiteness as Weaver launches into a powerfully sexy and
                                                  
27 The men’s racial differences and Davis Jr’s well-documented experiences of racism
as a black entertainer make this a potent intertextual reference.  See The Sammy
Davis Jr. Reader and In Black and White for more on the racism Davis Jr. endured.
Vaudeville, a hugely influential form of popular entertainment that thrived from about
1890 through the 1930s, allowed entertainers to “hone the same bit for forty years.”
Thus, many audience members today might recognize this routine as part of a
collective cultural memory.  See Vivian Patraka’s discussion of vaudeville in Split
Britches’ work in Acting Out.
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queer ode to the Greek prophetess Cassandra while queerly dragging Marilyn

Monroe.  Performed with Weaver’s head emerging from the huge vaginal opening of

a rather monstrous looking white orchid while the Cassandra aria from the opera Les

Troyan plays, this monologue serves as both a crucial enactment of femme power and

a gesture toward critiquing the preciousness of white femininity.  Stella begins this

scene with wordplay on the word “sorry” (Stanley owes her an apology).  “Sorry.

(She laughs) Sorry…sorry, sorry. (laughs)  The Indian women.  The Indian women,

wrapping their soft bodies in thick silk the colors of a church window.  Sari” (167).

Weaver explains that she and Deb Margolin, her writing collaborator and a Split

Britches company member at the time, intended this odd interjection to invoke other

stereotypical images of femininity beyond the blonde bombshell (personal interview

9/28/03).  Introducing a non-western cultural frame for thinking about feminine

norms helps to broaden Weaver’s critique of stereotypes and at the same time mark

her performance of queer femininity as a specifically white Western one.

Weaver layers Anglo Western cultural references, like Greek mythology and

opera, onto Stella’s transformation into a Marilyn Monroe-esque performance of

explicit desire for butch women.  The femme’s tease involves a loving appropriation

of a heterosexual white icon into a queer frame. With her dyed blonde hair,

Weaver/Stella slips into a breathless “Marilyn” voice as she shouts:

I’m on drugs. I’m braless, shirtless, I’m giggling, I’m lost, I’m in

love… I’m in love with you Cassandra, you blonde, you seer… I’m
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preparing for a war.  (She begins to strip off her house dress to reveal

a tight, strapless dress) Someone stole my woman, stole her from my

house, filched her from history, and I’m here to get her back.  I am a

powerful warrior.  (She poses like Marilyn Monroe) Come sweet

prophetess,… I’m nailed to this story.  Cut me down… I’m having sex

with the fortune teller that men don’t believe.  Sex…sex! (168).

Weaver describes this show stopping moment as a “break open for Stella… She’s this

blonde bombshell who is obsessed with sex with Stanley… [but] there was another

side to her that was aware of the world, that had an intellect, thoughts, loved opera”

(personal interview 9/26/03).  In this way, the stereotype of the blonde slips as it is

queerly teased apart and expanded by the femme. When Stanley re-enters for their sex

scene, each actor performs a physical negotiation of sexual power between the butch

and femme.  Stella rips off Stanley’s shirt, pushes him to his knees and puts her heel

on his chest; Stanley pulls Stella’s hair as she falls limply into a dancerly dip; Stanley

finally carries Stella off as she wraps her body around his torso. As a form of femme

tease, Weaver/Stella demonstrates the power of a lesbian feminist mimesis that cites

oppressive gender, sex, and race norms only to complicate and turn them inside out.

The  “Dynamic Duo” Splits Up (The Femme’s In/visibility)

While Case has persuasively argued that the butch-femme system offers a

powerful revision of heterosexist notions of sexual difference and demands a renewed
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feminist engagement with lesbian and gay performance practices, her premise in

“Toward a Butch- Femme Aesthetic” that “you can’t have one without the other” may

overly circumscribe the femme’s ability to be unruly without sharing center stage

with the butch and vice versa (“Towards . . . Aesthetic” 295).  Case wrote her seminal

essay at a time when Weaver and Shaw were madly in love and performing their

butch-femme roles both onstage and in the streets of New York City.  “Weaver and

Shaw . . . are fictional at their core in the camp style and through the butch-femme

roles.  The instability and alienation of character and plot is compounded with their

own personal butch-femme play on the street, as a recognizable couple in the lower

East Side scene . . . erasing the difference between theater and real life . . .” (302).  As

Weaver says of this time period, “In my life, I became more hyper femme with Peggy

and that theatricality re-entered the [Split Britches] work” (personal interview

8/26/03).  However, since Weaver and Shaw are no longer a couple and Weaver is

currently performing her first solo show Faith and Dancing, she is trying to find new

ways to make the femme resistant without the butch by her side.

Weaver embraced her role of the lesbian femme from the seventies on as a

revelation and feminist celebration of “all those negative adjectives describing

femininity” (personal interview 8/26/03).  When she first created a version of her self-

described alter ego, Tammy Whynot, for a Spiderwoman production, she realized she

could be a glamorous drag queen and “loved it.”  While she has “taken a lot of shit”

from feminists over the years for her identification as a femme, she defends the deep
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pleasure she has felt in performing this role.   “I didn’t have a language for it, but I

felt really clear that this was mine and didn’t belong to anyone else and that I was

doing it from my particular point of view.  I didn’t know how to explain it then”

(personal interview 8/26/03).28  However, even with the butch by her side, some

feminists have continued to spurn her, and she has suffered sexism within the lesbian

and transgendered community as a femme.  She recalls in the early seventies being

thrown against a wall by a feminist who accused her of titillating men with her high

femme performance.  More recently, she has felt invisible in certain collaborations

with other queer artists when they would direct their eye contact and their comments

more to Shaw than to herself, even when Weaver was actually directing the work.

Stacy Wolf notes that even lesbian studies has tended “to value the butch, the more

visible lesbian body” over the femme (133).29  These experiences demonstrate yet

again not only how persistent sexism is, but how easily the femme tease can be

misread and/or devalued, even within more marginal communities, as merely reifying

feminine norms.

                                                  
28 I should clarify here that using the term “role” is not intended to question Weaver’s
“authenticity” as a lesbian or minimize the political power of the femme.   As Joan
Nestle explains, “As a femme, I did what . . . felt right.  I did not learn a part; I
perfected a way of loving” (Penelope 109).   While the practice of identifying as a
femme includes a particular style of expressing sexuality, it does not in any way mean
that being lesbian is somehow disingenuous or, as some religious conservatives
would like to believe, a condition that can be “cured.”  Weaver’s femme aesthetic is
integral to her daily life experience as a lesbian.

29 Lisa Walker’s book Looking Like What You Are also recounts the femme’s
dilemma within lesbian subcultures (200-210).
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Weaver and Shaw continue to work together artistically and have even staged

their ongoing arguments about “who gets to wear the dress or the suit;” in other

words, how to give the femme more power and range onstage.  In Ballad of the Sad

Café (1999/2000), for instance, Shaw (begrudgingly) wears a dress and Weaver gets

to play the hyper macho husband.  In an interview with Andy Buck of TheatreMania,

Shaw explains the role reversals in this show:  “ I’m only wearing a dress under

pressure. The argument we have at the top of the show is exactly what happens: I’m

not comfortable in a dress, I don’t want to wear one, but somebody has to wear a

dress” (emphasis added).  Weaver responds: “We’ve had that fight over and over…

And so finally we had enough distance from it to have the real fight. Peggy and I

reconstructed the argument and Stacy (Makishi) furiously took notes and we lifted

lines from that “ (Buck).  Putting this real life fight onstage demonstrates the complex

negotiations of power-sharing between the butch and the femme and the importance

of performance as a site of articulation and embodied pedagogy.

When Shaw adds that she feels she “finally had to wear the dress” in order for

Lois to take on an aggressive masculinity, Weaver expresses her frustration with this

binaristic binding of the femme to the butch in order to be seen as unruly: “It’s really

interesting what that says about the butch-femme dynamic, isn’t it? That whole

binary: In order for me to play that, there has to be this other” (Buck).  It seems that

in the context of lesbian sexual politics, the femme is more constrained by this binary

because her performance is closer to norms of femininity than is the butch’s; thus she
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is more at risk of being misread as a mere imitation of hetero norms.  (Of course the

butch is always in danger of being read simply as a woman who wants to be a man).

Weaver explains:

You see, a butch persona is a resistant persona because it resists the

dominant culture’s idea of what it is to be female, just like a (male)

drag queen resists the dominant culture’s idea of what it is to be male.

My position has always been that you could do that as a femme. A

resistant femme resists the idea of what it is to be female by being

hyper-female… I am able to be powerful in a dress…  (Buck).

When asked by Buck if she will ever be willing to “be butch at the same time?” she

responds: “For me, it’s not so easy. It’s that difficulty I have with the feminine being

invisible then. If I’m going to be a butch, there still has to be a dress on stage,

otherwise we’ve rendered the feminine completely invisible.”  Thus, the butch

without the femme (or at least a signifier of the femme) onstage can still be read as

transgressive as a queerly masculine woman, but the femme without the butch

onstage struggles to escape being read as a sex object addressing an absent yet

omnipresent subject (the male).  Stacy Wolf agrees: “When the [femme] is seen

alone, her gestures, intonations, or expressions make it almost impossible to identify

her as lesbian without indications of masculinity or signs of the butch . . .” (39).
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Shaw and Weaver have continued to experiment with how to make the femme

more central to their work,30 but Weaver feels these efforts have been only partially

successful.  In Miss Risque, for instance, a newer show “celebrating the [French]

music hall as a ‘feminine’ and ‘queer’ realm of seduction, fantasy, and continual self-

invention,” Weaver and Shaw attempted to allow the femme to maintain center stage

(G. Harris, “Double Acts” 217).  Ultimately, however, Weaver found herself literally

stuck on a pedestal and feeling even more alone and vulnerable with Peggy onstage

with her.  This is when she realized she needed to be truly alone onstage for awhile,

without her performance partner for the last thirty years, to explore the power of the

femme.

Weaver also admits that as she has grown older, she has become exhausted by

the labor of performing a high femme in her daily life and onstage.  She discovered

that when she performs without Shaw onstage, she is free to explore a more subtle

femme aesthetic in her theatre work.  However, she struggles with the possible

implications of becoming less femme as she ages.

It’s funny—over the years I’ve been obsessed with the idea of

femininity and its representation on stage, and the difficulty with

talking about “femme-ness” as opposed to “butch-ness.”  Butch-ness

                                                  
30 See Salad of the Bad Café, which premiered in Feb./March 2000 at La MaMa in
New York. “A tale of unrequited love, the play is set in the summer of 1945 when
Japan was weeping, the American South was seething, and the word ‘gender’ was
mostly used in grammar class” (promotional program).
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seems to be easier to identify and theorize about. And yet it seems like

the more I struggle with that, the more butch I get on stage. Joan

Nestle wrote that the older you get, the more butch you get, and I resist

that idea. I keep thinking I’m going to dye my hair and go back to that

hyper-femme. But for now it’s more restful to play the butch; it’s not

as high maintenance (personal interview 8/26/03).

Weaver’s idea of a more “subtle feminine aesthetic” demonstrates the potential range

of a femme’s tease.

Weaver raises important questions about age and femininity here.  Does

growing older mean you can no longer perform as “high femme”?  This question

reflects a cultural obsession with youth and beauty as integral to norms of femininity,

which contributes to a distorted image of women in middle or old age as either

desexualized or “inappropriately” and grotesquely sexual.  Weaver and Shaw, both

over fifty, have consistently celebrated their bodies and their sexual desire in part by

using nudity or partial nudity in their work for many years; however, Weaver admits

that as she gets older, she is negotiating feeling more “private” about her body

onstage.  This points to Weaver’s attempts to rethink her role as femme in new ways:

as a younger woman, she could perform the “glamorous drag queen” without having

to theorize issues of age and female unruliness.  Her older body troubles the privilege

of younger women who resist feminine norms without necessarily questioning their

own participation in and reproduction of feminine rhetorics of youth and beauty.
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In Weaver’s first solo show Faith and Dancing, I submit that her use of nudity

is more radically unruly than in her previous work precisely because she confronts

our culture’s fear of the aging female body.  In the next section, I will discuss how

seeing an older femme alone onstage, revealing her body and the effects of gravity, is

a powerful way to challenge those cultural fears and to knock the omnipresent image

of the young, white, hetero icon of femininity off her metaphorical pedestal.

Stripping the Drag:  The Femme’s Dyslexic Tease in

Faith and Dancing (Mapping Femininity and Other Natural Disasters)

“Why was it always tall women who showed me the way out?  Like Ame, and
Mrs. Neighbors and Miss Smothers, my fourth grade teacher who taught me how to

make paper mache volcanoes and told me the truth about the war between the states,
maybe it was because tall women could see beyond the west ridge” (Faith and

Dancing 24).

“Not a performer of legible gender transgression, like the butch and his sister
the drag queen, [the femme is] a betrayer of legibility itself.  Seemingly ‘normal,’ she

responds to ‘normal’ expectations with a sucker punch—she occupies normality
abnormally”

 (Lisa Duggan and Kathleen McHugh 155).

Dyslexia: “a disturbance of the ability to read; broadly: disturbance of the ability to
use language” (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed).

“I want to go home, but I can’t find my way.  I left a trail of corn bread but the

wind has come and scattered the crumbs.  It was more than a wind.  It was a tornado,

a pink tornado.” So begins Lois Weaver’s solo show Faith and Dancing: Mapping
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Femininity and Other Natural Disasters,31 an autobiographical performance that

explores the tensions between being a lesbian femme and growing up Southern

Baptist in rural 1950s Virginia with her mother, also named Virginia.  Using double

entendres and nonsequiters, Weaver takes on the skewed logic of “Faith,” a younger

version of herself, to retool the rhetoric of the essential feminine, which has been

deployed for centuries to configure women as passive, lacking in reason, and bound

within the heterosexual matrix.  Through playful linguistic confusions and gaps, she

re-imagines the feminine as a deeply mysterious and queer love of the southern

women who helped raise her.  Writing this show one year after her mother’s death,

Weaver performatively researches her mother’s body “like an archeologist,” sorting

through the simple but strange details of her mother’s everyday life: her way of

hanging laundry; wearing underwear only on Sundays; holding a cigarette so that it’s

hidden from view.  This journey back home to her mother ultimately becomes a way

for Weaver to understand the roots of her own queer logic of femininity.

Through the lenses of faith in things unseen, the aging female body,

butch/femme identity, and rich metaphors of natural disasters, dancing, and

cartography, Weaver performs a dyslexic remapping of femininity while also teasing

out some of the internal contradictions around feminist critiques of women’s sexual

object status.  Because femmes are often misread based on their visual drag of

                                                  
31 This show was originally commissioned by Gay Sweatshop’s “It’s Queer Up
North” series in London in 1996.  It then ran for two weeks at LaMama in New York
City in 1997.  It was not performed again until November 2003 at Duke University in
North Carolina.
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heterofemininity (or as Faith says, “like the Blue Ridge Mountains look blue even

though they are not”), Weaver understandably questions the “truth” of visibility in

Faith and Dancing and instead embraces the power of the unseen, or what may be

visible only through careful study.  Faith relies on haphazard research tools such as

the dictionary, the yellow pages, maps, experiments in femininity in the privacy of

her bathroom laboratory, and unreliable memory to lovingly recover and honor her

mother, a woman who never learned to drive, who didn’t allow herself to dance, and

who once admitted she hadn’t had a climax in 30 years.  Sitting in her swing, Faith

fluidly oscillates between digging beneath Virginia’s surface “hardened into

practicalities” to unearth dormant desires and tracing her own history of queer

desires.  I discuss Faith and Dancing as an example of the femme’s unruly ability to

drag femininity in solo performance and queerly resist it at the same time.  Through a

confusion and inversion of signs and subtle gaps, the femme refers to femininity

while suggesting other possibilities.

 Costumed in an oversized and childlike paper dress, Faith is “is an adult in a

child’s imagination” (Weaver 1).  She compares the discovery of her queer

femininity to an unusual tornado turned violent pink from pulverizing her beloved

and strangely butch neighbor Ame’s spicy scented geraniums. This tornado is also

what carries Weaver, or “Faith,” her younger persona, far away from home: “That’s

the last thing I remember, the tornado turning pink and the sky full of the smell of

geraniums” (3).  Faith’s closeted but growing attraction to women is also compared to
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a fiery volcano of seething desire whose layers of underground lava can either

collapse, leaving a huge depression in the earth, or whose magma can rise and erupt

into an explosion of female pleasure.  “(Lying on the floor) Vulcanologists, don’t you

love that word?  Vul-l-l-l can olo gist. (sitting up and turning towards the audience)

It sounds as if you’re standing on the lip of a great vagina and peering in” (10).

These complex images simultaneously evoke the power of lesbian desire, the

tremendous cultural fear of women loving women, and the very real dangers and

oppressions of femininity in a misogynistic world.

Faith employs these natural forces, historically gendered as “female,” to

destroy essentialized feminine norms and create room for queer “variations.”  For

instance, she reminds the audience that the angle between magnetic north and true

north on a compass is called “declination,” which is “another word for variation.”

This slight angling away from binary poles of north and south (or masculinity and

femininity) helps Faith to “mark the way out” of a confining heterofemininity.

Similarly, she notes that maps, which claim to represent signposts of nature, “lie

about shape and distance . . . size and direction” (4). Her identity, which she describes

as an “ongoing experiment” in “feminine life forms,” is likened to the wily practice of

cartography: “First you SELECT what you want on your map.  Then you

GENERALISE the shape of things like curves on a stream.  Then you

EXAGGERATE to increase their importance” (8).  Just as Faith warns the audience

that she comes from a family of liars and will tell six lies during the performance (4),
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Weaver teasingly demonstrates that seemingly recognizable and natural signs of

femininity are artfully unreliable.

In the privacy of the bathroom, Faith’s “laboratory” where her “evidence” is

hidden, she goes to “practice” her personality, and importantly, her striptease. “I

wanted to be Miss America or rather I wanted to participate in the pageant and I

figured my best shot in the talent competition would be to do a striptease. . . I would

STRIP for Miss America!” (8).  Faith’s dyslexic (queer) logic here references both

the pure objectification of women in beauty pageants and the pageantry of femininity

while linguistically reversing the eye of the beholder (she strips for Miss America and

herself in the mirror). Weaver admits to an ambivalent love of striptease (just as I

confessed loving beauty pageants as spectacular camp!).  The femme tease here

manipulates the titillating removal of layers of signs, essentially a deconstruction of

the feminine drag, to complicate whom the strip is for and question the “truth” of

visibility politics often championed in both feminist and queer camps.

A close reading of this moment, or series of moments, in the performance is

required to unpack the unruliness of the femme tease here.  First, Weaver subtly

prepares the audience for her eventual strip by squatting several times onstage and

casually revealing her underwear; this lack of self-consciousness evokes a young

girl/woman in control of her own body.  In the “bathroom,” she also briefly practices

a childlike hula dance using the audience as her mirror (16), then interrupts the dance

to explain to the audience that this is where she goes to practice her tantrums and her
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striptease, and begins the dance again.  “As the [country western] song progresses,

she tears her paper dress in the appropriate places, creating a child’s version of the

striptease” (19).  She tears the dress just above her left breast, revealing that she is

braless, and makes a few long tears in the front of her skirt and in the back so that the

skirt hangs in strips now.  Weaver also scatters a few pieces of the paper dress along

her original cornbread trail that she hopes will lead her home.

The final strip tease when Weaver removes all her clothes does not occur until

near the end of the show.  In the Duke performance I saw on Nov. 4, 2003, the small

tear in the dress above Weaver’s breast eventually widened to reveal her entire breast

for approximately fifteen minutes before her complete strip.  This occurred during a

lovely parody of a modern dance to Tammy Wynette’s and George Jones’s country

western duet “Take Me”32 that illustrates, according to the stage directions, “a

conflict between religious gesture and sexual/sensual desire” (22). This dance builds

into an intense tantrum of frustration as Faith tries to trace her journey into

womanhood by tracing her way back home; while in motion, she suddenly tears off

the paper dress, rips off her underwear, and then plops into her swing and bites her

                                                  
32 Within the codes and conventions of country music, Sheila Whiteley claims that
“gender is grounded in stable identity, thus ensuring that sex, gender and desire are
shown to be internally coherent.”  At the same time, country music has performance
codes that allow for irony and camp, “for a humorous critique of the excessive
femininity of such country divas as, for example, Dolly Parton.  Via (butch) conflict
and a play on difference that invites lesbian identification, performers like k.d. lang
effect “a parody of the gender identification that lies at the heart of country music”
(Whiteley 17).
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arm.  Blackout.  Lights up.  Faith is now “standing naked with arms outstretched like

the Leonardo da Vinci drawing” (28).   Weaver is naked so quickly that the audience

barely has time to catch their breath.  And in performance, Weaver’s gesture of her

arms outstretched read more as a way of saying “Well, here it is, folks. Take it or

leave it,” which provoked appreciative laughter from the racially diverse but

primarily academic and heavily lesbian audience.  Weaver’s strategic interruption of

the strip resisted sexualizing her in the same way a gradual and linear strip would.

Also, seeing her breast for so long somehow made her final nudity feel refreshing and

necessary rather than purely seductive and titillating.  The audiences’ doubled vision

of Faith as a young girl stripping to “reveal” Weaver ultimately functions to insert the

aging femme into visibility while complicating that visibility at the same time.

Weaver explains that Faith’s tantrum, performed to Billy Joel’s song “Always a

Woman To Me,” is her way of “bursting through the wall” of the femme’s invisibility

and remapping her way out of the disaster of femininity and the dilemma of the

femme that then leaves her naked (personal interview 10/28/03).  This vulnerable

appearance without the accoutrement of femininity equals “a different kind of

visibility” which “throws back our gaze and make us aware of our own looking”

(Patraka 11).

As Weaver stands naked under the lights, having superceded Da Vinci’s

universalized white male body with her own, she questions the meaning of

subject/object status.  Faith addresses the spectators directly.
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Let’s talk about subject and object . . . You the subject look at me the

object, who is the dancer.  Subject or Object? Who has taken off her

objects, her clothes.  What is the dancer?  Is she the subject or object?

If she is the subject of this story what is the object? Does that mean

what is the point and if so doesn’t that elevate the position of the

object to the entire reason we are here? … To subject I think is to force

your will on to someone else.  To object is to refuse.  A subject is

something you study.  An object is something you value or throw

away.  An object is also a goal like the object of this performance (12).

Again, this dyslexic and unruly logic effectively blurs and flip flops the subject/object

hierarchy of power and transforms the object into a position with agency.  Also, by

breaking the narrative of her story to directly challenge the audience and return their

voyeuristic gaze, Weaver calls attention to the complicated workings of spectatorial

desire and theatrical representation of women.  She says she does not mind if

audiences feel desire for her as a femme onstage, but she demands that they also deal

with what she has to say (personal interview 8/26/03).  In terms of Diamond’s notion

of feminist mimesis, Weaver both occupies the role of fantasy fetish and resists

sexual object status by destroying the illusion of the theatrical frame.

Jill Dolan reminds that “a central part of theater is the spectator's desire to

look at bodies” (qtd. in Patraka 11).  Rather than condemning the voyeuristic gaze,

Patraka considers how Split Britches work reconfigures the gaze “as if the eye were
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the sex organ of the spectator (and that includes women, and even feminist

spectators)” (11). However, I would argue that Weaver’s sober use of nudity

functions differently from, for instance, Karen Finley’s enactment of the grotesque

and inconsumable female nude or Annie Sprinkle’s celebration of the “pornographic”

female body.   Without the irony or campy excess typical of this and even much of

Split Britches’ past work, Weaver both occupies and disrupts women’s sexual object

status by unapologetically claiming her right as an aging femme to be an unruly

source of feminine power.  As her press materials state, she “switches her faith in god

to faith in her own naked body” (“Double Agency” program). Witnessing a fifty-four-

year-old working class white woman with a soft belly, a bruise on her buttocks, and

flesh on her hips and thighs simply assume her right to be an object in and of desire

center stage was a moving experience of the femme’s optical tease.   In her

nakedness, Faith/Weaver is finally able to step into her mother’s never-worn lacey

prom dress in the final moment of the show.  Unleashing her mother’s desires, she

spins around and around like a tornado as the pink lights slowly fade to black,

essentially “disappearing” into her critical drag of femininity and the feminine realm

of “things unseen.”

In my first interview with her, Weaver provocatively asks: “Who wouldn’t

want to be objectified? To be the center of attention or the center of the story?”  She

qualifies this statement by noting that playing the object in a butch-femme

relationship offers a kind of safety to explore the power of the object; the stage offers
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“ a similar kind of safety.”    The realm of women’s performance art has carved out a

public space to explore and enact alternative forms of female sexuality as agency.

That safety is only partial, however, as Weaver implies; consider the “NEA Four”

debacle which stripped funding for four performance artists, three of whom were

queer.

Also, the ability to play with subject/object status and stage the nude female

body works differently for female-marked bodies depending on race.  It might be

more difficult for an Asian, Latina, or African-American woman to use her nude body

to achieve this semiotic “tease” due to being always already reduced to either exotic

sexual object or grotesque spectacle.   Race and class markers certainly delimit the

range of options women have when practicing, or mapping, their identities. Thus,

feminine drag may be loaded depending on whose body and whose skin color is

revealed underneath (see chapters 4 and 5 for further discussion).  Some women’s

“maps” may allow for fewer performative selections of identity due to multiple layers

of cultural baggage.  Faith’s choices are delimited by her southern white working

class background and coming of age within the white Southern Baptist Church.  Her

whiteness is marked by Weaver’s use of an iconic white text, The Wizard of Oz, to

frame her journey.   While Weaver’s performance clearly troubles notions of “home”

within heterosexuality, her struggle to get back home subtly problematizes a “home”

within Southern, working class whiteness as well.  While Faith is an outsider in her

community because of her sexuality, she is an insider in her shared racial privilege.
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Weaver’s press materials refer to Faith as a “good Southern girl and hometown

cheerleader” who becomes “an aging exhibitionist” (“Double Agency” program).

Invoking her ability to pass as a “good girl” gestures toward white femininity’s

investments in “respectable white womanhood,” which has historically functioned to

mark “others,” or women of color, as forever outside the realm of respectability.33

Interestingly, when Weaver is naked, she says she actually feels “covered up”

in humor and in a “kind of intellectual curiosity… It’s not just about being nude”

(personal interview 10/28/03).  In other Split Britches productions, such as Little

Women, Weaver has used the “reverse strip tease,” where she starts naked in order to

“just get it over with” as a response to “anti-porn feminists.”  The nudity then is

anticlimactic, and the focus is redirected to foreground the construction of identity via

the signs we layer onto our bodies.  Importantly, Weaver’s strip down of the femme’s

drag in Faith and Dancing similarly does not offer any sort of authentic “truth” with

the appearance of the naked female body.  Faith says near the end of the show, “Ok

that’s it.  That’s six. Six lies.  Because pretty is as pretty does and pretty doesn’t have

to tell the truth.  The rest is secret.  It’s hidden in the vanishing point, lying in the flat

lines of the map, disguised in the pink tornado” (29).  Even while standing naked

before the audience, the femme refuses to disentangle or smooth out her tease, but

                                                  
33 See Kate Davy’s “Outing Whiteness: A Feminist/Lesbian Project” in Whiteness: A
Critical Reader, edited by Mike Hill.  See also Hilary Harris’s “Failing ‘White
Woman’:  Interrogating the Performance of Respectability” in Theatre Journal 52.2
(2000): 183-209.
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continues to “tantalize by arousing desire or curiosity without intending to satisfy it”

(Webster Collegiate Dictionary 10th ed).  The naked female body in this context does

not reveal any feminine “truths” beyond demanding its right to see and be seen as

queerly sexual.  The femme’s supposed dilemma, then, does not simply reside in her

need to be as visible as the butch; her “now you see it now you don’t” tease allows

her to critique the terms of heterofemininity and patriarchy from within the sign

system while reveling in her femme pleasures.34

As Weaver/Faith turns the subject/object split inside out, adding new layers to

each and imbuing herself with rich value and meaning as both subject and object, she

creates her own queer map of femininity that allows for both its highly destructive

and powerfully creative forces.  With this tease, Weaver disrupts the persistent idea

that queer desire is solely defined by the choice of object desired, presumably lesbian

or gay.  While the queer object has understandably been used to distinguish

homosexual desire from compulsory heterosexual desire, Elsbeth Probyn opens up

the criteria for “queerness” beyond the identifiable gay or lesbian object, which

allows “the productive force of desire [to] then be seen as it incessantly spins lines

between the ‘thing’ and the ‘representation’ . . . this desire is an essence that spreads

itself over objects” (14-15).

                                                  
34 Weaver notes that this ability to “pass” becomes crucial to her survival in her daily
life with butch lovers.  Weaver is usually the one who negotiates with the general
public, to secure hotel rooms, etc. This lack of visibility allows her to safely
“manage” the movements of the butch and femme on the streets and gain access to
places where she might otherwise be denied (personal interview 10/28/03).
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Like Probyn, Lynda Hart resists notions of desire as optical and object-

oriented and critiques the assumption “that the femme is ‘invisible’ without the

butch…[W]ithout the butch, too many narratives of lesbian desire espouse, the

femme in essence does not exist” (“Living” 51).  This then leaves the femme in the

same position as “that of The Woman in masculinist discourse” (58).  Hart instead

maps desire as a “scene of fantasy”: in Faith and Dancing, Faith’s scene of fantasy is

being both subject and beloved object, and her desire, for her mother, Jesus, and

numerous butch women, is like a tornado or hurricane, a mighty force on the move.

Perhaps the femme’s agency then operates like the eye of the storm, only partially

visible as the source of power inside a spinning and dyslexic desire.  Again, the

femme’s power is as a dissimulator, her “now you see it now you don’t” tease

alternately challenges feminine representations and reclaims them as a potent source

of pleasure and as tools in the often-contradictory performance of identity

construction.  Usefully, this visual tease reflects Phelan’s and Dolan’s efforts to

“unmoor identity from visibility”: rather than reading censored lesbian sexuality as

merely “cloaked in a trench coat,” Dolan ponders the metaphor of “the trench coat,

with its enigmatic potential to flash the desire it hides [as] a most efficacious political

metaphor” (Dolan, Presence 132).  To feminize the metaphor of the trench coat,

perhaps the femme “plunges into visibility”35 only to disappear under a skirt again,

her desire disguised inside a powerful pink tornado.

                                                  
35 See Peggy Phelan’s “The Ontology of Performance” in Unmarked, page 148.
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Reception Issues

When I asked Weaver if her work is received differently by lesbian and more

mixed audiences, she reminded me that she has not performed for exclusively lesbian

audiences “in ages.”  She loves academic audiences, who are more educated about the

work of Split Britches, but she also enjoys “mixed” audiences (of both queer and

heterosexual spectators) generally because there’s an “element of pleasant surprise”;

because Weaver and Shaw are already couched as “other” in terms of sexuality and

are assumed to have “nothing to do with hetero audiences,” they do not push the same

kinds of buttons for hetero audiences that white body-centered performance artists

like Annie Sprinkle and Karen Finley do.  Straight audiences are often surprised, too,

to learn that Split Britches’ work, while explicitly lesbian, is also about many other

things, such as poverty and loneliness, as well.  Their use of humor especially allows

many audiences to connect to their subject matter.

This is important in terms of race, I believe, because Weaver’s deployment of

nudity in Faith and Dancing is different in tone from many physically excessive

performances of sexuality that may bank on white privilege to achieve unruliness.

Marvin Carlson cautions that “the movement of lesbian and gay performance away

from audiences identified with those subcultures into more heterogeneous reception

situations” demands more attention to responsibility for problems of “appropriation,

display, and representation” (186).  Kate Davy also warns that “Performing sexuality

excessively as an oppositional strategy . . . depends on racial encoding” and urges
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queer performers to ask “what remains invisible in the quest for recognition and

respectability” (“Outing” 237).  I would argue that Weaver’s working class, white

drag of femininity in Faith and Dancing, while at times campy and certainly funny, is

not the same excessive, campy, high femme she has performed in previous Split

Britches work. In fact, she told me that her solo show, which she characterizes as very

Southern in the way its lesbianism is more submerged and indirect, has received

mixed responses from queer audiences, especially when paired with Shaw’s more

flashy, campy, overtly queer solo work full of one-liners and short comedic bits.36  I

submit that this ambivalent feedback demonstrates how Faith and Dancing’s complex

use of language, metaphor, a nonlinear narrative, and “unspectacular” nudity does

attempt to negotiate difficult intersecting issues of representation and speak to

heterogeneous audiences.

Finally, the femme’s optical tease mirrors Peggy Phelan’s notion of live

performance as “representation without reproduction.”  “Performance uses the

performer’s body to pose a question about the inability to secure the relation between

subjectivity and the body per se; performance uses the body to frame the lack of

Being promised by and through the body – that which cannot appear without a

supplement” (150-151).  The femme’s shifting “appearance” and “disappearance”

offers a distinctly queer feminist mimesis that opens up a resonating space where

femininity as sign can be re-imagined or re-signified differently.  As Dolan explains,

                                                  
36 It is telling, too, that Weaver’s show has not been reviewed by any major
newspapers in the United States or in the United Kingdom.
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“Sexualities, if incomplete and only partially visible, perpetually reinvent themselves

in various situations of performance and reception . . . “ (Presence 24).   In other

words, what you see is not necessarily what you get.  I agree with Stacy Wolf that the

femme without the butch is “a viable representational position” (138) and see

Weaver’s solo work and her role as the femme within Split Britches productions as an

exercise in “faith”; by troubling the relationship between discourses of visibility and

feminine mimesis, she imagines a more hopeful horizon where a range of critical

performances of femininity can both queer and redefine the concept altogether.
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Chapter 4

Women of Color Performing Melancholic Abjection:

 A Grotesque Mimesis of Femininity

“…[As black women] we were told in the same breath to be quiet both for the sake of
being ‘ladylike’ and to make us less objectionable in the eyes of white people”

(Combahee River Collective, 274).

Fig. 6  Olympia. By Edouard Manet, 1863. Musee d'Orsay, Paris.

In her study on blackness, femininity, and Victorian culture, Jennifer DeVere

Brody notes that Edouard Manet’s painting Olympia (1863) is “one of the nineteenth

century’s most famous representations of a white and a black woman” and “stages the

complex commodification of blackened femininities” (Impossible Purities 92).   A

nude white courtesan is depicted in the foreground reclining on her bed, which is

draped in white sheets.  Her legs are crossed, and her hand casually covers her crotch

as she gazes rather disinterestedly at the viewer. Wearing only a white flower behind

one ear, a ribbon around her neck, a bracelet, earrings, and mules with heels,
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Olympia’s nakedness, as well as her whiteness, is heightened by her (or rather,

Manet’s) “unruly” appropriation of signifiers of respectable, upper-class femininity.

In the background of the painting is Olympia’s very black maid who offers

her mistress a large bouquet of flowers wrapped in white paper; these flowers are

presumably from an admirer.  This woman’s body is mostly hidden behind the

flowers and a heavy, shapeless white dress, and her skin color is so black she almost

disappears into the dark background of the painting. If the spectator’s gaze wanders

from the hyper-visible body of the naked white courtesan in the foreground to focus

instead on this black female servant, one observes that she gazes mildly at her

mistress as she leans toward her to present the flowers, her shoulders asymmetrical.

Her eyes, marked only by their whiteness, along with her dark skin, bulky dress, and

headscarf, subtly evoke the grotesque racial stereotypes of a both a Mammy and a

monkey, especially in relationship to the childlike and delicate beauty of the thin

white woman who does not acknowledge her maid’s presence.  The black female

body is over-determined by her striking difference from the body of the white

woman.

Olympia’s debased prostitute status made her a nontraditional and scandalous

odalisque in the late 1800s precisely because her physical elegance and strong sense

of self usurped the lofty image of classical (white, upper class) nudes throughout art

history.  Rebecca Schneider points out that this painting was “proclaimed indecent

not because of nudity or sexual display, but rather because of the nude’s seeming self-
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possession” (25).  Manet’s Olympia “looks back” at her audience with defiance and

narcissistic pleasure, mimetically appropriating the feminine ideal (25).  Of course it

is not “Olympia” or even Manet’s actual model who revolts against the

representational frame to authorize her own subject status, but rather Manet who

garners “art-historical agency” (27).  Nicolas Pioch demonstrates typical celebrations

of Manet’s formalist innovations in this painting, which erase gender politics and the

woman of color’s image altogether:  “There is a subtlety of modeling in the figure

and a delicacy of distinction between the light flesh tones and the white draperies of

the couch that [Manet’s] assailants were incapable of seeing. The sharpness of

contrast also between model and foreground items and dark background, which added

a modern vivacity to the Venetian-type subject, was regarded with obtuse suspicion

as an intended parody.”

As Schneider points out, “Manet’s placement of the black serving woman . . .

can be read relative to pretexts of contemporary racisms and sexisms . . . – a pretext

Manet did not attempt to destroy” (27).  Brody similarly argues that this painting

demonstrates how “the two figures function as projections of each other . . . as

inversions of each other.”  While they “share a debased social status,” Brody explains

that the black woman’s presumed lasciviousness is projected onto the white object,

both staining the white prostitute’s femininity and elevating her to sex object status

while desexualizing and excising the black woman altogether (Impossible 93). The

direction of the two women’s gazes is telling: Olympia garners partial subject status
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as she coolly returns the presumed male gaze while the nameless maid gazes only at

her mistress.  In this way, Manet’s image of Olympia attains a celebrated “bad girl”

status within art history, while the black maid remains invisible, or as Schneider says,

“always already vanished” (28).  Lorraine O’Grady argues that “[the black maid] is

the chaos that must be excised, and it is her excision that stabilizes the West’s

construct of the female body, for the ‘femininity’ of the white female body is insured

by assigning the non—white to a chaos safely removed from sight.  Thus, only the

white body remains as the object of a voyeuristic, fetishizing male gaze” (qtd. in

Brody 103).

While nineteenth century European continental culture is admittedly different

from norms of femininity shaped by slavery in the United States, Manet’s painting

serves as an apt place to begin considering how white female bodies that resist

Western norms of femininity in unruly ways gain visibility and (limited) privilege via

the erasure and containment of the female body of color, which is always marked as

other and therefore always already unruly.  As bell hooks says,

…the socially constructed image of innocent white womanhood relies on

the continued production of the racist/sexist sexual myth that black women

are not innocent and never can be.  Since we are coded always as ‘fallen’

women in the racist cultural iconography we can never…publicly ‘work’

the image of ourselves as innocent female daring to be bad (Black Looks

159-160).
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Brody echoes this claim by insisting: “…Figures of blackness are bound inextricably

to corresponding images of whiteness,” and white purity is “defined always through

negation” of the woman of color (Impossible 89, 94).37  It is incredibly telling that

Site, Carolee Schneemann’s and Robert Morris’s 1963 sculptural restaging of

Manet’s painting, questioned constructions of femininity and masculinist framings of

women as objects while excising the female body of color altogether.  As Schneider

says, “She was nowhere in Site (29).

Asian American and Latin American women suffer similar kinds of excision

to secure (and resist) white feminine norms.  Karen Shimakawa notes that the

Oriental stereotype in Western discourse, “defined primarily in terms of aberrant or

inscrutable sexuality, determines most popular representations of Asian and Asian

American women and men” (368). Renee Tajima similarly argues that images of

Asian women in Hollywood “have remained consistently simplistic and inaccurate

during the sixty years of largely forgettable screen appearances.  There are two basic

types:  the Lotus Blossom Baby (a.k.a. China Doll, Geisha Girl, shy Polynesian

beauty) and the Dragon Lady (Fu Manchu’s various female relations, prostitutes,

devious madames)” (309).  Cuban American performer and scholar Coco Fusco
                                                  
37 It is interesting to consider African American pop star Janet Jackson’s punishment
for revealing her breast during her 2004 Superbowl halftime song performed with
Justin Timberlake of N’Sync fame.  Due to public outrage, the FCC conducted an
investigation of this heavily replayed moment.  Jackson later declined to attend the
Grammys as a featured presenter because she would not agree to make a public
apology (again) as Timberlake did. While Timberlake, a white male, actively
participated in the stunt by actually tearing Jackson’s costume to reveal her breast, he
does not seem to be suffering the same public condemnation Jackson is.
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explains that pop culture relies heavily on the display of “subaltern performativity” in

the form of exotic stereotypes (“Performance” 159).  Especially significant to this

study, she also posits the history of performance art as Eurocentric in that it erases

long-standing contributions by artists of color whose work is typically outlawed,

suppressed, or commodified for white audiences (160).

This is not to deny that all women suffer within patriarchal and misogynistic

power structures, but intersections of other identity markers such as race, sex, and

class affect women in radically different ways.  For instance, a metaphor that perhaps

haunts Manet’s scene is the image of the debased white woman being “sold” on her

metaphorical pedestal of racial privilege (her bed in this case) contrasted against the

history of black female bodies forced onto the auction block as grotesque, animalistic,

dehumanized spectacle. While Manet’s painting is almost 150 years old, its imaging

of these racial dynamics at play around performances of femininity still resonates

today and helps to generate several questions for this study.  Within women’s

contemporary performance art practices, how can the female body of color appear in

representation without being reduced to animal/sexual status?  How can the “colored”

female body be “re-staged” in live performance and in visual art forms to both mark

and reconfigure spectatorial racism and sexism and gain agency as a split subject?  In

other words, how can the female body “of color”38 employ a critical feminist mimesis

                                                  
38 “Of color” is a somewhat problematic descriptor because white women are
certainly marked by race as well, but the term has been used to create solidarity
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that is distinct from and that troubles many white women’s strategies of resistance

which ignore race?

In this chapter, I engage with Mary Russo’s theory of the female grotesque,

which she applies primarily to images of white women, to consider the grotesque’s

racial implications via performances of melancholic abjection.  I also put Russo in

dialogue with Homi Bhabha’s notion of colonial mimicry to “race” the grotesque and

consider how grotesque unruliness may be differently inflicted upon and appropriated

by women of color in performance. Focusing primarily on a series of three solo

performances by African American theater artist Jacqueline Lawton and secondarily

on several staged photographic images by Asian American visual artist Patty Chang, I

explore how melancholic stagings of femininities marked as grotesque and abject by

way of racial difference can be both “complicit with and critical of reigning

oppressive cultural standards” (Lockford 14).  These performers variously utilize

“colored unruliness” as an interventionary mimetic strategy to mark and disrupt not

only sexist but racist norms of femininity. I analyze two very different performances

by women of color in this chapter as well as two performances in the following

chapter, not to collapse racial differences among each artist but to consider how

racialized histories of oppression forge a range of strategies of resistance that function

somewhat differently from many white women’s performance strategies.  These

differences do not spring from any “essential” racial differences but because social
                                                                                                                                                
among women of color. I distinguish African American, Asian American, and Latin
American women from European American women in this way.
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and historical constructions of race inscribe different bodies in different, and unequal,

ways.

Abjection, defined in Webster’s 10th edition dictionary as “a low or downcast

state” and as “degradation,” functions as both a performative strategy and a

spectatorial position, Lesa Lockford argues in her study of female abjection as a

potentially productive and feminist refusal of abjection.  The act of self-degradation

implicates the audience and offers agency to the performer who situates herself within

discourses of female abjection (14).  By taking on the disempowered position and

marking this place of exile and contempt, the abject performance artist demands that

we watch, however uncomfortably, and take responsibility for this site of oppression.

Again, however, interlocking markers of race, gender, and sexuality render women of

color doubly grotesque, doubly abject.  In the next chapter, this abject unruliness will

be pushed into more overtly aggressive and menacing performances by the cartoon

character Citlali, La Chicana Superhero and Leslie Mah, lead guitarist of the all girl

queercore band Tribe 8.  These carnivalesque performances of rage and monstrous

female power envision feminist agency in explicitly activist ways whereas the

performances of abjection in this chapter perhaps function in more psychological and

therapeutic ways.

To set the scene, I would like to “restage” Manet’s perspective and imagine

his black figure emerging from the dark background, alone and naked, into the harsh

spotlight, to gaze back at the viewer.  While the white female body is absent in this
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scene, she continues to predict and construct the framing of the black female’s image

and the parameters of her self-understanding.  In this way, I begin with a performative

re/membering39 of Lawton’s first performance in her series entitled “Venus Stands

Sublimely Nude: It’s the Covering Up That Gets To Me,” which I witnessed in the

fall of 2000 in Jill Dolan’s “Performance Art/Performance Studies” class at the

University of Texas at Austin.

“Venus Stands Sublimely Nude: It’s the Covering Up That Gets To Me”

It’s near the end of the semester, and we’re all presenting our final 10-15

minute performances.  As a group of about 40 students, we are led into a Theatre and

Dance departmental bathroom/dressing room with lockers, high windows above one

long bolted wooden bench, long horizontal stretches of mirror and countertop,

several showers, toilets, and sinks with mirrors. We crowd onto the bench or sit on

the cold tile floor of this women’s bathroom, and I wonder what it must feel like for

the men to be in this intimate space typically off limits to them.  We are quiet,

subdued on this fall morning as we face four shower stalls and take in the women’s

clothes and toiletries strewn about on the floor and sink.  Jackie, a size 16 African

American woman who might be considered “large” by normative (white) standards

of beauty and who usually comes to class rather dressed up, slowly emerges as

                                                  
39 I use this term to indicate that I am not simply remembering Lawton’s performance
– memory is wily and live performance is ephemeral - but am offering yet another
textual performance in my re/membering of her work.  In this way I attempt to
acknowledge my subjective experience and evoke the performative presence of
Lawton’s body, which will always exceed my partial remembrance.
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“Venus” from the darkness of a shower stall, naked, into the harsh fluorescent lights,

and I realize, shocked, I had no idea this is what we’d see.

 Recorded music, perhaps one of Eric Satie’s gloomy compositions40 begins

playing, which becomes the score to a recording of Jackie’s voice repeating “I’m

sorry” over and over.  As “Venus,” she matter-of-factly begins to perform her

feminine rituals of getting dressed, first spreading lotion over her body, spraying

deodorant under her arms, misting her upper body with perfume and her crotch with

feminine hygiene spray.  She does not look at the audience.  We can smell the

chemicals in each spray, and the space suddenly feels even more claustrophobic than

it already is.  The “I’m sorry” voice-over slowly begins to gnaw at me as I think of

the rituals I myself enact everyday to cover up my body odors and “feminize” myself

appropriately before going out in public.  I suddenly feel very naked in this bathroom

as my eyes sting and my lips tremble—we can all easily see each other’s reactions to

the performance.  Jackie, too, is only several feet away from me.  When she puts on

her underwear, I realize I am somewhat relieved.  Her utter nakedness felt so

incredibly vulnerable, and I wanted to “protect” her somehow.  She begins the

arduous task of squeezing herself into a girdle (they are now called “body shapers”!)

with a heavy duty built-in bra.  The juxtaposition of physical grace and awkward

clumsiness is both familiar, comical and painful to watch.  With considerable effort,

her unruly body is forced into a more manageable shape. I realize I’m holding my

                                                  
40 The music was actually “Musica Ricercata, II”, composed by Gyogy Ligeti and
performed on piano by Dominic Harlan.
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breath.  Jackie’s/Venus’s voice softly repeating “I’m sorry” is screaming in my head

now and I can barely hold myself together.  Seeing this woman’s” large,” black,

naked body has somehow unhinged me this morning.  I am astounded and thrilled by

her courage as I think that I could never ever reveal my smaller white body this way.

 After the girdle comes the panty hose, which requires more sucking in,

wiggling, twisting, and shoving of flesh.  A friend sitting next to me remembers the

smells from all the toiletries becoming increasingly suffocating as Jackie’s “I’m

sorry” escalates (“it was as if the whole experience was suffocating me as well as

Jackie,” my friend says). Next “Venus” puts on her camisole.41  I think about how hot

and uncomfortable all these layers might feel sitting in classes and walking out in the

scorching Texas heat.  Finally, she chooses to wear a frilly feminine skirt and top

(“my princess look” she explains later) instead of the more utilitarian dress or

pantsuit hanging nearby.  When she is finally dressed, I can no longer hold back my

tears as she slowly looks each of us in the eye and says, simply, “It’s the covering up

that gets to me.” She then slowly exits the bathroom, leaving me (and numerous other

women, I notice) devastated and fumbling to gather our things.  Several people,

mostly women, hug Jackie outside the bathroom door; otherwise, few of us look at

each other or talk.  Four years later, this performance and the idea of a large black

                                                  
41 I intentionally try to mark the slippage between Lawton as performer and her
persona of “Venus.”  While Lawton distinguishes between herself and her character,
the fact that this work fits squarely within the genre of women’s solo performance art
encourages spectators to read the performance as highly personal, if not exactly
autobiographical.
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woman apologizing to a mostly white university audience for her very being still

vividly haunts me.

This somber ritual is reenacted across all three of Lawton’s progressively

more developed installments of “Venus Stands Sublimely Nude,” which were

performed over the course of 2000-2003. While each performance occurred in very

different academic contexts (a bathroom, a very intimate black box stage, and a

platform stage partitioned off by sheets within a large gallery) with new scenes added,

I will at times read across this series to map certain connections and displacements.

At other times, however, it will be crucial to distinguish Lawton’s strategies in each

consecutive installment to trace how “Venus” moves from pure abjection toward an

alternately celebratory and menacing grotesqueness.

The Female Grotesque and Abject Black Femininity

In her second and third performance installments, Lawton’s “Venus”

explicitly marks and details her daily experience of the black female body as

grotesque.  For instance, in the third performance of the scene described above,

Lawton replaces Venus’s “I’m sorry” voice-over with a new one that plays as she gets

dressed:  “When I look in the mirror, I see someone who is Black, fat, and ugly. I

stare in horror at the image before me.  I am disgusted” (Lawton script #3).  In

another scene from the third installment, a barrage of images of mostly white women

in magazines is projected across Venus’s nude body as she speaks:
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When I look in the mirror, I see that I am not white enough… I am not

thin enough.  Who am I kidding? I’m not thin at all! My fat saggy

breasts hang just above my protruding jelly belly… My thighs, two

gluttonous creatures existing in their own zip code, rub so ferociously

close to one another they wear the material out of my pants.  My nose

flattens out wide… My butt, MY BUTT is SOOOOO BIG… (Lawton

script #3).

While the text quoted above was not included in Lawton’s original performance of

“Venus,” these feelings of self-hatred were clearly evoked by both her disembodied

repetition of “I’m sorry”  -an ambiguous phrase (sorry for what?) that allows the

audience to ponder a range of things she and women more generally may feel

compelled to apologize for - and the visual text of her black female-marked body

being “covered up” in physically aggressive and uncomfortable ways.42

Russo claims that the female, discursively rendered grotesque, can encompass

“the strange,the risky, the minoritarian, the excessive, the outlawed, and the alien”

                                                  
42 However, since feelings of racial grotesqueness in relationship to norms of white
femininity are more clearly foregrounded in later performances, I suspect that many
white women like myself first and foremost responded to Lawton’s invocation of
gendered grotesqueness.  While this may reveal white women’s blindspots around
racial dis/privilege, it also makes sense that while Lawton’s racial markers such as
skin color and hair are always present, her gendered markers of breasts and genitalia
are suddenly exposed much more explicitly than they would be in everyday life.
Thus, while “race and gender are virtually inextricable, … [and] operate in concert
with each other,” they also operate “in distinctive ways from each other [as well]”
(Joni Jones, e-mail 2/3/04).
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(vii).  She locates this bodily category as a provisional space existing somewhere

between anxiety and hope that allows us to imagine deep social transformation (viii-

ix).  She draws from Bakhtin’s groundbreaking work on the carnivalesque power of

the grotesque, which he theorized as a means of revolutionizing class structures.

Bakhtin’s grotesque encompasses hilariously exaggerated, hyperbolic, profane, and

unimaginably horrific images centering on the body and food (303). Excessively fat

bodies (303), bodies with monstrous bulges and fantastical protrusions (320), bodies

that are part animal and part human (316), and bodies whose fluids have both

fantastically therapeutic and deadly powers (338) are seen throughout history.  An

obsessive focus on the material functions of the body such as copulation, defecation,

sweat, sneezing, birth, flatulation, and devouring food and drink provokes both

laughter, which Bakhtin says conquers fear, and terror (317, 335).  While the

grotesque typically produces comic effects, this body also includes violent images

related to “devouring, swallowing, and tearing to pieces” (331). Bakhtin argues, “the

mighty material bodily element of these images uncrowns and renews the entire

world of medieval ideology and order” (312).  His grotesque body is a deeply

ambivalent body “in the act of becoming.  It is never finished, never completed”

(317).  Thus this body is antithetical to individualist and classical notions of the body

as a stable, whole, contained entity.

Feminist scholars such as Russo read gender into Bakhtin’s grotesque to

recuperate and reread the uncontained female body represented as, for example,
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“freakish,” “mutant,” and “ethnic,” in twentieth century representations: “The images

of the grotesque body are precisely those which are abjected from the bodily canons

of classical aesthetics …The grotesque body is open, protruding, irregular, secreting,

multiple, and changing” (emphasis added, 8).  This fluid body, always in the act of

becoming, is a public and chaotic body rather than a private, seamless, maintained

one.  Russo genders this body by noting that “all the detritus of the body that is

separated out and placed with terror and revulsion” is predominately “on the side of

the feminine” (2, 10, 58).  While discourses of gender are crucial to notions of the

female grotesque, I want to extend and contemporize Russo’s consideration of

discourses of ethnicity within nineteenth century constructions of bohemia, which

consolidated “bourgeois art, taste, and life-style” (130), to better understand how the

status of the female-marked body of color is doubly inscribed as grotesque, which can

perhaps be reclaimed as a form of colored unruliness in performance.

In her 1995 study of unruly women in comedy, Kathleen Rowe notes that the

female grotesque is intimately linked to “fatness, rebelliousness, a sharp tongue, and

an association with pigs” (20).  She draws from Mary Douglas’s discussions of purity

and dirtiness in Purity and Danger (1966) to argue that the unruly woman is

marginalized and particularly vulnerable to pollution taboos (such as menstruation,

childbirth, lactation) “because by definition she transgresses boundaries and steps out

of her proper place” (42).  While her argument works on many levels, it is curious
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that she does not theorize categories of whiteness or consider women of color in her

“genres of laughter.”

Although Lawton is not overtly rebellious or sharp-tongued (or comedic) in

her performances, her act of appearing naked in public as a woman culturally

unsanctioned by her blackness and her size to demand visibility certainly tests

gendered and raced pollution taboos in unruly ways.  Her detailed mimicking of how

the female body, so often rendered grotesque, is grotesquely contained within

women’s clothing reframes naturalized attributions around the female body to social

impositions upon this body.  Also, her use of feminized toiletries demonstrates and

deconstructs the ways in which all women as consumers are instructed to spend their

already limited economic resources on a plethora of products designed to manage

various pollution taboos such as the smell of menstruation and perspiration, or the

appearance of “unsightly,” “excess” hair on various parts of the body.  The woman of

color, whether she is stripped of her “female-ness” or hypersexualized in grotesque

ways, can potentially make a public spectacle of herself and create chaos because of

her failure and/or refusal to perform hegemonic standards of (white) femininity.

As we witness and experience the physical spectacle of a “large” black female

body struggling to reshape itself into the smaller body of white middle-to-upper class

femininity, an emotional chaos as well as a critical consciousness is produced within

spectators, who are implicated in “Venus’s” abjection by her excessive, double-edged

apology turned accusation for her transgression of “appropriate” boundaries.  In
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relationship to certain classed norms of white femininity, the “colored” female

grotesque becomes distinct from performances of the white female grotesque by

means of a melancholic racial abjection, which will be defined shortly.

In The Powers of Horror, Kristeva implicitly invokes the female grotesque

when she argues that women personify abjection because their bodies represent the

“radically excluded” and transgress the boundaries of the clean, the pure, and the

proper (85), blur distinctions between the sacred and profane (4), and are above all

ambiguous (9). She writes: “There looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark

revolts of being, directed against a threat that seems to emanate from an exorbitant

outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, the

thinkable” (1).  Kristeva clarifies that abjection is a state of self-abnegation and

defilement that no woman would willingly seek (209), which points to its imposition

on the female body and psyche by societal forms of misogyny.

Similar to discourses of the female grotesque, Kristeva’s female body is

typically not marked by race to distinguish how abjection works differently for

women of color who are always doubly abjected.  As Shimakawa argues in

relationship to Asian American women, “all forms of abjection are not created equal”

(369).  By extending Kristeva’s abjection as a way to “think the nation as a boundary

or system of exclusion,” Shimakawa considers the processes of subjectification made

possible (and plausible) through stereotypical discourse, which demarcates a racial

not-self in order to set the boundaries of a raced self (368, 375).  Thus, racialized
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gender stereotypes typically function to define and stabilize white male power, which

both disenfranchises and privileges many white women while rendering women of

color more generally abject.  I will expand on Shimakawa’s work around Asian

American women’s abjection shortly.

Many white female performance artists have strategically literalized the abject

female body in performance as a potent vehicle for cultural critique.  Looking back in

the history of white women’s performance art in the United States, Carolee

Schneemann43 was one of the first to use her naked body as both a literal “brush” and

canvas of revolt against cultural and historical misogyny.  Other pivotal figures like

Rachel Rosenthal44 exposed her aging body to literally mark her “bad points.”  Annie

Sprinkle has famously exposed her cervix for public scrutiny and has used nudity to

reclaim and celebrate the pornographic female body.  Karen Finley, made in/famous

as the “chocolate smeared woman” whose NEA grant was revoked due to charges of

obscenity, has provocatively used food substances smeared across her naked body to

express her rage against sexism and to make the female body grotesquely

inconsumable.45

While each of these white artists creates unique and incredibly powerful

feminist work, they are mentioned here to exemplify how female-marked bodies of

                                                  
43 See Andrea Juno’s Angry Women for a chapter on Schneemann’s work, p. 66-77.
44 See Alisa Solomon’s discussion of Rosenthal’s work in her book Re-Dressing the
Canon, p. 125-129/
45 See Finley’s collected writings, A Different Kind of Intimacy, for descriptions of
her performances.
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color are much less visible as nudes in the history of women’s performance art,

perhaps because they are more difficult to stage in transgressive ways due to the

weight of ongoing histories of racial stereotypes and post/neo-colonial subjugations.

This implies that white women’s stagings of gendered abjection across their nude

bodies often implicitly rely on unmarked racial privilege that perpetuates the double

jeopardy of women of color’s gendered and raced abjection.  In the next section I will

explore how being doubly abject can produce a more melancholic tone and aesthetic

in certain performances by women of color, reflecting the burden of enduring racial

stereotypes.

“I’m Sorry” - The Melancholy of Lawton’s “Colored” Abjection

Kristeva characterizes melancholia’s relationship to abjection as a form of

mourning one’s status as “other” and as an impossible longing for a sense of “home.”

If it be true that the abject simultaneously beseeches and pulverizes the

subject, one can understand that it is experienced at the peak of its

strength when that subject, weary of fruitless attempts to identify with

something on the outside, finds the impossible within; when it finds

that the impossible constitutes its very being, that it is none other than

abject” (5).

While Kristeva is referring to women as “other,” it is not difficult to apply this notion

more specifically to women whose violent histories of enslavement, colonization,
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immigration, and exile produce a split identity that forever displaces any comfortable

sense of “home.”

Freud correlated melancholia with mourning as “the reaction to the loss of a

loved person, or to the loss of some abstraction which has taken the place of one, such

as fatherland, liberty, an ideal, and so on.”   He notes that melancholia is

characterized by grief, a loss of self-esteem, dejection, the loss of a capacity to love,

inhibition of all activity, self reproach and expectations of punishment” (“Mourning”

125).  While Freud also individualized and pathologized melancholia and ignored

issues of race and gender, it is again not a stretch to apply his ideas on melancholia as

revolt turned inward to experiences of women of color doubly oppressed by societal

racism and sexism.  Freud goes on to clarify that melancholia is something more than

“normal grief”; it is complicated by extreme ambivalence due to repression of the

traumatic, which results in an internal wrestling match between love and hate for the

object loss (138).  Melancholia seems fundamental to a state of abjection, which I

argue translates into a mood or tone of melancholy in certain aesthetic performances.

Hearing Lawton’s soundtrack of depressing classical music and “I’m sorry”

voiceover while watching “Venus” take some small pleasure in her feminine rituals of

applying lotions and oils to her body captures this ambivalent love/hate relationship

to the self as lost object.  In an interview, Lawton remarked that while her actions

represent a “covering up” that can exhaust and demoralize women each day, she at

times greatly enjoys her daily baths, the smells of each body oil, etcetera as rituals of
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normalcy that help her survive living within a body alienated from white feminine

norms.  In terms of Freud’s idea of trauma repressed, Lawton elaborates that each of

her “Venus” performance installations reflects her own process of coming into

consciousness as a graduate student and large black woman.  She was initially unable

to connect her traumatic history of bulimia and anorexia and her status as a black

woman to her first performance, which explored the many ways women apologize for

themselves everyday.46

In this way, Lawton reveals that, while a spectator might read race into

Venus’s melancholic mourning of both the (black) body she perhaps once loved or

wants to love as well as the idealized (white) body she will never have, this racialized

abjection was not explicitly marked or theorized in her first performance.  As a

socially imposed and internalized form of self-loathing, Lawton’s melancholic

staging of “Venus” puts abjection into an explicitly gendered context and

reconfigures her private suffering into a public challenge to audiences to face their

own complicity with sexist norms. However, Lawton does not overtly trouble the

                                                  
46 Lawton explains that her first performance was intended to explore “the ways in
which women create identity through everyday ritual” and “the media’s role in the
social construction of gender.”  The second performance also highlighted “the
media’s influence on the explosion of the anorexia and bulimia epidemic in young
women in the United States.”  In the third installment, Lawton explicitly explores her
racial identity and acknowledges “that my body/my black, female body/my black,
female, performing body occupies a very specific physical, political and social space:
a space which is situated, culturally and historically, within the boundaries and
limitations of racism and sexism in the United States” (personal statement, Dec. 11,
2002). In this way live performance offered Lawton agency to make her private
experiences public while challenging audiences to face their own complicity with
racist and sexist norms.
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white frame in which Venus operates or point up the fact that her nude body, whether

she performs it as sexual or not, can never escape the “objectifying strictures of the

performance apparatus” (Dolan, Feminist Spectator 63).  As Lawton’s “Venus”

moves toward more carnivalesque and parodic deployments of the grotesque female

in her later performances, she potentially comes closer to redirecting Venus’s

melancholic revolt turned inward into a more menacing (unruly) reclamation of her

body.

Racial Stereotypes and Female Abjection

An integral part of the “weight” of history bearing down upon women of

color’s bodies is the range of stereotypes which haunt all their representations and

which are felt “in the flesh” in everyday life.  These stereotypes reduce the woman of

color to either a hypersexual, exotic, primitive spectacle or a physically monstrous,

masculine, ugly, grotesque figure stripped of all sexuality.  As Bhabha says, “Black

skin splits under the racist gaze, displaced into signs of bestiality, genitalia,

grotesquerie, which reveal the phobic myth of the undifferentiated whole white body”

(92).  Regarding the history of blackface minstrelsy, where racist stereotypes of

African Americans proliferated, Roland Barthes theorizes that the “Negro” is

assimilated via exoticism in the form of minstrelsy. “The Other becomes a pure

object, a spectacle, a clown” (qtd. in Brody 95).    

K. Sue Jewell, in From Mammy to Miss America and Beyond, notes that

cultural stereotypes of African American women have actually changed very little
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over time (35).  She charts the dominant images representing African American

womanhood as the Mammy, Sapphire,47 and Jezebel (the bad-black-girl)48.  The

Combahee River Collective also names the matriarch and the bulldagger as enduring

stereotypes (275).  These images evolved during and after slavery and “portray

African American women as the antithesis of the American conception of beauty,

femininity and womanhood” (36).   The mammy, reminiscent of Manet’s maid,

possesses “unfeminine” physical traits like obesity, dark skin, a wide grin, and simple

dress.  Her enlarged breasts and buttocks supposedly remove her from the sphere of

“normal” sexual desire and place her in the realm of maternal nurturance (40).

Lawton’s representation of the female body as excessive is evidenced by the

ways women “cover up” their bodies.  Venus’s ritual of taming and containing her

body into a more appropriate feminine form perhaps reflects a history of

desexualizing the “large” black female body through stereotypes.  Margaret Bass

helps to illuminate why Lawton perhaps initially foregrounded her gendered

                                                  
47 According to Jewell, the Sapphire stereotype of African American womanhood, a
modification of the Mammy, is represented as a woman who loves white people and
who constantly emasculates, battles, and tricks the “corrupt” African American male.
She is sassy, verbose, loud, and physically very expressive.  Think of Florence the
maid on the TV sitcom “The Jeffersons.”  Because of her excess, she is often reduced
to the ridiculous and not taken seriously (45).
48 The Jezebel stereotype, what Jewell refers to as the “bad-black-girl,” is represented
as the  “alluring, sexually arousing and seductive” light skinned woman who “fulfills
the sex objectification requirement of White womanhood” (46). Just as the black male
has repeatedly been reduced to animal status by being stereotyped as endowed with
an excessively large male organ, black women are often characterized as possessing a
“primitive” animalistic sexuality that ultimately strips them of their humanity and
agency.
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oppression around her body size over intersecting issues of race and class.  Bass, a

self-identified large African American woman, speaks of how her parents helped her

survive Jim Crow racism in the south unscathed but left her completely unprepared

for living in the world as a fat black woman (220).  Being black does not involve

choice, but our culture says “you are fat because you want to be” (223). Bass points

out, interestingly, that the language of shame and hatred around fatness closely

resembles the language of racism (229). For instance, Naomi Wolf describes our

culture’s fear and hatred of fat in this way: “Fat is portrayed . . . as expendable female

filth; virtually cancerous matter, an inert or treacherous infiltration into the body of

nauseating bulk waste” (191-192).  This shame and hatred is captured in Venus’s

open-ended apology repeated over and over; its excessive repetition offers a space in

which to read the unspoken visual text of race into her gendered abjection as well.

Susan Bordo also sheds light on how, in a culture that obsessively promotes

thinness, dominant representations of femininity “homogenize” or “ . . . smooth out

all racial, ethnic, and sexual ‘differences’ . . . (22).  She defines practices of

femininity in Unbearable Weight as “the discipline and normalization of the female

body . . . across age, race, class, and sexual orientation . . . as an amazingly durable

and flexible strategy of social control” (166). Rejecting the oppressor/oppressed

model of patriarchal power over women, she argues that feminists must analyze how

women participate in reproducing their own oppression through daily practices of

femininity.  Discourses of bodily mastery instruct all individuals whose body types do
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not conform to dominant bodily ideals to use every means possible to bring their body

in line with such ideals.  On the other hand, these discourses “efface not only the

inequalities of privilege, money and time that prohibit most people from indulging in

these practices, but the desperation that characterizes the lives of those who do it”

(67).  Lawton’s performance both concretizes these daily practices of femininity and

reflects how discourses of race and class are muted in regimes of femininity and

difficult to tease out.

Lawton denaturalizes many women’s dissatisfaction with their looks by

illustrating the viscerally painful effects of “patriarchal beauty ideologies” on

women’s bodies and psyches.  She forces the audience to experience with Venus the

“extremes of her culture’s violence and psychosis” around femininity through her re-

articulation of regimes of beauty as enactments of self-hatred and self-destructive

behaviors (Burns and Lafrance 107).  Her subtitle, “It’s the Covering Up That Gets to

Me,” signals a form of truth telling in her public disrobing in order to expose an

underlying societal hatred of unruly female bodies.  This speaking of unspeakables

again shifts responsibility for Lawton’s/Venus’s private sufferings from herself to a

shared responsibility with her audience.  What Lawton perhaps does not do is

envision a means by which to enact rage and/or explicit rejection of these

predominately white middle class norms, although she certainly moves in that

direction with a strip tease in her final installment, which dares the audience to
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challenge Venus’s right to celebrate her unruly black body as sexual and spectacular

in a public space.

Another doubly-inflected racial image Lawton invokes through her title

“Venus Stands Sublimely Nude” is the image of Venus, who has been variously

represented as both white and black.  Lawton’s title was actually inspired by a

moment when she was in Italy viewing Botticelli’s famous painting of a nude Venus

de Milo standing like a white pearl on the half shell.  She asked herself, “what if

Venus had been a black woman?  Would Botticelli have spent hours painting her?”

(personal interview 1/4/04).  In a sense Lawton answers her own question by framing

herself as an abject Venus in her performance; a painting of a nude black woman as

the goddess of love might not occupy the same canonical status as a Western art icon

due to histories of racism and would perhaps more closely resemble the grotesque

sketches of the Venus Hottentot’s body in the imagination of a white Western artist.49

The “Venus Hottentot” was the nickname for a South African woman named Saartjie

Baartman who was toured in a cage as an ethnographic oddity throughout Europe

during the nineteenth century for her “unusually large buttocks.”  She attracted

intense sexual fascination from European men and women alike (Jewell 41, Brady

263) and has more recently been re/membered through celebrated playwright Suzan-

Lori Park’s 1996 obie-award winning play Venus.

                                                  
49 For instance, Gaugin’s famous paintings of semi-nude Tahitian women mark the
women as naïve, primitive racial others.
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The “large” black female body can also invoke classist and racist stereotypes

of the “Welfare Queen”50 and black poverty, which is complicated in interesting ways

by Lawton’s use of the university setting as a supportive environment for her

performances.  Coming from a working class family in East Texas, an area infamous

for its racism,51 Lawton experienced emotional upheaval when she entered school as

an undergraduate at the University of Texas, which placed her in a more upwardly

mobile (and predominately white) setting.  It is significant that as a graduate student,

she chose to perform “Venus,” which was intended to represent women’s social and

internalized abjection, within University walls.  In effect, her use of nudity rendered

her hyper-visible as a black woman at a time when young African American women

are an increasingly rare presence on university campuses where affirmative action has

been dismantled. On the other hand, as Lawton points out, the University also

provided her with a unique opportunity and a privileged space in which to perform

this work.  I submit that Lawton’s use of class markers such as classical music might

read differently in other performance contexts.

Due to the historical weight of these multiple racist and sexist stereotypes,

women of color who use their bodies to perform a feminine mimesis must negotiate

the fact that their already unruly bodies of color “race” the signs of femininity in
                                                  
50 The “welfare queen” stereotype typically refers to black women assumed to be on
welfare because they are supposedly “irresponsible hypersexual beings incapable of
regulating their passions, they resist paid work, and insist on producing babies outside
of the boundaries of marriage” (Bennett et al, xvi).
51 James Byrd, an African American man, was dragged to death by white men on
June 7, 1998 in Jasper, Texas.
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ways that many white bodies perhaps do not.  By using melancholy to recall the

multiple selves lost to racism and sexism and to deconstruct this place of doubled

oppressions, Lawton provocatively attempts to trouble and transform femininities

rendered abject and grotesque in uncomfortable and critical ways.  However, her

performances also demonstrate how difficult it can be to map enough “space”

between the original site of abjection and the performative interrogation of it via

mimesis.  Re-presenting the abject body of color risks reinscribing gendered and

raced stereotypes as inherently melancholic (mournful) rather than consciously

marking melancholia as a rebellious  “call to collectivize” (Munoz 52).

David Roman notes that many performers of color reperform racial

stereotypes to demystify and explode them, which also “renders visible the racist and

colonial gaze” (“Latino” 160).  Fusco discusses artists of color taking elements of the

imposed culture and throwing them back with different meanings as a form of critical

recycling and “guerilla warfare” (“Passionate Irreverence” 34).  Shimakawa notes

that miming the process of abjection for women of color can take several forms:  the

artist can mimic the dominant subject position (white middle class femininity in this

case) or deliberately assume the abject position by occupying the stereotype to

“convert a form of subordination into an affirmation, and thus to begin to thwart it,”

as Irigaray says of critical mimesis (qtd. in Shimakawa 376).  I will now interject a

brief consideration of artist Patty Chang’s photographic stagings of the Asian female

body as grotesque.  Her work approaches an excessive flaunting of stereotypes that
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enact violence upon women of color’s bodies and psyches and Bhabha’s notion of

colonial mimesis as a menacing return of the colonizer’s gaze.

Patty Chang’s Grotesque Mimesis of Feminized Asian Stereotypes

“When seen at all, [women of Asian descent in the popular media] are generally
depicted as the exotic prostitute or geisha, the quiet, submissive servant or peasant,
the treacherous dragon lady or villain, the comic buffoon, or the industrious model

minority” (Roberta Uno qtd. in Shimakawa 377)

In the first photo, “HD” (1999), which presumably stands for “hotdog,” the

viewer sees a woman (Chang) seated wearing a white slip.52  The woman signifies as

Asian because of her skin tone but also because of her long straight black hair (a wig)

with stereotypical “China doll” square bangs that hang just over her eyes.  Mostly.  If

you look closely, her left eye is barely visible, peeking out at the viewer. She is

holding up to fifty hotdog wieners in her lap and has at least five wieners grotesquely

stuffed into her mouth, suggesting that she has either been gagged by, force-fed, or is

gorging on an “all-American,” highly processed product.  The near-pornographic

image of wieners resembling cocks in her mouth inscribes on her body the horrific

acts of self-degradation and silencing behind the many “benignly” sexualized

stereotypes of the Asian prostitute/mail order bride body in Western culture.

Although this woman cannot speak, her subtle return of the viewer’s gaze implicates

audiences in her ridiculous and painful humiliation.
                                                  
52 “HD” was published in Bust magazine in the Summer issue of 2001, page 96.
“Candies” and “Fountain” appeared in a 1999 solo debut exhibition of Chang’s video
documents, live performance, and C-print portraits at the Jack Tilton Gallery in New
York City.
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Fig. 7.  HD. By Patty Chang.  “Patty Chang” Solo Exhibition.  Jack Tilton Gallery,
New York.  1999.   Bust (Summer 2001): 96.
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In the photograph “Candies” (1998), Chang wears an unremarkable,

conservative dress suit, the downtown “uniform” for so many young Asian women

who work long hours in low-paying office positions in New York City and beyond.

Looking more closely, her suit is literally a straightjacket: her sleeves are stitched to

her skirt and her panty-hosed legs are tightly sewn together.  Her mouth, crammed

with peppermint candies, is stretched wide open by a piece of dental equipment.  Pink

saliva runs in thick streams down her chin and onto her now stained suit and shoes,

suggesting she has stood in this position for hours (and she did in a performance of

this piece).  This sculpture evokes both the horror of a never-ending silent scream and

the uncontrollable, insubordinate “leaking” of artificially sweetened female body

fluids.  As Sundell says, “Chang’s forced ingestion and involuntary release of sugary

sweets lent a grim reality to such good-girl aphorisms as ‘if you don’t have anything

nice to say, don’t say anything at all’” (171).  Standing in front of a stark white

background, this image also references the Asian stereotype of the “model minority”

used to degrade “other minorities” and trap Asians within a capitalist and

individualist ideology of the American dream.  Looking like a bug caught under a

microscope, Chang as well marks “ . . . the physical irreducibility of race [against] the

leveling homogeneity of mass-produced fashion” and advertising (171).

In “Fountain” (1999), Chang again appears in conservative dress, kneeling on

her hands and knees beneath the closed door of a public bathroom stall, lapping water

from a mirror on the floor that reflects her image. The view of urinals mounted on the
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walls directly behind her and the idea of touching and drinking from a public

bathroom floor produces a feeling of revulsion in the viewer complicated by the

stereotypically Asian-inflected “calm” and reflective “beauty” of this woman in a

subservient position, quietly and simply “drinking” her own image. This narcissistic

act could be read as both a moving reclamation of the Asian female body and a

parody of stereotypes of Asian women as inscrutable.  Each of Chang’s highly

paradoxical images represents the Asian female as mute and physically bound, but

with a grotesque excess which suggests that her abjection barely conceals enraged

resistance.

Considered a “regular on New York’s performance circuit” since 1994, Patty

Chang produces work that has been described as “a distinctive brand of ‘60s-style

body art meets ‘90s riot-grrrl feminism” (Sundell 171).  As art critic Evelyn

McDonnell describes, she “uses her own body - or an image of her body - as her

palette.  Which she then consumes” (50).  While Chang disavows any specifically

political agenda in what she calls her “time-based sculptures” (“I don’t really make

my works to have a point”), her grotesque and witty use of foods, gendered clothing,

and feminine stereotypes is distinguished by its visceral confrontation of Asian

female stereotypes that constrain the woman of color’s body in painful ways

(McDonnell 50).

I agree with Sundell that Chang’s sculptural images evoke “the tension

between the temporality of live performance and the arrested motion specific to
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photography for the manifestly feminist purpose of addressing the process of self-

objectification. ” (171).  Her work is disseminated through live multimedia

performances but mostly through staged photographs, not as records of her live

performances but as visual works of art in their own right.  Chang is often compared

to visual artist Cindy Sherman, who is celebrated for her B-movie styled film stills of

herself in various versions of feminine drag and for her later “bulimic” mixed media

photos of grotesquely viscous fluids mixed with fragments of “feminine” signs such

as a lipstick case.  Sherman describes her staged, ironic self-portraiture as “about the

fakeness of role-playing as well as contempt for the domineering ‘male’ audience

who would read the images as sexy” (qtd. in Eileraas 136).  As Eileraas says,

“Sherman attempts self-invention through a critical immersion in stereotypes; she

drapes herself in the socially coded props of gender” (136). By mimicking the abject

feminine, both Chang and Sherman do not merely recite the woman’s place of

oppression within discourses of femininity but attempt to open up a space where

insubordination can take place within the very terms of the sign system.

It is striking that race is not explicitly marked in numerous responses to

Chang’s work, while it clearly signifies as part of her visual text of the body.

Chang’s image of the China doll eating hotdogs is described in Bust Magazine as

having

the disarming effect of deliberation and poise, perched between killer

deadpan comedy and disconcerting dream-logic.  Calmly methodical,
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she conveys an absolute ownership of her body as a tool for

expression, never abject, always resisting, questioning, and

confrontational.  Her presence is charged with an absolute lack of

victimhood; she makes her self-determined predicament funny, and

it’s an aggressive humor which demands that you deal with both her

pleasure/discomfort, and your own (Girl 96).

This celebratory reading of her work, which vividly captures the feminist potential in

Chang’s provocative strategies, is disturbing in its lack of attention to signs of race

and its refusal to acknowledge Chang’s overt staging of abjection as a means by

which to aggressively critique not just her own “discomfort” but societal norms for

Asian women.  Once again, it seems, the Asian female is silenced and rendered

invisible in favor of a more universalized female body.  Thus, the abject Asian

woman is “radically excluded” in this commentary in order to produce a feminist

subject undifferentiated by race. What Chang establishes, I would argue, is a state of

abjection which Shimakawa describes “as an ongoing project rather than an

historically isolated aberration” (371).

However, as Lisa Lowe cautions, we must consider whether Chang’s staging

of abjection actually expands limited notions of “American-ness” or leaves intact “the

process of abjection which positions some of us ‘inside’ that circumscription, and

others of us outside by virtue of our deviance from that (racial/sexual/cultural) norm”

(qtd, in Shimakawa 375).  Indeed, as Sundell concludes in a review of Chang’s work,
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an ironic embrace of modes of racial and sexual oppression always run the risk of

falling into a “purely mimetic exercise” rather than envisioning new forms of agency

(171).

Shimakawa offers another way of reading this work by reminding that we

must go beyond evaluating representations as positive or negative, which presupposes

that subjects can somehow step in and out of these ideological stereotypes rather than

being constituted within these very processes of identification (375).  In this way, as

Bhabha suggests, we must instead work to understand “the processes of

subjectification made possible through stereotypical discourse” (67).  Critical

mimesis offers a way into this process by acknowledging that while “one does not get

rid of the impure, one can, however, bring it around a second time, and differently . . .

(qtd. in Shimakawa 375).

I submit that Chang’s literalization of grotesque excess opens up a more clear

gap between representations and “the real” to achieve a parodic and menacing

interrogation of Asian women’s abjection than perhaps Lawton does in her persistent

refusal to embrace and flaunt the grotesque woman of color as a revolt against white

patriarchal definitions of the black woman.  As Shimakawa says, performances of the

abject position derive their power “by directly challenging an audience’s authority to

definitively ‘script’ these characters: they continually and simultaneously reference,

then elude absorption into, recognizable abject types” (378).
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With these issues in mind, I now briefly return to Lawton, who moves from

melancholic abjection in her first performance of “Venus” into activating the abject

body in her second and third performance installments to explicitly interrogate both

gendered and racialized discourses of femininity.   I conclude this chapter with a

consideration of Bhabha’s theory of colonial mimesis as insurgent counter-appeal and

Jose Munoz’s theory of disidentification in performance in relationship to Lawton’s

expansion of strategies.

Racing the Drag as Colonial Mimesis

In Lawton’s second performance installment, performed in a tiny black box

theater where audience members were as close as two feet away from her, scene two

is set in “oblivion, a dream, a liminal space not grounded in earth and not yet

spiritual.”  “Venus,” nude, begins doing “sun salutations,” a series of yoga stretches

that require a wide range of continuous movements both on one’s feet and lying on

the ground.  Nina Simone’s voice, in the song “Images,” sings out under this

movement sequence: “She does not know her beauty/ She thinks her brown body has

no glory/If she could dance naked under the palm trees and see her image in the river

she would know.”

Lawton explains that she wanted to put Venus’s body in motion here to

remind herself that she is healthy, that her body has “muscle, strength, balance”

(personal interview 1/4/04).  In this way her performance of yoga movements

approaches a deep recovery of the power and beauty of her/Venus’s body.  Activating
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the female body rather than carefully containing it within restrictive clothing also

moves Lawton away from pure abjection into a spectacularly unruly use of her naked

body.  However, one audience member noted that she perceived a sense of labor and

difficulty in Lawton’s movements, which for her signified that yoga as an Eastern

practice has been appropriated by many upwardly mobile Anglos who can afford to

pay for yoga classes as both a form of exercise and spirituality.  For some spectators,

then, Lawton was perhaps perceived as continuing to struggle, somewhat

unsuccessfully, within a white ideological frame.  Also, the fact that this performance

still ends with her original “I’m sorry” scene where she enacts the labor of “covering

up” the large female body somewhat mitigates any newfound sense of performer

agency.  On the other hand, this uncomfortable ending also troubles any relief the

audience might feel, reminding them that it is impossible to easily transcend the kinds

of oppressions the black female body experiences. Thus, while Lawton does discover

some performative agency and pleasure through performing meditative and athletic

physical exercises, she refuses to recuperate Venus wholly from the realm of the

grotesque, which reflects Shimakawa’s claim that the abject body of color cannot

simply step out of the “impure” ideologies in which it is constituted.

Lawton’s third performance of “Venus” begins with a scene set up as a strip

club.  Stage directions call for “tension between the happy, melodic, alluring serenade

of the music [Irving Berlin’s “The Girl on the Magazine Cover,” 1915] and the stoic-

faced, staccato, seductive gyrating performance of the strip tease.”   The ironic
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juxtaposition of music that celebrates white feminine norms of beauty (“She’s a

matchless pearl…She’s fairer than all the queens”) against a “large” female body of

color aggressively usurping the place of the white sex object potentially offers a

powerfully unruly moment onstage.  Lawton admits that she took tremendous

pleasure in performing Venus’s strip tease (“I’ve created a monster now!”)  (personal

interview 1/4/04).  It is exciting to imagine this body reveling in its own “monstrous”

sexual pleasures as a revolt against norms of white femininity.  This pleasure is

complicated when Venus ends the scene by turning to face the scrim, where she “is

bombarded with images of white women in magazines,” to recite a poem about how

she does not fit into the “American standard of beauty” (script #3).

Lawton continually undercuts and disavows an/other frame of visibility as

impossible for Venus. In a later scene while Venus is getting dressed, her recorded

voice admits:  “I do not see beauty in being a sexy, voluptuous, full-figured, healthy,

curvy, big-boned, black woman” (script #3).   While Lawton replaces the “I’m sorry”

voice-over (“it was no longer necessary”, she says in our interview), and although this

voice-over more clearly theorizes the connections between racial and gender

oppressions, she risks reinscribing the black woman’s melancholic abjection by not

imagining alternative modes of survival and protest, however remote.  However, her

persistent reintroduction of grotesque abjection again offers an intensely

uncomfortable and double-edged challenge to her audiences. “One cannot simply say,

‘am not’ and thereby negate the force of cultural stereotypes” (Shimakawa 374).
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Reperforming abjection as a form of critical mimesis opens up some space between

the site of the “original abjection” and its representation in which to interrogate and

expose, if not thwart it.

Lawton’s performances of “Venus” begin to engage with Bhabha’s notion of

colonial mimicry, which Munoz describes as a recitation and repetition of difference

that is itself a process of disavowal, a double articulation of resemblance and menace.

It “mimes and renders hyperbolic the symbolic ritual that it is signifying on (Munoz

78).  It becomes a visualization of power and a form of disidentification by engaging

with the colonizer’s own terms. While mimicry can function as a means of regulation

and discipline, Bhabha’s colonial mimicry encompasses the threat of the gaze

returned, as is the case in Patty Chang’s “HD” as she peers out at the viewer beneath

the cover of her bangs: “The observer becomes the observed and ‘partial’

representation rearticulates the whole notion of identity and alienates it from essence

(Bhabha 89).  “The fetish mimes the forms of authority at the point at which it

deauthorizes them” (91).

Lawton approaches this kind of double vision in colonial mimicry in several

ways.  Her text of “I’m sorry” might ostensibly read as an expected utterance of

humility by a subject oppressed by colonizing images of racial stereotypes and white,

middle class feminine norms, but again, Venus’s excessive repetition of the apology

eventually renders it a rebellious “I’m not sorry!”  Also, Venus’s methodical return of

each audience member’s gaze at the end of Lawton’s original and subsequent
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performances of getting dressed puts her “witnesses” on the spot and makes each of

them equally complicit in her abject status. The collapse of distance between

Venus’s/Lawton’s body and the audience in her first two performances troubled and

forced an awareness of spectatorial desires to objectify her sexually and racially.  The

fluorescent lights of a university bathroom rather than the darkened lights of a theatre

and the even closer proximity of audiences to Lawton’s body in the black box theater

space prevented audience members from hiding inside any comfortable sense of

anonymity.  However, one installation took place in a large ballroom where other

performances occurred simultaneously.  These performances were part of a

conference sponsored by the University of Texas Women and Gender Studies

department.  Lawton’s performance space was partitioned off by sheets and rendered

dangerous with posted warnings of “nudity,” which problematically framed her work

as potentially pornographic and her nude body as transgressing “official” campus

norms.   This loss of intimacy reflects how her work might be misconstrued in larger

and more heterogeneous performance venues.53

Within the recent history of women’s performance art, African American

activist performer Robbie McCauley comes to mind as someone who briefly stages

her nude body in ways that might inform readings of Lawton’s work.  In the context

                                                  
53 In fact, an African American woman in the audience approached Lawton after this
performance and noted that she and Lawton have the same body types.  This woman
then asked Lawton why this performance was necessary (personal interview 1/4/04).
This challenge might reflect that from a black woman’s point of view, Lawton’s body
could possibly be seen as beautiful, as “normal” rather than abject.
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of various white women’s nudity in performance art, McCauley’s nakedness during a

painful re-enactment of a slave woman being auctioned off in Sally’s Rape is

strikingly different from the nakedness of celebrated white solo performers such as

Karen Finley and Annie Sprinkle.  Finley typically stages a purposefully sloppy,

chaotic female body rendered grotesque by laying food substances on her body.54

Sprinkle employs a playful and explicitly sexual mimicry of femininity, inviting the

audience, for instance, to view her cervix or get photographed with their heads

beneath her large breasts.55  McCauley, invoking the painful and very specifically

classed history of slavery which continues to affect the lives of African Americans

today, very self-consciously holds her naked body still in dim lighting and speaks in a

simple direct address to the audience so as not to be reduced to “savagery” or the

“angry, out of control” black woman, which she explicitly explains to the audience.56

The presence of performance artist Jeannie Hutchin’s white body onstage

taking on the role of the slave auctioneer demands that white audiences acknowledge

their racist history of power and aggression that many would rather distance

themselves from. The unruliness of Robbie McCauley’s black “slave” body together

with Jeannie Hutchins’ white body onstage marks an historically unequal power

relationship between white and black women that disallows a celebratory tone or an

excessive, parodic aesthetic.  The power of performance art is demonstrated by the

                                                  
54 See Finley’s memoir, A Different Kind of Intimacy, for descriptions of her
performances over the years.
55 See Andrea Juno’s Angry Women for a chapter entitled “Annie Sprinkle.”
56 See “Sally’s Rape” in the anthology Moon-Marked and Touched By Sun.
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insistence of the gendered and raced bodies of the performers, which reminds

audiences of their own embodiedness.  Finally, the dialogical structure of the show

models the difficult conversations McCauley insists we as a society must have: in

McCauley’s performative conversation, “White Woman cannot maintain the

contradiction that demands that she speak a polite ‘color- and power-evasiveness’ in

the literally racialized face of the rebellion” (H. Harris 200).

McCauley’s disrobing conjures a legendary historical moment when

Sojourner Truth was actually forced to disrobe in front of a mostly white audience in

Indiana in the late 1800s to prove she was a woman.  As Brooks argues, Truth’s

revealing of her breast also displayed the pain around her body: she simultaneously

“marks her violation as a slave woman and potentially (re)covers her flesh as

unreadable to a ‘shamed’ congregation forced to acknowledge their spectatorial and

social complicity in her abjection” (Brooks 50).  More significantly, her “shameless

gesture denied social propriety, its oppressive power to define, limit, or regulate her

body” (50).  Both McCauley and Sojourner Truth from different moments in time

force their audiences to “see” their bodies according to their own narrative frames

rather than merely through the abjectifying, hegemonic, white middle class frame.

In both Lawton’s and Chang’s work, we certainly see how cultural forces

render them abject through the frame of stereotypes and white, middle class feminine

norms, but is this enough?  Russo says the female grotesque can only be recognizable

in relation to a norm and exceeding it (10). Lawton does not allow Venus to exceed
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her “shameful” status by reclaiming and flaunting her own brand of unruly grotesque-

ness except in brief moments.  In other words, Venus does not distance herself very

much from an abject mimicry of race and gender norms to achieve a Brechtian

feminist alienation effect in performance.  Neither Lawton nor Chang goes so far as

to enact what Munoz calls a “terrorist drag,” which conjures “the nation’s most

dangerous citizens” and “ . . . enables subjects to imagine a way of ‘breaking away

from the restraint of the social body’” (108,100) because each ultimately remains

mired inside the hegemonic (white) frame of miming abject women of color.

 However, I do believe Lawton’s and Chang’s work achieves what Brody calls

“impure vulgarization, ” a “shading” of meaning to “color” iconic representations

(“Shading” 93).  The image of “Venus” standing “sublimely nude” in the title of

Lawton’s performance usurps the place of the classical white Venus de Milo; thus,

Lawton enacts an “impure vulgarization” of white femininity, a mimetic strategy that

makes “universal” and “transcendent” norms geographically specific and

contemporary (93).  However, Venus never exactly stands transgressively “sublime”

and thus cannot radically topple the image of the white Venus.  Munoz argues that

artists of color must inhabit and reperform phobic images, but with a “parodic and

cutting difference” in order to demystify and explode them.  This “renders visible the

racist and colonial gaze” and pressures audience to locate their own racist, sexist

ideologies (107).  Munoz demonstrates here how disidentification oscillates between

a psychoanalytic model of performer identification and a semiotic model of
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spectatorship more in line with Diamond’s notion of feminist mimesis as an

interruption of sign systems.  Lawton’s Venus critically inhabits phobic images, but

Chang comes closer to a “parodic and cutting difference” with her explicit staging of

the simultaneously horrific and hilariously excessive grotesque female of color.  I am

not sure that either artist here “explodes” stereotypes by offering new meanings or

new visions of power.  Cultural critics must ask how these performances could go

further to enact what bell hooks imagines as a way to “get under the sheet,” talk back,

and usurp power (166).

Conclusion

 Lawton’s “Venus” achieves a powerfully melancholic deconstruction of how

the black female body is marked as grotesque.  As Venus enacts her daily rituals of

feminine containment and despair, her close critical mimesis—in effect a

performance of Bhakhtin’s “grotesque realism”-- offers an intensely emotional

catharsis around gender and racial oppressions.  This catharsis is potentially

therapeutic for both audiences and the performer.  As Tami Spry says in Voices Made

Flesh, “Although the performative autobiographical location is a space of intense

personal and cultural risk, it is simultaneously . . . a site of complete narrative

authority, offering me the power to reclaim and rename my voice and body privately

in rehearsal, and then publicly in performance” (qtd. in L. Miller 10).  This narrative

authority reflects Lawton’s notion of coming into consciousness through her three

performances, which Bordo reminds is a life changing and political achievement in a
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culture that relies on keeping its citizens unconscious (30). Linda Park-Fuller notes

that while performing her experience as a breast cancer survivor is part of her own

healing process, she is also bearing witness and attempting to disrupt her prescribed

victim-status and publicly effect sociopolitical change (qtd. in L. Miller, Voices 11).

By marking the private, spiritual configurations of self in a public arena,” Lynn

Miller argues, Lawton’s/Venus’s conflicted practices of femininity “  . . . signify and

resonate within multiple layers of consequence . . . creating a space for new

possibilities for transformation and communion between performer and audience”

(“Performing” 321)

Reading Lawton’s work within a more specifically black feminist context also

points to her radical use of her body “ . . . as a performative instrument of subjectivity

rather than existing merely as an object of spectral ravishment and domination”

(Brooks 44). While enacting the hidden labors behind the mask of social propriety

around the large black female body, Lawton’s insistent and sober use of nudity

paradoxically disavows those oppressive powers that have defined and regulated her

body, especially within an institutional, state funded context.  Venus’s reverse “strip”

makes us see and bear witness to what we are not meant to see.  Her return of our

gaze at the end of Lawton’s first performance gestures toward menace lurking behind

her repeated and recorded “I’m sorry” while never making this menace explicit.

However, the fact that Venus never utters “I’m sorry” in real time or specifies exactly

what she is apologizing for is significant.  The only words she does speak before
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exiting, “It’s the covering up that gets to me,” become a disavowal of and revolt

against all those “canned” apologies that are perhaps implicitly expected of unruly

black women.  Looking her audience in the eye also splinters our sense of relief in

gazing at her now fully dressed and contained body; the residue of her hidden pain,

labor, and desire to be “uncovered” is what she insists we remember.

Russo’s female grotesque suggests a counterproduction of knowledge and an

ambivalent redeployment of taboos as “unruly when set loose in the public sphere”

(67-68).  Russo also claims the female grotesque offers the possibility of “deep social

transformation” and “conflictual coalitions” (ix, 16).  Lawton’s process of coming

into consciousness during the three years she performed and developed “Venus

Stands Sublimely Nude” represents a decolonization of her mind and body and

demonstrates the power of performance as a critical and transformative practice if not

always a vehicle of deep social transformation.

Michele Wallace might call Lawton and Chang’s performance work a

“cultural reading as an act of resistance” (122).  Because women of color must

“interpret” official culture against their own knowledge and experience of oppression

on a daily basis, “black feminist creativity is inherently subversive of a patriarchal

hegemony, as well as of a racist and exclusionary white cultural hegemony” (130).

While I agree with Wallace, I cannot help but imagine how Lawton’s work might

become truly insurgent if at the end of her combined installments, Venus re-

performed her original rituals of getting dressed, but this time with the marked
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difference of great pleasure.  In this way, her line “I do not fit, neatly or otherwise,

into the American standard of beauty” might become an outright rejection of

specifically white, middle-to-upper class feminine hegemonies rather than an

expression of shame at seeing “the gazes turned away in disgust” (script #3)

Perhaps Lawton and Chang express in their embodiments of abjection what

bell hooks has called “aspects of the African-American post-modern identity – the

absence of community, alienation from everyday reality, a fragmented individuality,

and the loss of organized resistance…” (“Performance” 210).  While these artists

demonstrate how performance functions as a means of survival and democratic

articulation within a “white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” (212) and “ritual re-

enactment” as pedagogical resistance (219), these performances do not necessarily

become sites of direct confrontation and “future possibilities” (220).  Melancholic

abjection, while powerfully descriptive and deconstructive of conditions of

oppression by way of its literalization in performance, does not necessarily go beyond

addressing dominant (white) ideology to insist on an/other view “from elsewhere.”

In staging their female-marked and raced bodies primarily as abject, Lawton and

Chang risk remaining mired within the frame of the colonizer’s gaze – which Fanon

painfully invokes in his experience of the white girl acknowledging him by way of

exclaiming, “Look, a Negro. . .  Mama, see the Negro!  I’m frightened”  (qtd, in

Bhabha 76).  While I agree that there is no utopian “outside” to ideology,

performance can powerfully imagine alternative ways of seeing and being seen.
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However, as Kobena Mercer notes, work by artists of color is often unduly

burdened by expectations to represent “the whole story at once,” to speak as a

representative of a particular racial identity and make present “that which had been

rendered absent in the official versions of modernist art history” (234).  Of course this

is an impossible task, as Mercer argues.  Thus, I do not intend to de-legitimize these

artists’ choices at all; in fact, I chose to analyze their work precisely because each

performance so compelled and moved me.  As Mercer argues, in the “social

responsibility of the artist paradigm,” the artist can end up being bound “ever more

closely to the burden of being ‘representative’” and, ironically, the violence of

speaking for others (248-250). Certainly many white women have escaped the burden

of explicitly representing their racial privilege in many contexts. Perhaps the burden

of “the whole story” must be shared with heterogeneous audiences, who may be

invited to read critiques of intersecting identity markers.  For example, from my

white, middle class, heterosexual perspective, Lawton’s first performance of “Venus”

initially seemed to be about gender oppression, but the resonance of her work helped

me to remember that performances are never “just” about gender, or race, or class,

etcetera. Finally, I must own up to my own desires to see critical performances of

femininities that do ultimately enact or envision some form of communal resistance

and affirmation.  Lawton and Chang’s mimetic performances of “colored unruliness”

resist more comfortably transformative endings to leave us deeply unsettled in

productive and critical ways.
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Chapter 5

Racing Terroristic Drag:  The Monstrous Menace of “Macha Femmes”

“The artist becomes the creator of the future through the violent act of
articulation.  I say violent because articulation is a forceful act. It demands an

aggressiveness and an ability to enter into the fray and translate that experience into
expression.  In the articulation begins a new organization of the inherited landscape”

(Anne Bogart, A Director Prepares 3).

“I’m a girl, and I’m gonna fuck you up even more”
(Leslie Mah of Tribe 8, personal interview 2/4/2004)

“No Chigan con mi raza!” (“Don’t fuck with my race!”)
(Citlali, La Chicana Superhero art installation)

“I’m a woman and I feel aggro, and that means that my aggression is not
male.  It’s coming from me, and I ‘m definitely all woman . . . baby”

(Lynn Breedlove, Tribe 8 interview in Juno’s Angry Women in Rock 38)

In a lecture entitled “Godzilla’s Revenge” delivered at the University of Texas

at Austin on April 17, 1999, Dr. Lisa Sanchez Gonzales theorized the woman of color

in academia as “a monstrosity.”  Within what she claims is a predominately white

institution that discourages deviation and self-critique, the woman of color as

scholar/activist committed to speaking out against oppression becomes

a rupture, a hole, a gash:  a Cassandra, a Malinche, a witch, a bitch, a

persona non grata whose personhood is never guaranteed.  You are a

paperless woman, or worse, a stain on the legitimate papers --- blood

stain, tear stain, spit --- your words crawl under the skin, under the soil

of the weed field, like worms, waiting to break through, breed, fester
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and eat their humble share of the harvest.  You are pestilence, plague,

anathema – just for being” (unpublished lecture, 3).57

While Sanchez Gonzales aims her critique specifically at the academy, her powerful

words help to theorize institutionalized forms of racism, sexism, and homophobia

strong women of color suffer outside university walls as well.  As she challenges,

“Name a century and I have a monstrous trope of a fearsome woman of color with the

power to make Europeans and North Americans scream and run for cover” (3).

Significant for the performances I examine in this chapter, she argues that the only

means of survival for women of color is not to “stop ‘acting up’ and being

‘confrontational,’” but to become guerilla fighters and embrace their monstrous roles

(10).  In other words, be Godzilla: “Godzilla is a woman of color, confronting

modernity and its institutions, reminding everyone with her unique power, her

embodiment of horror, that something is fundamentally wrong” (9).

Discourses of monstrosity, like those of the grotesque, are explicitly gendered

rhetorics that have been used both to punish women who do not conform to normative

ideals of beauty and femininity and to render all women as potentially monstrous.

Joanna Frueh writes in Monster/Beauty that Western culture is full of female

monsters, “whose threat to men or male dominance is so great that they must be

killed: Tiamat, the Sphinx, Medusa” (19).  In contemporary popular culture, women

have been constructed as “hormonal and sexual monsters [consider gendered terms

                                                  
57 Author granted permission to quote on 2/27/2004.
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like “she-devil,” “vixen,” “whore,” “siren”] whose physical attractions lure man into

the vagina dentata” and as “mothers whose protectiveness of their spawn and whose

procreative powers are both deadly to the human species—witness female villainy in

the Alien films” (19).58

On a more mundane and insidious level, women’s everyday labors to

“achieve” femininity reveal how they are urged as consumers to tame their

“monstrous” bodies through the purchase of feminized toiletries and by controlling

their body chemistry.  Consider the rising number of women on antidepressants and

anti-anxiety pills; feminist rhetorician Dana Cloud theorizes that women’s rage

against multiple forms of oppression is now being “managed” pharmaceutically.59

Split Britches co-founder Peggy Shaw, in her solo show Menopausal Gentleman,

demonstrates how a feminist appropriation of female monstrosity can resist such

ideologies on multiple levels.  She playfully flaunts her monstrous status as an aging,

white, working class butch lesbian going through menopause, transforming her

                                                  
58 Again, recent “monsters” punished for their public transgressions against norms of
femininity might include feminist comedian Roseanne Arnold after her irreverent
rendition of the national anthem at a San Diego Padres baseball game in 1990, Karen
Finley and Holly Hughes whose NEA grants were revoked after their performance art
was deemed “obscene,” and even mainstream pop star Janet Jackson, who was
blamed and variously punished for baring her breast during the 2004 Super Bowl
half-time while Justin Timberlake who actually tore her costume did not suffer the
same kind of repercussions. Jackson had her Mickey Mouse-inspired statue removed
from Disneyworld, she lost the chance to play Lena Horne in an upcoming television
biography, and she pulled out of attending and presenting an award to Luther
Vandross at the 2004 Grammys.
59 See Cloud’s book Consolation and Control in American Culture and Politics:
Rhetoric of Therapy. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 1998.
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biologically produced hot flashes into an intensely sexual reclamation of “monstrous”

queer desire and a “monstrous” fe/male body that confounds cultural notions of what

a “natural” woman is.

Women of color have historically been rendered doubly monstrous through

grotesque racist stereotypes as well as more subtle rhetorics of racism  (see chapter

4). Strategically appropriating the image of gendered monsters such as Godzilla

vividly demonstrates both the woman of color’s double jeopardy within a white male-

dominated society and her potential power to enact radical cultural critique by

flaunting her status as menacing monster. Publicly embracing and performing the

female monster builds upon my use of Mary Russo’s female grotesque in chapter 4

and speaks specifically to performances by women of color in this chapter that move

beyond a melancholic description and deconstruction of raced and gendered abjection

via mimetic embodiment into more overtly aggressive, menacing, and celebratory

performances that transform racialized norms of femininity into something new

altogether. I refer to these performances as “macha femme”60 strategies that flaunt the

female grotesque as a carnivalesque embrace of colored unruliness. To explicate

“macha femme” articulations of feminist mimesis, I analyze the performances of

Citlali, La Chicana Superhero, who exists in a political comic strip series and as an art

                                                  
60 I borrow this term from author and theater artist Sharon Bridgforth, who notes that
“macha femme” would probably be most recognizable in certain overlapping
communities of color and queer communities in Austin, Texas. Bridgforth did express
some reservations about my somewhat broad application of the term “femme”
because it is such a specific identity in lesbian communities.
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installation, and Leslie Mah, the Eurasian lead guitarist for the all-female, queercore

band Tribe 8.

While each of these representations takes place in a different medium and

context and both occur outside most traditional understandings of theatre and

performance art, I will read Citlali and Mah as performances, which reflects a

disciplinary shift within theatre and performance studies to a more expanded notion

of performance as a public practice applicable to many performative realms of

culture.  Ultimately, I attempted in Chapters 4 and 5 to trace the movement between

more abject stagings of “colored unruliness” that configure women of color as both

victim and agent and stagings that resist the rhetorics of victimization altogether to

imagine new identities.

“Macha femme” brings into dialogue two seemingly contradictory terms to

capture both an insistent refusal to deny the power of feminine identifications while

queerly injecting femininities with signs of warrior aggression popularly attributed to

certain performances of masculinity. In this way, macha femmes engage queer theory

to trouble the “oppressive tendencies of totalizing categories like sexuality and

normality” while organizing against heteronormativity (DeChaine 20).  I want to

distinguish how I use this term from “female machisma,” which Simon Reynolds and

Joy Press reductively define in their study on gender in rock music as female

androgyny, tomboyishness, or male impersonation; in other words, women musicians

who simply identify as “one of the boys” (236).
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My use of “femme” here refers to performances of femininity not exclusively

defined by lesbian sexuality but by women who queerly resist heterosexist norms of

femininity and/or express queer desires in various ways.  “Macha” resignifies cultural

notions of “macho” as a hypermasculine, aggressive performance of “male-ness,” and

rearticulates it as a possible femme(inine) performance. As author and theater artist

Sharon Bridgforth says, a macha “is a woman who stands in femininity as a warrior”

(phone interview 3/17/04). The macha femme, in Bridgforth’s mind, is an expression

of femininity as a powerful “energy” that includes emotional, sexual, spiritual, and

mental power.  She adds that a macha femme, for instance, might enjoy adorning

herself with jewelry, painted nails, and feminine clothing while also using her

physical strength to fix a car or house, carry heavy things, and “be in the earth.”

Central to my focus in this chapter, “macha” also linguistically imagines a woman of

color with its Spanish inflection (“macho” is a Spanish term and “macha” indicates a

masculine woman or lesbian in Spanish).   Thus, this performative identity represents,

as Bridgforth says, a reclamation of power “in all ranges.” I believe it also reflects

how queer communities, queer identified heterosexuals, and communities of color can

engage and move within each other’s circles.

The macha femme as Chicana superhero or biracial lesbian punk guitarist uses

an intensely muscular and active body, embodied as well as linguistic expressions of

explicit rage and pleasure, and direct appeals to empowerment for marginalized

communities to detail her specifically raced and gendered revisions of femininity.
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Her monstrous femininity becomes what Jose Munoz calls a “terroristic drag,” which

is less concerned with a mimetic drag of femininity and more with “conjuring the

nation’s most dangerous citizens” (108).  By taking over typically white male-

dominated spaces of comic book superheroes and rock music, Citlali’s and Mah’s

terroristic drag “stirs up desires” and “enables subjects to imagine a way of ‘breaking

away from the restraint of the social body’” (100). I am not using “drag” here to

signify a mimetic and parodic masquerade of feminine-to-masculine or vice versa, but

to imagine how bodies deemed monstrous can occupy and partially camouflage

themselves within dominant discourses and use this hostile take-over to revolutionize

these very representations and social restraints from the inside out.  In Homi

Bhabha’s terms, the “inappropriate” colonized subject steps into the representational

image of power to gaze, menacingly, back at the colonizer: “the observer becomes the

observed” (89).  This form of terroristic drag recalls, for instance, the white superhero

or the white rock star, but with a crucial and menacing difference that disrupts signs

of authority and provokes fear and insurrection.  This unruly juxtaposition of signs

and stirring up of desires in performance also recalls Bakhtin’s notions of the

carnivalesque as a highly public and chaotically ambiguous space of insurgency

where physical spectacle and unconstrained speech function to invert power

structures and redeploy notions of culture, knowledge, and pleasure (Bakhtin 62).
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Cartoon Transgressions:

Citlali, La Chicana Superhero, Avenges Neo-Colonialisms

She has full red lips, dark brown skin like her indigenous ancestors, a mane of

long black hair, bulging muscles, and a sneer on her face.  Her fierce eyes challenge

the viewer.  She sports a red bandana on her head and tight green pants, reflecting the

colors of the Mexican flag.  On her feet are shit-kicking boots, and beneath a

bandoleer of ammunition belts crisscrossing her chest an image of La Virgin de

Guadalupe is emblazoned across her heart.  She wields guns, knives, bow and arrow,

and powerful fists and legs to battle injustice.  Her signature warning: “No chingan

con mi raza!” (“Don’t fuck with my race”).  She is Citlali, La Chicana Super Hero,

“avenger of the bronze gente” (the brown people), and she exists in both a political

comic strip and large-scale mixed media art installation.   The Citlali comic strip has

appeared in newsprint in numerous 2002 issues of La Voz de Esperanza (“The Voice

of Hope”), a progressive monthly publication from the Esperanza Peace and Justice

Center in San Antonio, Texas.61  The Citlali art installation appeared at the Esperanza

Center, which also serves as a gallery, in the winter of 2002 and early 2003.

I read Citlali as a “performance” in part because the history of women’s

performance art is so intimately linked to the field of visual art.  Also, while Citlali

                                                  
61 La Voz “is a resource for peace, justice, and human rights,. . . [and] provokes bold
actions in response to local and global problems, with the knowledge that the many
risks we take for the earth, our body, and the dignity of all people will result in
profound change for the seven generations to come.”
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does not exist in the flesh per se, her cartoon superhero presence creates a highly

theatrical world replete with multiple plotlines and a fairly nuanced central character

who moves back and forth in time via personal and collective memory.  Her vivid

presence conjures a liminal space where her static image potentially comes to life

within the hearts and minds of her fans.  While there have been “superhero”

performance artists such as “White Trash Girl,”62 whose toxic body fluids become her

deadly weapon, I submit that Citlali’s imagined superhero life, chronicled in a serial

format as a comic strip, allows her readers more freedom to employ fantasy to insert

her into multiple plotlines, perhaps from their own lives, to consider what Citlali

would do in multiple oppressive situations.

Also, the actual Citlali art installation at Esperanza was staged as if taking

place in a home where audience members were configured as participants in an

intimate Chicano community of family and friends.  Spectators moved through a

“Chicano canton . . . the kitchen – where we sit warmed by the heat of the stove,

drinking cafecito, and playing loteria for pennies; the living room – where we watch

TV or listen to records on the hi-fi; and through Café Citlali – where we can . . . look

at art and read about the different aspects of Chicana/o culture” (Esperanza

promotional postcard, Dec. 2003).  (photo)  In an art gallery living room where a

brick wall is spray-painted with “Soy Chicano y que!” (“I am Chicano and more!”)

and “Revolution NOW,”  “signed” by Citlali herself, this cartoon character and home

                                                  
62 See Laura Kipnis’s interview with Jennifer Reeder, creator of “White Trash Girl,”
in White Trash, edited by Matt Wray and Annalee Newitz.
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space did much more than conjure a cozy Sunday morning reading of the “funny

papers.”   Citlali seemed always nearby but just out of sight, ready to jump into battle

only to disappear again.  And rather than moving through a sanctioned art institution

quietly looking at rarified art while cameras and guards monitored your every move,

you were instead invited to hang out in a bustling community center located in a

neighborhood of color, surrounded by many “Citlalis,” or actual women of color

working for social change.63  Like graffiti, this art, painted on rough plywood or

printed on cheap newsprint, is guerilla art that ruptures the symbolic economy of art

as commodity and insists on Chicana/o art as activism and inspiration for an

embattled community struggling to survive in the conservative confines of San

Antonio, Texas.64

According to Citlali’s creator, San Antonio artist Deborah Vasquez, Citlali is

an Aztec term of reverence meaning, “to reach for the stars” (personal interview

2/12/2003). Not your mainstream comic book superhero, usually white and male or

super-leggy buxom white female, Citlali is deeply rooted in a hybridized Chicana/o

culture – she is “una mescla” (a mix), as she says, of the old and the new. Identifying

                                                  
63 When I attended the art exhibit on January 25, 2003, numerous volunteers and staff
were busy assembling mailings in various locations throughout the gallery.
64 In 1997 Esperanza along with two of its sponsored organizations, the San Antonio
Lesbian and Gay media Project and VAN, was defunded by the city of San Antonio
after a series of public and private attacks.  In 1998, Esperanza filed suit against the
city, alleging violation of the first and fourteenth amendments of the U.S. constitution
and the Texas Open Meetings Act.  This case was the first in U.S. history addressing
issues of race and ethnicity in public arts funding.  In May 2001, the city was found to
have violated Esperanza’s rights and finally agreed to pay monetary damages.
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as “Chicana/o” is an inherently politicized act that grew out of movements of cultural

nationalism in the civil rights era.  Chicanos have strategically claimed to be

descendents of indigenous Aztecs who thrived in the landscape of the United States’

Southwestern states before Spanish colonization forced them further south into

Tenochtitlan, which is modern-day Mexico City (Arrizon, “Mythical” 23).  This

contested land is reimagined (and romanticized) by many Chicanos as “Aztlan,” a

homeland that “represents the spiritual power of unity among a people who see in

their common pre-Hispanic heritage and indigenous past a source of cultural

affirmation in the present [which] . . . helps combat racism and exploitation“ (23).

This hybrid identity, which typically comes from a sense of cultural dislocation, has

been strategically deployed by many artists of color to theorize more complex and

resistant notions of identity.65

Performance artist Guillermo Gomez-Pena explains that because Latina/o

identity in the United States is inherently mired in contradiction, it becomes an

obsession.  “We play with it.  We question it, expose it, subvert it, and push it to the

limits, in hopes of developing more open and inclusive notions of the self” (115). The

hybrid, then, “expropriates elements from all sides to create more open and fluid

systems” (12).  The hybrid’s monstrous amalgam of cultural, political, aesthetic, and

sexual identities is able to thrive on the borders to wage guerilla interventions and

level explosive critiques.  Invoking forgotten or erased histories through syncretic pop

                                                  
65 See Joni Jones’ performance and academic work around the Nigerian female deity,
Osun, as a way to theorize more fluid notions of identity.
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cultural appropriations, this multiply split figure helps to envision utopian

communities without collapsing multiple identity markers into one point of

identification.

Citlali’s hybridity is demonstrated visually, linguistically, and thematically.

Within the form of the comic strip, Vasquez layers punchy comic book drawings with

actual photos, traditional and detailed images of ancient Aztecs and crudely

cartoonish, reverse-minstrel representations of white men as identical, runt-like

ghosts.  This collage-effect becomes three dimensional in her art exhibit’s use of

larger-than-life cut-out multi-media action panels, some overlayed with graffiti

tagged by Citlali, that seem to jump off the walls with vibrant color.  Citlali’s

language also reveals her hybrid identity; she speaks in both English and Spanish

without translation and uses Aztec words from the indigenous language Nahuatle,

demanding of English-only speakers an engagement with her colonized culture on her

own terms.  Taking on both local and national cultural issues through Citlali, Vasquez

injects a powerful historical legacy into the daily struggles of Chicana/os occupying

the neocolonial landscape of Texas specifically and North America more generally.

As Citlali explodes like a rocket out of the center of a map of Texas in her signature

title panel, her mouth open in a battle cry, suppressed Chicana/o histories and

identities come to life with a renewed sense of outrage and urgency.
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Fig. 8.  Citlali exploding out of a map of Texas.  By Deborah Vasquez.  “Ya Vine
Pa’tras” (Kitchen installation and “Citlali” art exhibit).  Esperanza Peace and
Justice Center, San Antonio, Texas.  December-January 2002.

Vasquez strategically “expropriates” the political comic strip, a “low” pop

culture art form dominated by white men, to level sharp critique at a colonizing

culture and empower Chicana/os by offering a unique Chicana-centered model of

social change.  Performing her superhero role within the space of a typically racist

and sexist cultural imaginary, Citlali rejects stereotypes of the “passive” Latina and

offers instead an unruly macha femme who refuses to be defined by, in her own

words, “gringos [or] their vendido (“selling”) cultural brokers” who profit from

stereotypes and distorted histories of brown-skinned people (La Voz Feb. 2002).

Vasquez explains that Citlali is a “combination of indigenous women, their Chicana
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activist daughters, and the spirit of strong women more generally” (personal interview

2/13/2003).  As a “macha femme,” Citlali is a modern day Chicana feminist

superhero, tackling hegemonic regimes of white femininity while offering aggressive

ways to transgress stereotypes of women of color specifically. Like Godzilla, she is

both a loving protector and a terrifying warrior. While many scholars of comics focus

on close readings of the graphics and text in comics, modes of production, and fan

practices, I will instead analyze Citlali’s performance around issues of representation

of women of color and her function within the context of an activist Chicano

community.

Comics As Medium: Invading Masculine Territories

Trina Robbins, a historian of women’s comics, defines “comics” generally as

having two or more panels, continuity, or speech balloons inside the panel (The Great

Women Cartoonists, (“Explanations”). This broad definition could include both

comic books and comic strips, which while sharing the above characteristics, are

different in form and consumed by readers in very different ways.  Comic books

contain longer, extended serial episodes and are often collected by both younger and

adult fans, but comic strips, typically serialized in newspapers, are very short and

mostly consumed by adult readers.  I submit that Citlali exists as a hybrid somewhere

between these two forms.   Citlali’s printed episodes exist in a short series of about

four panels similar to a newspaper comic strip, whose smaller format shapes Citlali’s

didactic, to-the-point messages.  However, the panels often overlap, and the text,
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appearing both inside spoken dialogue boxes, without boxes, and scripted narratively

as internal reflection, look more like a nonlinear comic book collage layout. Comic

strips, also referred to as “cartoons,” demand a brevity which often reduces

cartoonists to “gag writers rather than storytellers,” something I will argue the Citlali

strip resists (Robbins 144).  Also, the fact that Vasquez labels Citlali a “Chicana

superhero” places her squarely in the tradition of superhero comic books.

Comic books have typically been devalued as a low, cheap, even subliterate

form of pop culture that corrupts young minds and compromises the values of art

deemed more salutary (Inness 139).  As Munoz argues, “Only now is cultural studies

beginning to address the tremendous impact of superheroes, cartoons, and comic

books in contemporary culture . . . [and] the persistence and centrality of these

characters in the cultural imaginary” (39). Vasquez said she employs the comic strip

form precisely because the Western art world has typically not validated this work as

art (personal interview 2/12/2003).  Or as Citlali says “Hey Cabrones! (“Stupid”) . . .

If you knew anything about Chicano art you’d know that Chicanos negate the forced

aesthetics of Western Culture” (La Voz Feb. 2002).  Comics are inexpensive to mass-

produce and purchase, attract both young and older audiences, are fairly easily

digestible and portable, and can adapt fluidly to whatever medium they appear in;

thus, they become a more democratic art form.  For instance, Vasquez can display

large scale, highly detailed, vividly painted Citlali panels in an art gallery, or she can

cheaply and quickly publish simplified panels onto newsprint.  In this way she
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potentially reaches a larger and more diverse audience.  She notes that not everyone

has the privilege or inclination to go into an art gallery or museum; her work then is

not only for an audience of elites or fellow artists but also for “la gente,” the Chicano

working class.

Citlali’s identity as a superhero demands that she be briefly contextualized

within a mainstream history of comic book superheroes to understand her unruly

differences.  Jeffrey Brown states in his study of black superheroes, “ . . . the comic

book industry is a medium very clearly dominated by some of modern popular

culture’s most quintessential images of heroism [and] … most obvious examples of

unequal representation” (2).  Brown goes on to say that most comic books

superheroes have historically been white and male, “archetypal do-gooders” and

“white bread defenders of truth, justice, and the American way”:  “For decades young

readers have encountered a defining and idealized image of heroism that was

explicitly honest, law abiding, chaste, excessively masculine, and above all, white”

(3).    When people of color appeared in comics, they were “almost exclusively

depicted… as villains, indistinguishable petty criminals, screaming savages, and

occasionally as comic relief sidekicks” (5).

This reading must be complicated, however, by considering that many of the

comic creators were Jewish and that their heroes were transfigured during World War

II into anti-Semitic warriors resisting the xenophobic logics of the original Superman
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(Munoz 40).66  Examining African American visual artist Jean-Michel Basquiat’s use

of superhero iconography in his paintings, Munoz argues that Basquiat seizes upon

this kernel of resistance embedded in comic books as a “powerful reworking and

reimagining” of a phobic image to create a “new model of identity and a newly

available site of identification” (40-41).  This double-voiced articulation of recycling

and transfiguring an object “already invested with powerful energy” is what he calls

“disidentification” for the minority subject (39).  I argue that Vasquez achieves this

same disidentificatory re-imagining of stereotypes of Latinas as passive via Citlali’s

superhero power.

As notions of “truth” and “the American way” have more recently been

challenged as racist, colonialist, and patriarchal, alternative images of women and

people of color have started to appear in comics.  Brown notes that the civil rights

movement inspired a “short-lived explosion of minority heroes” in the 1970s who

tackled issues of social relevance (19).  However, these heroes, like misogynistic

Blaxploitation films that exploited African American stereotypes and inspired comic

book superheroes of color, did not last for very long (23).  In the nineties, though,

people of color and women have become more visible as subversive heroes in less

mainstream comics.  For instance, Milestone Media, an African American-owned and

controlled comic book publishing company in 1993 came out with black male

                                                  
66 See Michael Chabon’s 2000 Pulitzer prize winning novel The Amazing Adventures
of Kavalier and Clay for a fascinating history of Jewish superheroes and their Jewish
creators.
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superhero Icon and his sidekick Rocket, “the first unwed teenage mother to don the

costume of a superhero” (Brown 4).  Also, the influence of the feminist movement on

women comics from the 1970s on has had a powerful influence on the proliferation of

underground “wymen’s” and “grrrl’s comix.”

Citlali’s appropriation of white male superhero status also draws on a radical

history of “womyn’s comix” exploring issues of race, gender, and sexuality that

exploded in the 1970s with the rise of feminism.  This trend continues today with

highly transgressive and sometimes autobiographical grrrlz’ comix and graphic

novels, which are often quite explicit and serious in tone.67  While Citlali is not

sexually graphic in the same way many “womyn’s” and “grrrl’s” comix are (and her

sexuality is ambiguous), she is very serious and graphic in terms of content and

physical aggression.  Her episodes are also inspired by many of Vasquez’s own

experiences and struggles as a Chicana (personal interview 2/12/2003).

For example, Vasquez was mourning the death of her mother and reflecting

on how women do so much work that goes unrecognized.  She realized that Citlali as

an action-oriented superhero needed to be “grounded in some place” and so created

an episode where Citlali dreams of herself as a little girl in Texas (as Vasquez was),

sitting at her kitchen table with her mother, who patiently urges her to eat her

cornbread and vegetables.  Growing and eating “traditional” foods becomes a way for

Citlali to honor her mother, her culture, her body, and the earth.  While Citlali
                                                  
67 See Trina Robbin’s From Girls to Grrrlz:  A History of Women’s Comics,
chapters 3 and 4 on “womyn’s” and “grrrlz’ commix.”
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problematically romanticizes the notions of an “authentic” culture, I would argue that

her yearnings for her “roots” in a context of cultural dislocation becomes a form of

survival and empowerment.  In another episode, a young Citlali eats while

remembering her grandmothers, aunts, and mother, who all instilled in her a “great

desire to learn of my ancestors, my raices indigenas, and my raza. . .”  These women

are represented in a Citlali episode by a collage of actual photos of women in

Vasquez’s family (La Voz  March 2002).  In this way, Citlali becomes an

autobiographical vehicle for Vasquez to publicly acknowledge and address a

community of women and their often invisible labor within a patriarchal Latino

imaginary.

In contrast to a history of “comix” created by women for women are the

mainstream “bad girl” comics like Lady Justice, typically drawn by men for men and

boys.  The superhero women in these conventional comics are mostly portrayed as

hypersexual, and their strength is usually compromised by romantic involvements and

feminized displays of emotion. Brown notes that the Bad Girl trend, which contrasts

with the “good girls” in comics from the 1940s and 50s, refers to the currently

popular practice of depicting extremely large-breasted “superheroines” in skintight

costumes and sexually suggestive poses” (56).  Sherrie Inness, examining highly

popular female superheroes like Wonder Woman, claims that these tough women are

almost always undermined by their heterofemininity (150). What Inness does not

mention is that most of the superhero women are white, and that women of color in
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mainstream comics are typically exoticized.  Within the context of these dominant

representations, Citlali, La Chicana Superhero, offers something different, a macha

femme version of unruly Chicana femininity.

Vasquez consciously constructed Citlali to be tough, angry, even violent while

also being caring, emotionally demonstrative, and highly articulate.  These qualities

capture certain oppositional cultural notions of masculinity and femininity, which

Vasquez tries to revalue and integrate within one body.  For example, in a comic strip

episode critiquing “Fiesta” week, a hugely popular annual festival in San Antonio

ostensibly celebrating the city’s Mexican heritage, Citlali is shown in one panel

protesting what she critiques as a multicultural and touristic sham by sneeringly

pointing a gun at the viewer and threatening to blow up the revered Alamo as a

”symbol of war against our own raza (“race”).”   In a panel right next to this one,

Citlali is shown privately crying over her people’s complicity in celebrating Fiesta

and mourns the proposed tearing down of an historic meeting place for Chicanos

while the Alamo still stands.  She reflects on how Chicanos “do not have power in a

city in which they make up the majority” and portrays Fiesta as a neocolonial

“smokescreen” better known as “Let’s Chingar La Raza Week” (“Let’s fuck the

Chicanos week”) (La Voz April 2002).  Vasquez argues that strong women, often

stereotyped in our culture as unfeeling, dismissed as merely men in drag or

criminalized as monstrous, “feel deeply—this is why we’re so angry and passionate”

(personal interview 2/12/2003).
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Echoing Sanchez Gonzales, Vasquez says, “a strong woman of color with a

weapon in her hand provokes tremendous fear in our culture” (personal interview

2/12/2003).  In an art exhibit panel, as Citlali pulls out her arrow to shoot at a

dwarfish white figure stepping on an Aztec warrior’s head (the white figure’s groin is

marked with a bull’s eye), she warns: “Si chingan con mi raza chingan conmigo” (“If

you fuck with my race you fuck with me”). These violent images powerfully literalize

both neocolonialist practices and the threat of oppressed rising up to fight back.  In

other art installation panels Citlali wields a wicked looking knife, used both to cut

down indigenous bodies being hanged for the entertainment of a crowd of runty white

men and to leap, hypermuscular legs spread wide apart, out of a distorted graffiti-

marked map of Texas.  One installation panel portrays Citlali with a wild look in her

eyes as she shoots bolts of electricity out her fingertips.  Finally, in the February 2002

La Voz comic strip critiquing the press’s lack of knowledge about Chicano art, Citlali

is drawn in mid-air with one leg extended, delivering a powerful kick with her boot to

the jaw of her signature cartoonish white figure as journalist.  In a following panel,

the white figure lies on the ground, eyes closed and tongue hanging out of his mouth.

With her boot on his arm, she sneers at the viewer, asking “Next!!!”  These violent

images flaunt the macha femme’s monstrous power and graphically challenge notions

of women, and especially Latinas, as the “weaker” sex.  Instead of being alienated

from her freak/monster status, she exploits this energy and her potential to enact

cultural critique (Munoz 111).
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Fig. 9.  Citlali with bow and arrow.  By Deborah Vasquez. “Ya Vine Pa’tras”
(Kitchen installation and “Citlali” art exhibit).  Esperanza Peace and Justice
Center, San Antonio, Texas.  December-January 2002.

In response to women’s strength, Vasquez says, “men often want to save us,”

or society reviles us as mannish, queer, unnatural (personal interview 2/12/2003).
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Citlali speaks to this conundrum in a panel exploring how she came to be a superhero

via her connection to Aztec female deities and the women in her family.  She tells the

viewer, “As a woman, my strength does not supplant my sensuality.  Chicana lips

dark and full, cushioned to kiss away our children’s tears, cushioned to ease my

lover’s anxiety, cushioned to accommodate my loving words, my angered words, my

avenging words” (art installation).  Citlali’s toughness is not diminished or mitigated

by a “softer” heterofemininity; instead, her ambiguous sexuality is an integral part of

her strength as a leader of her people.  Normative masculinity and femininity are thus

both disrupted by being positioned not as oppositional but overlapping.  Importantly,

no superhero men ever come to save Citlali in a pinch, there are no superhero

romances to recuperate her into a heterosexual narrative, she does not share the page

with other superheroes, and while Citlali is attractive, she is sexual on her own terms

rather than being positioned/drawn as a sexual object.  As a confrontational,

fearsome, and thus monstrous Chicana, Citlali smashes lingering stereotypes of

Latinas as passive and offers a fierce female superhero of color in a heavily

whitewashed and male-dominated comic book world.

Dis/identificatory Practices

Jose Munoz theorizes “disidentification” as “the formation of counterpublics

that contest the hegemonic supremacy of the majoritarian public sphere.” This

alternative sphere “offers the minoritarian subject a space to situate itself in history

and thus seize social agency” (1).  The subject who must negotiate multiple
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intersecting marginalized identities often “works on and against dominant ideology”

to transform cultural logics from within (11).  This fluid and multiplicitous notion of

disidentification resists feminist identifications solely around the female subject,

which ignore differences of race, class, and sexuality among women over a simplistic

counteridentification against “Man.” Importantly, Munoz credits feminists of color

like Norma Alarcon and Cherrie Moraga who first theorized disidentification as an

alternative feminist model in the foundational anthology of writings by women of

color, This Bridge Called My Back.

Munoz’s theoretical understanding of disidentification is “informed by the

structure of feeling that is melancholia” (51). While Freud correlated melancholia

with mourning the loss of an object or ideal (Freud 125), Kristeva characterizes

melancholia’s relationship to female abjection as a form of mourning one’s status as

“other” and as an impossible longing for a sense of “home” (15) (see chapter 4).

However, Munoz clarifies that his notion of disidentificatory melancholy does not

remain abject: the Freudian “lost object returns with a vengeance.  It is floated as an

ideal, a call to collectivize, an identity-affirming example” (52).  For example,

Vasquez visually calls up the dead in Citlali’s art installation battles, “to mingle the

power of the past with the decay of the present” as Munoz says (52).  While there is

clearly longing and sadness in Citlali’s remembrance of her long dead Aztec

ancestors, the actual images of their blood spilled does more than “ . . . connote the

destruction of the [brown] body.  They also strategize survival and imagine assertions
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of self in a cultural sphere that is structured to deny visibility to such bodies” (Munoz

55).  In effect, the lost object of Citlali’s cultural legacy becomes fuel for her power

to battle injustice, inspire revolution, and seek revenge in the name of her specifically

female warrior ancestors.  As Citlali writes in a framed document created to resemble

ancient Aztec parchment:  “The vengeance of the Chicana is bitter and sweet.  The

satisfaction of an injustice being rectified lies in her belly . . . [and] sustains her

struggle,  . . . retaining the memory of her history and the essence of her pain” (art

installation).

Both irreverent urban guerilla fighter and reverent daughter, Citlali performs a

macha femme brand of activism by taking on grassroots battles specific to San

Antonio, such as environmental racism and degradation due to overdevelopment (La

Voz July/Aug. 2002).  In one panel Citlali sits by the water reflecting on everyone’s

patriotism after 9/11 while ignoring pressing local concerns: “I guess it’s easier to

hang a North American flag from your rearview mirror and say you love this country

than it is to embody what it means to actually respect and honor La Madre Tierra”

(“Mother Earth”).   In the final panel, Citlali stands with fists clenched ready to battle

as she proclaims “As our brother Malcolm X says, ‘By any means necessary.’   WE

MUST SAVE L’AGUA!” (“water”).  In this way Citlali demonstrates melancholic

love for the object that is threatened, offers critical analysis linking various complex

forms of oppression, and models a collective determination to fight against this

injustice.
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Citlali also battles issues of representation, such as mainstream media’s

stereotyping of people of color.  In one postcard sized art installation panel entitled

“Puppets of the Media,” Citlali reaches into a TV screen to strangle the image of a

brown-skinned male kissing a blond white woman as a brown-skinned maid mops in

the background.  In another small panel entitled “No One Found Us,” she addresses

white patriarchal capitalist greed by shooting at George Washington’s head on a

realistically drawn dollar bill; his blood, however, is drawn cartoonishly.  In another

panel, Citlali is shown sipping hot chocolate in front of an advertisement for Mexican

hot chocolate billed as “the nectar of the gods.”  Her reverent consumption of a

substance that has been appropriated and exoticized to sell products offers ironic

commentary on how capitalism profits from a history of colonization of indigenous

peoples.

Significantly, Citlali also turns her critique towards complacency within her

Chicano community and its adoption of standards of white beauty.  In other art

installation panels, she takes on the Catholic church and its role in promoting the

tradition of Quincieniera, an elaborate coming out party for 15 year old girls which

constructs them as “pure and chaste” debutantes who give their lives to God.  She

challenges Chicanos on their lack of knowledge about their shared history.  Finally,

she mourns the fact that a large portion of the Chicano population eats food that

damages their bodies and supports large food corporations instead of local growers.

She urges her readers to honor and take better care of their bodies in the name of
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indigenous struggles for social justice and environmental protection (La Voz

September 2002).

Citlali both identifies with and against mainstream representations of

superheroes and thus carves out a disidentificatory space in this social sphere to

imagine change specifically through a macha femme body.  While Citlali’s rhetoric is

typically earnest, direct political propaganda in the style of many superhero comics,

she is not the prototypical lone superhero and freak of nature but a multidimensional

woman very much connected to her community. Importantly, Vasquez notes that

Citlali’s superhero power does not come from a freak accident as is typical for

mainstream male superheroes – it comes from her female ancestors - she seeks

council from Aztec female deities Koatlikue, who teaches her of love, Xochiketzal,

goddess of flowers, art and beauty, Koyolxauiki, goddess of the moon who

illuminates Citlali’s path, and Tonantzin, mother of all women (La Voz March 2002) -

and the women in her family.  Thus, Vasquez says her strength is available to anyone

courageous enough to imagine a better world. “We can make changes . . . we don’t

allow our [selves] to dream big enough,” Vasquez says (personal interview

2/12/2003).

The Macha Femme’s Chicana Feminist Call To Action

Struggling with culture shock as one of the few Chicana visual arts students at

the University of Madison Wisconsin, Vasquez created Citlali to affirm the other

politicized young Chicanas who helped her survive a difficult period in a
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predominately white setting (personal interview 2/12/2003).  Citlali reflects Vasquez’

desire to build bridges within her own community and acknowledge a shared

Chicana/o history of triumph and oppression. Through her female Aztec deities,

Citlali draws power, compassion, and wisdom to help her people when they cannot

help themselves. Vasquez says Chicanos need empowerment to survive as artists and

activists.  She admits that “it’s a big responsibility to look at our indigenous-

ness—it’s hard,” but it is also “how we’ve gotten through a lot of things” and inspires

“ a consciousness for survival.  We can’t move forward without acknowledging our

past” (personal interview 2/12/2003).

This notion that we are all connected in one way or another to an indigenous

heritage imagines the utopian possibility of working together across cultural

differences while at the same time carving out a space of difference in a

homogenizing white culture.  Vasquez’s ethic of taking responsibility for our past

demands accountability from the colonizing white culture.   The deployment of

Aztlan as a means of racial unity at times comes precariously close to celebrating a

cultural nationalism from the 60s and 70s that has since been critiqued as overly

utopian and falsely homogenizing because it silenced internal struggles with sexism

and homophobia (Marrero 132).  However, I submit that Citlali reworks cultural pride

into a Chicana-centered consciousness grounded in third wave feminism by women

of color like Gloria Anzaldua and Chela Sandoval who insist on drawing the

connections between racism, sexism, classism, and homophobia. Existing at the
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margins of pop culture and drawing from both very contemporary social dilemmas

and ancient, mythical forms of power, Citlali exemplifies a border aesthetic. As

Bhabha says:

The borderline work of culture demands an encounter with ‘newness’

that is not part of the continuum of past and present.  It creates a sense

of the new as an insurgent act of cultural translation.  Such art does not

merely recall the past as social cause or aesthetic precedent; it renews

the past, refiguring it as a contingent ‘in-between’ space, that

innovates and interrupts the performance of the present. (3)

Within Citlali’s feminized space of unruliness, Citlali becomes what Arrizon

calls a “mestizaje,” a body both native and colonized, a figure that is a “product of

transcultural processes at work on Chicano subjectivity” (“Mythical” 27).  For

instance, while Citlali prays to her pre-Christian female deities, she proudly wears a

shirt displaying the Virgin de Guadalupe, an indigenous reworking of the Catholic

and colonialist Virgin Mary. Worn on the chest of a female warrior, the passive

Virgin is transposed into an activist Chicana with a pre-colonial indigenous identity

(39).

While Citlali employs Aztlan as a mythical space of postcolonial and female-

centered resistance, her visibility within the physical space of an embattled Chicana/o

community center offers another means of cultural affirmation and activist

inspiration, which performance artists Holly Hughes, Tim Miller, and scholar David
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Roman argue is not merely “preaching to the converted,” but a very necessary form

of renewal and support of community-based performances in a hostile environment

(T. Miller 169).  As Fusco points out, Gayatri Spivak’s notion of “strategic

essentialism” as “a critical position that validates identity as politically necessary but

not as ahistorical or unchangeable,” is needed in certain contexts of cultural violence

(English 27). Citlali’s grassroots macha femme performance takes her activism to the

streets, jumping out of the frame of a symbolic, aesthetic representation to inspire

critical consciousness, give historical context to local and national issues, and model

the passion and rage required to create real change. Her message to young women is

especially powerful: “Choose your mentors carefully…nourish your soul…question

those you follow and the institutions within which you walk. De todo corazon (“With

all my heart”), Citlali. (art installation)”

Leslie Mah’s Queer Punk “Macha Femme”:

A Carnivalesque Performance

“We are San Francisco’s own all-dyke, all-out, in-your-face, blade-brandishing,
gang-castrating, dildo-swingin’, bullshit-detecting, aurally pornographic,

Neanderthal-pervert band of patriarch-smashing snatchlickers” (Tribe 8’s self-
description in the 1994 Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival Directory)
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Fig. 10.  Promotional postcard for Rise Above: The Tribe 8 Documentary. Dir. Tracy
Flannigan. Redhill Productions, 2003.

It’s the 2003 South By Southwest Film and Music Festival that happens every

Spring Break in Austin, TX, and I’m witnessing for the first time the all female

queercore band Tribe 8 at Stubbs, a large outdoor venue located in the music district.
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The crowd of about 100 gathered near the stage seems a bit sparse in this space

designed to hold up to 1,000 people.   There appears to be a fairly even split between

mostly young white lesbians, some very “punk,” and many very straight-looking

young white men.  After hearing about Tribe 8’s stage antics using toplessness and

rituals of dildo sucking and “castration” with a large knife, my friend and I are

prepared for a pretty wild show. We wonder if all these seemingly straight white guys

will “get it.”

Because I am not very familiar with Tribe 8’s music yet, it is mostly

impressive for its sonic power and overall aggressive energy rather than for specific

lyrics or particular songs. Lynn Breedlove, the lead singer, performs topless, giving

an intensely high-energy that includes cajoling  several men and women to come

onstage to suck her dildo, which hangs out of her oversized boxer shorts. Overall, the

crowd seems to be enjoying themselves, but it is interesting to see young white men

grimacing and laughing at Breedlove’s images of fellatio, seeming somewhat

embarrassed and curious. However, this overly large venue and rather random

festival crowd, consisting of people from all over the country who tend to see many

bands each day over the course of the week, seem to dilute the power of the

performance.  As my friend says, Tribe 8’s spectacles feel a bit “like leftovers.”

Sadly, we can’t make it to their late night show in a small dyke bar up north, which I

feel sure would give a better sense of what their shows are typically like.
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 In spite of a slightly disappointing performance, we both agree that the lead

guitarist, Leslie Mah, is by far the most interesting and exciting part of the show.  She

wears a signature short, tight, black dress cut low to show off ample cleavage, with

spaghetti straps that reveal heavy and ornate tattooing all up her arms and chest.

While Mah is not tall, her thin muscular legs planted firmly in a wide stance,

supported by tall motorcycle-styled black boots, seem to give her a powerful stature.

Her long black hair flies wildly as she aggressively plays her electric guitar with a

heavy metal influenced sound.  In photos and album covers of the original band

members, Mah clearly stands out as femme in a band of butch-looking lesbians.  In

the new line-up, she still reads as a heavy metal or S/M styled femme next to the butch

white lead singer Lynn Breedlove and butch white drummer Jenn Schwartz, but the

new bass player’s punk femme look, consisting of a short skirt and pink top along

with her curly blonde hair, makes Mah’s femme signs less noticeable but still distinct.

On the other hand, now that African-Canadian bass player Lynn “Tantrum” Payne

has been replaced by “Mama T,” the blonde white woman, Mah does stand out as

ambiguously “colored” among her white bandmembers68. Her performance of race,

gender, and sexuality in the context of a typically white and male punk genre and

typically white lesbian queercore subculture is especially compelling.  I try to

approach her to talk after the show, but I chicken out since she seems rather

                                                  
68 Payne, a citizen of Canada, decided finally to return home in 2000 due to
difficulties making enough money to survive as an “illegal” in the United States.
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intimidating after such an aggressive performance.  I find out when I later interview

her that she’s actually rather shy.

In this section, I continue my exploration of macha femme performance

strategies by considering Leslie Mah’s role as biracial lead guitarist within Tribe 8, a

lesbian queercore band.  While I do consider Tribe 8’s lyrics and music and

bandmember personalities more generally as context for Mah’s performance, these

aspects of the band are typically covered in articles about and interviews with the

band and go beyond my primary focus on performances of race and gender by women

of color in this chapter.   By reading her racial/sexual/gender difference via her

“macha” femme appearance and playing style in a queercore band, and considering

her performance of identity in queercore music and beyond, I argue that Mah

strategically flaunts her monstrous status as uncategorizable other and pushes the

“grotesque” female into a carnivalesque realm of feminist menace and unruly

pleasure.   Like Citlali, Mah’s power does not come from a campy drag of femininity

or a macho drag of rock star masculinity, but rather from an ambiguous in-between

performance of macha femme that encompasses female pleasure, palpable rage, and

symbolic violence.  I will contextualize Mah’s performance strategies in Tribe 8

within a feminist punk aesthetic/ethos while also analyzing her articulations of her

queer and biracial identity through interviews, including a telephone interview I

conducted with her on February 4, 2004
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Punk Music

Most narratives defining “women in punk music” typically focus on punk’s

rise in the mid-1970s as a nonconformist “do it yourself” (DIY) ethic and an “anyone

can do it” approach to music that encouraged more women to participate in what was

an alternative to the male-dominated rock music industry.  As Sheila Whiteley says

The underlying ethos of punk music [was] that anyone with a

modicum of musical talent could form a band, that it did not involve a

careful crafting of the musical sound nor technical complexity.

Rather, the emphasis lay on the delivery of the vocal, the shock tactics

of the lyrics and an overall emphasis on an eccentricity of self-

expression.  It is this identification of eccentricity, of a departure from

the center, of not conforming to common rules, that provides a

particular trajectory for female punk (97-98).

Lucy O’Brien also notes that punk music identified with the “disadvantaged, the

dispossessed, the subcultural” and thus “gave women permission to explore gender

boundaries, to investigate their own power, anger, aggression – even nastiness” (132).

This statement is somewhat contradictory since she also notes that many women had

to form their own punk subcultures to directly address feminist issues ignored within

the often-misogynistic male punk scene.

Mary Kearney counters the typical “women in punk” historical trajectory by

arguing that most of the female punk bands such as The Slits, The Raincoats, and the
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Au Pairs who are lumped into the mid 70s punk scene actually emerged in the late

seventies and early eighties as “post-punk.”  Kearney also notes that the DIY (Do It

Yourself) ethos repeatedly celebrated as a punk credo actually came later as an ethic

advocated by both feminist activists and “non-punk female musicians (especially

lesbian feminists) who wanted independence from the mainstream music industry”

(215).  Thus, while punk’s rejection of professionalism and the slick aesthetics in

mainstream rock certainly gave many women the confidence to start bands without

even knowing how to play instruments, punk was not the only source of

empowerment and inspiration for women who wanted to explore more aggressive

ways of playing music.

More reductive historical trajectories tend to read female punk bands and their

predecessors primarily within a punk frame.  For instance, O’Brien in She Bop and

Joy Press and Simon Reynolds in The Sex Revolts typically herald the rise of diverse

hardcore girl groups like Tribe 8 and the riot grrrl movement in the early nineties as

simply “post-punk,” the progeny of their “punk grandmothers” (Reynolds and Press

324, O’Brien 158).  Alternately, Kearney points out, riot grrrls are proclaimed

“feminist pioneers in rock, as if the twenty-odd-year history of feminist music-

making never existed” (216-217).  However, as Mavis Bayton explains in Frock

Rock,  “Riot Grrrl was not a specific style of music, but a political

process/movement;” thus, the reification of punk’s legacy on riot grrrl practices

sublimates the strong feminist impulse behind both the 70s and 90s music (76).
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Kearney similarly argues that the privileging of punk music as the masculine and

male-dominated genre from which “women in punk” emerged “seriously

underestimates the importance of females in early punk and post-punk music.” She

continues:  “More egregiously, however, the positioning of punk music as the father

figure for riot grrrls dismisses many other important influences . . . especially

feminism, the mother figure that is obscured in this skewed genealogy” (208).

Kearney’s feminist “mother figure” importantly includes lesbian music and separatist

practices as vital feminist influences, which provides important context for Tribe 8’s

music and politics.

Kearney also notes that the oft repeated labels “women in rock” or “women in

punk” configure women musicians first as women and secondarily as musicians in a

way no male musicians are subjected to.  For instance, Mah says many fans come up

after a show and exclaim that Tribe 8 is the best “all-girl” band they have even seen

rather than simply saying the music was great (personal interview 2/4/2004).  This

reflects how rock and punk become reified as “a naturally masculine sphere in which

women, because of their sex and gender, can never be fully incorporated” (Kearney

211).  These rhetorics and simplified historical genealogies function to ghettoize and

defuse both the resistant force of these women’s musical performances and their

related activist work in other arenas.  Especially significant to my focus on Tribe 8,

Kearney argues that “by situating riot grrrls [and queercore] within the realm of male

punk through a focus on their aggressive, in-your-face attitude and performance style,
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the media reproduce the age-old narrative of female musicians as appropriating

masculine forms of music-making . . . “ without questioning constructions of punk as

male or analyzing how feminists’ strategic appropriations function to deconstruct

gendered norms  (212).

Queercore and Riot Grrrl “Punk Feminist” Practices

O’Brien notes that the queercore movement arose in the early nineties within

hardcore bands from gay urban areas such as London and San Francisco in response

to 80s heavy metal artists appropriating gay drag practices in decidedly conservative

ways.  A series of lesbian bands, influenced by punk music and riot grrrl practices,

she says, used queercore to promote their brand of “90s dyke culture” (265).  Tribe 8

ex-band member Slade Bellum perhaps explains queercore in more explicitly political

and feminist terms:  “There is a support network [of women] . . . we are connected

with each other and we’re trying to help each other out.  We’re trying to do tours

together, we’re trying to connect with each other . . . and network on a lower level”

(Juno, Angry Women in Rock 56).

Queercore’s emergence actually began in the mid-eighties among radical

“comix” artists who also participated in the punk scene. They started noticing that

many ostensibly straight punk and hardcore bands had at least one potentially “gay”

song and started drawing and talking about “queercore” in the ‘zine “J.D.,” which

they distributed in as many places as possible (Juno, Dangerous Drawings 118).  The

artists were surprised when they started getting letters from punk kids who said “I’m
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queer and into punk too.”  Significantly, these artists mention Leslie Mah and her

girlfriend as “the first punk dykes we knew with their own band” (118).  In this way

the idea of “queercore” emerged within a grassroots scene and functioned to queer

supposedly “straight” punk music and encourage more queer musicians and fans to

get involved.

D. Robert DeChaine historicizes not only punk’s influence but the rise of

queer politics as equally influential to queercore as a subcultural movement (8).  He

describes punk’s influence on queercore music, which is typically “fast, loud, and

often quite raw,” with explicitly sexual and vulgar lyrics and a spectacularly

carnivalesque and interactive stage show (8).  DeChaine clarifies that while the DIY

ethos in queercore resists mainstream corporate assimilation, it is also a means of

demystifying modes of production, both in the music industry and within dominant

representational discourses. This ethos overlaps with materialist and Brechtian

feminist performance practices discussed in chapters 2 and 3 and echoes many

descriptions of women’s performance art as a means of resisting mainstream theater’s

institutional status.

Queer politics, glossed by O’Brien and others, are crucial to understanding

queercore as a movement of ideological resistance.  As DeChaine explains, being

queer “signals a conscious move away from totalizing concepts of gender and

sexuality”.  As Sedgwick claims, queerness becomes an inclusive, open category

where the “constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t
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made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically” (qtd. in DeChaine 20).  Queer

politics aim to defy mainstream assimilation, disavow identity politics by resisting

categorization, and embrace multiple notions of difference rather than mobilize

around boundaries dividing what is considered “normal” from what is “deviant” (20).

DeChaine argues that these ideals are achieved primarily through a playful,

carnivalesque quality both in queercore music and in live stage shows, which will

become apparent in my reading of Tribe 8’s work.

Tribe 8’s first recording was on a 1991 compilation of lesbian queercore

bands entitled There’s a Dyke in the Pit.   Significantly, this was also the year the riot

grrrl movement started garnering attention in Olympia, Washington and Washington

D.C.  Attempting to develop a political agenda and “create an organized network

amongst all-girl bands via fanzines,” Bayton says “the Riot Grrrl movement was a

genuine female youth subculture with the explicit aim of encouraging women to

move into all areas of the rock world.  Political action included coast-to-coast

networking via the DIY production of feminist fanzines” (75).  While Tribe 8 would

not typically be positioned as a riot grrrl band and favors an explicitly queer sexuality

over many riot grrrl themes of eating disorders and beauty ideals, they do similarly

focus on issues of sexual violence against women and have collaborated with riot

grrrl band members, participated in circulating lesbian feminist ‘zines, and are

strongly aligned with many of the principals of the movement in their promotion of a
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DIY girl-centered culture.  Thus, their work must be contextualized not only within

the principles and practices of queercore but also riot grrrl culture.

Although queercore is often historicized as emerging before the riot grrrl

movement, Kearney notes that these scenes actually emerged simultaneously and that

many riot grrrls participated in queercore culture (222).  Given Mah’s status as one of

the few visible queer women of color in a hardcore girl band, more thought must be

given, as Kearney urges, “to why and how (mostly) straight white female musicians

such as the members of riot grrrl bands are being celebrated today as the dominant

force revitalising, if not transforming, popular music, while many non-white and non-

straight performers who continue to revolutionise music are relegated to the margins

of mainstream musical discourse” (217).  Thus, riot grrrls are represented as primarily

straight even though they advocate “girl love” and separate women’s spaces in which

to explore consciousness while queercore bands like Tribe 8 are written out of the

now heavily reproduced mainstream narratives of riot grrrl history.  Exploring the

links between lesbian feminism, queercore and riot grrrl practices as “punk feminist”

strategies more clearly marks “a new phase of feminist politics and ideology,”

Kearney insists (222-223).

Tribe 8’s Queer Theatrics

“This is about anger . . . It’s not about sitting around and being sad because you’re a
victim.  It’s about going out and saying, ‘Fuck you, I’m not going to take this

anymore’” (Mah qtd, in Juno 64)
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In Lucy Thane’s She’s Real Worse Than Queer, a 50 minute documentary on

lesbian queercore bands, Tribe 8 opens the film singing a rather tuneless acapella

parody of “Women’s Love”: “Women’s love it’s so friendly, women’s love like

herbal tea, women’s love it empowers me.”  Suddenly, Leslie Mah’s guitar erupts into

a very fast and driving rhythm as lead singer Lynn Breedlove launches into

“Manipulate,” an aggressive song about lesbian S/M sexual practices:  Practically

spitting out her words, Breedlove yells out: “I just want to manipulate my girlfriend, I

just want to play games with her head, I want her to do some mental pushups, I want

her to apologize and beg” (from Tribe 8’s album Fist City, 1995).  This sly parody of

certain cultural feminist ideals, which have tended to celebrate and essentialize all

things “female” as a rejection of patriarchal culture, reflects Tribe 8’s pro-S/M pro-

rage lesbian feminism.

As various women in She’s Real Worse Than Queer explain, queercore music

becomes both a tool and a weapon; the use of a loud angry voice and intensely active

queer female body making raucous music powerfully rejects all feminine norms that

girls are supposed to adhere to. For instance, Tribe 8’s music is heavily guitar and

percussion driven, and Breedlove’s vocals, which vacillate between exaggerated

parody and spoken word rant, often sound more like a 3 chord yell rather than any

actual melody.  The band’s punk “speed metal” sound is often intercut with more

rock-inspired psychedelic interludes; this constant shift in rhythm and style functions

like Brechtian interruptions of narrative in performance art (see chapter 2).  Typical
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of punk music, the songs themselves are very short, creating explosive bursts of

energy that resist rock music’s iconic and indulgently long anthems.  Mah’s

distinctive backup vocals offer a “tough femme” sound as she shouts out lyrics in a

higher pitch than Breedlove’s low alto.  Tribe 8’s inclusion of multiple female voices,

often speaking “spontaneously” rather than singing, resists slick production aesthetics

and conjures a community of rowdy women having fun in a homegrown studio space.

Tribe 8’s songs typically flaunt raunchy lesbian sexual practices, position drug

use as a coping mechanism in a homophobic culture, celebrate various forms of

vengeance against male violence, Republican politics, male-centered pornography

(one song is entitled “Dead Clothed Girls,” playing off the slogan “Live Nude Girls”),

and enact playful inversions of pop culture trivia (the song “Tranny Chaser” ends

with “Silly faggot, dicks are for dykes”). In conjunction with music that immediately

makes you want to move, these women’s bodies are not docile onstage; they become

monstrous, terrifying, and revolutionary. And while bands like Tribe 8 do attract

many male fans, their target audience is women.  Breedlove says that the band

originally created a statement of purpose to make it clear that they were “talking to

other dykes, and to women in general. . . [Men are] totally welcome, but this is

between us.  It’s about cultural validation” (Juno, Angry…Rock 48).

An integral part of Tribe 8’s carnivalesque celebration of lesbian power and

sex practices onstage is Breedlove’s theatrical use of props and audience participation

to mime explicit sex acts. These spectacles, reminiscent of women’s explicit
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performance art practices, are related to issues of rape and incest in their songs; as

Breedlove says, everyone in the band is a survivor of some form of sexual violence

(Wiese 3). Tribe 8’s theatrics reflect feminist theorizations of violence against women

and an “explicitly feminist politics of corporeality” in women’s staged performances

(Burns and LeFranc 104).  For instance, Tribe 8 often reenacts and reverses dominant

images of heterosexuality and violence to put the woman “on top” and to force men

to experience the degradation and fear so many women experience on a daily basis.

Breedlove explains why she stages symbolic acts of vengeance against would-be

aggressors: “I cut off a rubber dick [in performance] in the context of talking about

gang rape (‘Frat pig, it’s called gang rape, we’re gonna play a game called gang

castrate’).69  It’s a cathartic ritual; it makes us feel like we are getting some kind of

revenge.” (Juno, Angry…Rock 42).   While catharsis can be healing, Breedlove’s

image of castration also violently undermines dominant images of masculinity and

femininity by literalizing how patriarchal power oppresses women and how

dangerous women’s collective rage could truly be.

When Tribe 8 first began playing in 1990, Breedlove says she started using

props such as a rubber cock since everyone else played an instrument and as a

distraction since the band was so “lousy and terrible and cacophonous” (60).  She

typically stroked the dildo, both mocking male rock stars’ phallic posturings and to

reflect her own sexual practices as a butch lesbian.  She eventually started inviting

                                                  
69 “Frat Pig” is from Fist City, 1995.
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“real buff, straight-looking, scary looking” white men up to suck the cock, which she

sees as “the best way to demonstrate that I had power, and that a guy – a person who

normally has all the power – had less power” (61).70  The first time Breedlove

“castrated” herself and threw her “balls” into the crowd during a frenzied

performance, she said the audience went “insane,” so she kept doing it (63).71  She

says that looking butch, wearing a dildo, performing topless (“You get hot onstage

and you take your shirt off. Men have been doing that onstage forever. So why is it

not okay for us to do it?), and carrying weapons such as a knife, chainsaw, or machete

turn all images of women upside down and force audiences “to rethink what power

is” (64).  Breedlove’s transgressive performance would not be possible, however,

without being musically supported by Mah’s ferocious guitar playing.  Thus, both

women are an integral and inseparable part of Tribe 8’s carnivalesque embodiment of

unruly lesbian resistance.

Femme on Guitar

Onstage, Mah plays her guitar like it is a weapon, backing up Breedlove’s

antics with her intensely sonic and physical muscularity.  She says “it’s extremely

powerful to be onstage with a mic [and guitar]” and adds that “it’s really important

                                                  
70 Breedlove says she usually has to ask about 20 guys before the show if they’ll
participate to find one who will commit.  Otherwise, she’ll have dykes participate, but
“the image of a woman sucking dick is not necessarily the image that I want to
implant on the minds of straight men who are out there watching” (Juno
Angry…Rock 62).
71 Good Vibrations in San Francisco now donates rubber dildos to the band for their
tours.
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for men to see women performing for themselves and other women” (personal

interview 2/4/2004). Thus, even though Mah says she can “really fuck with boy rock

stars and wanna-bes” as a female guitarist, playing the guitar for her is more about

female pleasure than parodying male guitarists.  Because there “is a very thick glass

ceiling for women in the music industry” and women constantly have to deal with

men on tour, in studios, and in management, she reasons, “I might as well have a

fucking good time because I’m never going to make money doing this” (personal

interview 2/4/2003).

Mah taught herself to play bass guitar when she was eighteen so she could be

in a band with another girl.  After she moved to San Francisco, she taught herself to

play lead guitar for Tribe 8 because “everybody, at the time, was just learning their

instruments” (Juno, Angry…Rock 44).  The fact that Mah had “very little support” in

her efforts to become a musician reflects both rock’s construction as a masculine

sphere and the confidence women gained from the riot grrrl and queercore movement

to pick up guitars.

Mavis Bayton, in “Women and the Electric Guitar,” reminds that women and

girls have traditionally been “music consumers rather than music producers” and

“vocalists rather than instrumentalists” (37).  In the June 1996 issue of Mojo

Magazine (issue 31), for instance, only 3 women are included in the “100 Greatest

Guitarists of All Time” (37).  Playing electric guitar has been discursively constructed

as masculine in many ways.  “As girls grow up, they learn . . . how to be ‘feminine’
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and not to engage in ‘masculine’ activities.  Playing the flute, violin and piano is

traditionally ‘feminine’ . . . (39).  Women are mostly invisible in guitar trade

magazines, and guitar shops are overwhelmingly male terrain, making it very difficult

for women to feel comfortable asking questions or trying out equipment (41).  Even

the shape of the guitar itself, which was designed by and for men, is seen as an

extension of the male body as men often hold and stoke their guitars like penises in

mock sexual ecstasy (43).  The tremendous sonic power of the electric guitar is also

described in excessively masculine terms by rock journalists, guitar advertisers, and

fans.  Finally, although there are more opportunities for girls to form their own bands

now and learn rock music in formal settings, “band” culture is still dominated by

boys, with girlfriends stereotypically demonized as disruptive to a band’s success.

This is partly why it is thrilling to watch Mah play her guitar so aggressively

onstage with other women.  Lucy Green says, “The woman instrumentalist is on

display [like the female vocalist], but her display takes on rather different

connotations” (52).  A woman playing an electric guitar wields technology and

thereby resists naturalizing discourses associating women and nature; she controls an

“alienated man-made object” (52).  Green also claims that a woman playing an

instrument disrupts the tendency to reduce women and especially vocalists to pure

display in musical performances, although I would add that women playing guitars,

for instance, also become hyper-visible as “woman” as well as “musician” by

occupying a typically masculine domain. Negotiating an instrument onstage often
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interrupts direct interaction with the audience, which female vocalists like Breedlove

must negotiate, making the female instrumentalist less inviting and less likely to be

reduced to either “whore” or maternal ideal/madonna.   In Mah’s case, it is significant

that the guitar serves as a powerful vehicle of her rage and pleasure but also as a

physical shield against being as sexually explicit and thus as accessible to the

audience as Breedlove is.  Thus, Green says, the female instrumentalist “threatens to

break out of patriarchal definitions and offer a femininity which controls, a femininity

which alienates itself in an object and impinges on the world” (54).

Female instrumentalists are “interruptive” in part because there are simply not

enough highly visible women playing instruments.  As Mah says: “So many people

say girls can’t really rock [and ask] ‘how come I haven’t seen any great women

guitarists or drummers?’  Well, they’re out there, but they have to put food on the

table” (personal interview 2/4/2004).  The latest Tribe 8 drummer is a prime example

of the dilemma of a female instrumentalist.  Mah says Jenn Schwartz is an incredibly

talented and trained musician, but like the previous drummer, she has decided she

cannot continue to play with the band because at 32 she feels she needs more

financial stability.  Mah also knows plenty of girl guitarists who “are amazing, but

who is going to get behind them?” (personal interview 2/4/2004).72   

                                                  
72 On the flip side, many male rock stars have wives and girlfriends at home doing the
invisible labor of raising children and maintaining a home to facilitate their careers.
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Racing the Drag:  Leslie Mah’s Colored Unruliness

“… men, women, blacks whites, straights, gays; those are all total opposites, and I
think most people fit in between them. . . What about Asians and Latinos, and all
kinds of indigenous people who don’t get any kind of recognition?  Then there’s

people like me, who are mixed-race.  And as for gays and straights, very few people
are purely straight or purely homosexual.  I think this really needs to be

acknowledged, because if we keep saying black/white, people are going to keep
thinking in black and white, instead of acknowledging that it’s so much more complex

than that” (Mah qtd, in Juno, Angry Women in Rock 66).

While Breedlove can perform topless as a white butch lesbian and be read as

unruly, it is important to consider how differently marked bodies must enact

unruliness in different ways.  As Gayle Wald asks: “what is the racial logic of white

women’s performance (in rock)?” (153). Breedlove’s outrageous and excessive

spectacle typically eclipses Mah’s performance in coverage on the band.  And due to

the lack of women of color in punk and queercore music, it seems clear that not all

women have had “the same access to the transgressive pleasures associated with rock

performance and rock rebellion” (154).  This issue reflects similar concerns in

feminist theater and performance studies about white women’s ability to garner

unruly status at the expense of women of color (see chapter 4).

Significantly, Mah does not perform topless as Breedlove does; she wears

sexy dresses, make-up, and long hair, whereas Breedlove typically wears men’s boxer

shorts and sneakers.  Breedlove’s butch look visibly alienates her from signs of

femininity, which makes her breast baring less titillating and more unruly in

conjunction with her facsimile penis.  While Mah sees her femme appearance as an
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important way to promote more femme dyke images in music where images of

masculinity abound, she acknowledges that she “could be sexualized in a more porno

way” if she performed topless precisely because she looks femme onstage (personal

interview 2/4/04).73   In fact, men at Tribe 8 shows have yelled at Mah to take off her

shirt; she yells back “Get onstage and show me your cock and we’ll compare!” which

she says usually shuts them up.

This difference in the range of performance choices available between

Breedlove and Mah has racial implications as well since Mah is doubly marked as

ambiguously ethnic (her mother is Irish Catholic and her father is Chinese Muslim).

Lynn Payne (“Tantrum”), the band’s former black bass player, stated in Rise Above,

The Tribe 8 Documentary (2003), that she eventually decided not to take her shirt off

anymore in performance as her new “fuck you” to the audience’s expectations.  While

race is not explicitly invoked here, Payne does say later in the film that sometimes at

clubs where the band was playing, she would be stopped and asked “Who are you?”

because she was black.  Reading these moments together, race becomes a

complicating factor in Mah’s and Payne’s negotiations of how to display their bodies

in performance.  Due to the burden of stereotypes of Asian women as either

“childlike, submissive, silent, and eager for sex” or  “demonized dragon ladies –

cunning, deceitful, sexual provocateurs” (Hagedorn 74) and stereotypes of black

                                                  
73 Mah actually hesitates to identify herself as femme due to the sexual expectations
that this role sets up for her, but she does acknowledge that she is clearly the femme
in the original band.
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women as nurturing mammies, mannish women, or sexually voracious jezebels

(Jewell 35),74  these women of color must negotiate their bodies in different ways

from the butch white women in the band.  As Alicia Arrizon reminds, “the woman of

color specifically becomes the ultimate spectacle of otherness.  How she sees herself

and how she will perform herself on stage is intricately connected to that spectacle, to

how others see her and read her” (Latinas On Stage 17).

As one of the few racially diverse lesbian queercore bands around, Tribe 8

does attempt to trouble the racial unconscious of much white popular music by

asserting the “macha femme” woman of color as powerfully monstrous in their

nonmusical visual iconography.  For instance, the album cover for Fist City features a

painting of a hypermuscular black “macha femme” as futuristic warrior.  She wears

an S/M styled black leather bikini with heavy metal skull and crossbones boots and

wicked looking machine guns/spears attached to each powerful arm.  Recalling

images of Citlali La Chicana Superhero, this woman sneers as she stands atop a heap

of bones, fully engaged in battle.  Next to this striking image, the title of the album,

“Fist City,” becomes a double articulation of a lesbian sex practice as well as a form

of survival for the monstrously queer woman of color.

 Photographic images of Mah in record packaging and in interviews also offer

complicated readings of macha femme identity markers.  Featured on the album cover

for When We Get to Colorado (1993), Mah’s tattooed upper torso appears in close up,

                                                  
74 See chapter 4 for a more in-depth look at stereotypes of black women.
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photographed from below.  She wears a revealing dress and holds a gun across her

breasts, juxtaposing signs of femininity with the threat of a deadly weapon and the

freakishness of tattoos.   On the front cover of Andrea Juno’s Angry Women in Rock,

Volume 1, Mah poses with a shy smile and fingers delicately holding up a transparent

black dress  (she is braless) to reveal that she is wearing a strap on-dildo.  In other

images in Angry Women, Mah often has a very serious and fierce look on her face

while she touches or shows off her breasts tightly bound in a corset.  Taking on both

the butch and femme power of a dominatrix, she stages signs of masculinity and

femininity across one body in these still images to creatively confuse norms of

femininity.

When I asked Mah what it is like to be the only woman of color in the band

now that Lynn Payne is gone, she says “it’s never a party” (personal interview

2/4/2004).  She argues that not only is the lesbian punk scene very white, but queer

culture in general is very racially segregated.  She admits that when Tribe 8 is on tour

and plays to a crowd of almost all white people, she finds it “really disturbing” (Shah

220).  After growing up in predominately white Boulder Colorado and almost fifteen

years participating in a mostly white punk culture, she has come to accept that she

must go to different communities for different needs and interests, which reflects the

cultural hybridity so many people of color must negotiate.  For instance, she seeks out

other artists of color to collaborate with.  For the independent film Shut Up White

Boy, which portrays Asian women taking revenge on a white male who exoticizes
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them, Mah created the film score with several other women of color.  They called

their temporary band “The DragOn Ladies” as a playful reclamation of Asian

stereotypes that also reflected their alienation from (“drag on”) dominant norms of

femininity.  On tour, when Mah meets a fan of color, she says it is special, similar to

twenty years ago when she would be thrilled simply to meet another girl in a band

simply because there were so few women in the punk music scene (personal

interview 2/4/2004).  This serves as a reminder of how unruly performances can offer

modes of survival for marginalized women and forge communities in unexpected and

necessary ways.

Mah discusses how being [racially] mixed is “really hard” due to feeling both

visible and invisible  (Shah 223): While she was “brought up to be really nice and

good and quiet and polite and sweet and just that whole stereotype of the Asian girl

and the little Catholic girl,” she says she always felt like a “freak” because she was

not white or heterosexual (216-217).   “I feel sort of ethnically ambiguous.  I could be

Latina, I could be part Native American, I could just be some dark-skinned European

or something” (221).  Arrizon argues that Latina [and Asian American] performance

is “situated between ethnic and Anglo women’s performances” because in the United

States “people are categorized along a white versus nonwhite axis, where nonwhite is

almost always coded ‘black’ (Latinas 12-13).   In this way, Mah and Citlali are both

mestizas, mixtures of several cultures.
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Mah finds ways to “perform” her feelings of cultural dislocation and hybridity

through her many tattoos, which she sees as a way to visibly mark her monstrous

racial and sexual differences. As a professional tattoo artist working in an all female

run tattoo shop, her tattoos, which include Catholic and Irish imagery, a Chinese

dragon, and other symbols of her ethnic, spiritual, and sexual heritage, have deep

meaning for her and reinforce her pride in her identity as a mixed-race woman and as

a lesbian (Talvi 1). "Going from the 'invisible girl' to the 'illustrated woman' is

something that tattoos have done for me. I can look down at myself and say 'That's

who I am'” (2).  Just as Mah embraces her freak status as a defensive performance of

“beating you to the punch,” her tattoos seem to function as a kind of monstrously

intimidating armor.  Even though tattoos have now become incredibly popular, even

among sorority girls on college campuses, and “male tattoo artists are making

millions,” as Mah says in our interview, I submit that a woman who is heavily

covered in tattoos, as Mah is, reads very differently from someone who has one or

two tattoos that can more easily be covered up.

Thus, as Sanchez Gonzales urges, Mah flaunts her freak status: her highly

visible tattoos represent signing a lifelong commitment to battling mainstream

ideologies (“I’m in for life.  I’m not just a weekend punk rocker, I won’t grow out of

this”) (personal interview 2/4/2004).  In this way she becomes powerfully and

grotesquely uncategorizable as a form of survival.  Her tattoos, along with her S/M

macha femme look onstage, work to mark her exotic and degraded racial status. She
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sings in the collaboratively written song “People Hate Me,” “People hate me for the

color of my skin and the shape of my eyes, Cuz I might take revenge for the lies their

daddies told my kin, I might take their life cuz they raped my mom, I might have a

knife or a gun or a bomb or a machete, People hate me cuz I’m not like them . . .”75

As Munoz says of African American drag queen Vaginal Crème Davis, “Rather than

be alienated by her freakiness, she exploits its energies and its potential to enact

cultural critique” (111).  Mah similarly takes this cultural hatred of her racial and

sexual difference and reinscribes it as a potent weapon of resistance in performance.

Conclusion

As Kearney urges, I question why a non-white and non-straight performer like

Leslie Mah is “relegated to the margins of mainstream musical discourse” (217) and

is even eclipsed in less mainstream discourse by lead singer Lynn Breedlove despite

the fact that both women are the only two original members of the band still

performing.  Wald similarly notes that a wide variety of white female musicians

“have achieved commercial popularity despite – and perhaps because of – their

performance of various defiant stances against normative femininity” (152).  These

women’s gender transgressions have been celebrated without considering “the

emergence of new cultural modes of expressing, displaying, and performing

whiteness . . .” (152).   It is somewhat troubling that while Tribe 8 professes to be

“about all our different backgrounds –class, race, whatever  . . . rather than having

                                                  
75 “People Hate Me” is from the 1996 Tribe 8 album Snarkism.
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one spokesperson” (Lynn Flipper qtd. in Juno, Angry…Rock 44), the women of color

are typically the members asked to discuss issues of race in interviews while the

white band members do not tend to bring up race in their discussions of the band’s

political intent.  As the band’s primary lyricist, Breedlove also privileges issues of

queerness and violence against women over issues of race.  Interestingly, when Mah

is in a roundtable discussion with other queer punk Asian women, she is much more

forthcoming about race.  She admits, “I just feel myself being really sensitive racially

and just always being aware [of race]” (Shah 220).

Having dedicated almost 15 years to playing and touring nationally and

internationally with Tribe 8, Mah has made queercore music an integral part of her

political artistic expression.   She notes that everyone expects you to eventually “grow

up” when you’re in a band, but she believes that going beyond youthful rebellion into

middle age and continuing to do the work she loves and believes in is vital.  “It’s

really important to see older women doing that,” Mah says, especially in an industry

that commodifies images of eternal youth and a culture that teaches women that youth

and beauty are crucial for success (personal interview 2/4/2004).  As an aging “macha

femme,” her performance of rage and sexual power becomes even more unruly in a

music culture where anyone over 30 is often seen as “uncool.”

Mah remains committed to building community in difficult and sometimes

dangerous places: “There are times on tour . . . I feel like such a fucking goddamn

freak.  And then again, sometimes I don’t want to just preach to the converted; I don’t
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want to be stuck in this gay ghetto . . . Having your little ghetto is really important –

because it gives you the strength to go out” (Juno, Angry…Rock 67).  As rock critic

Carol Cooper says, “It’s Tribe 8’s increasing ability to engender. . . rapport with gays

and straights alike that makes them so important” (68). In this way, Mah can go to

places like the Midwest and feel like she is offering a revolutionary image of a queer

Eurasian woman and building support for other sexual and racial minorities

struggling in mostly white and homophobic settings.

One of the best examples of Tribe 8’s activist potential was their 1994

performance at the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival, which provoked protests from

women who saw the band’s aggressive stage tactics as promoting violence against

women and men rather than as offering symbolic acts of resistance and

empowerment.  Predicting this response, Tribe 8 organized a workshop at the Festival

in order for feminists to ask questions and discuss their differences across generations

of feminism (Wiese 3). Bass player Lynn Payne is quoted in Billboard saying, “We

didn’t walk out of that meeting with any sense of agreement, but at least we gave

each other the room to discuss the situation” (Atwood 74).  In The Village Voice,

Gretchen Phillips, another queer musician, described the experience of “moshing”

and stage diving with other women during Tribe 8’s performance as revelatory:  “I

have never felt so high and so good and so pumped and, dare I say it, empowered

after a show” (45).  The band’s irreverent lyrics in “Neanderthal Dyke” demonstrate

the band’s challenge to the festival’s image of politically correct lesbian feminism:
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“Neanderthal Dyke, I never read Dworkin, I ride a big bike, feminist theory gets me

uptight, get in some heels and lipstick and I’ll spend the night.”76  As the young

women in She’s Real Worse Than Queer explain, queer identity for them is “about

how we have sex.  Being able to say more than ‘no’ to men, it’s about sexual desire.

Lesbians have often been desexualized, assumed to be dykes because they are

‘asexual.”  Tribe 8’s overtly queer and multiplicitous sexuality in their songs and

performances threatens heterosexual patriarchy by inserting “monstrous” women’s

desires and rage center stage.

Tribe 8 has struggled with various kinds of containment such as being

appropriated as part of the new lesbian chic, being fetishized as an all-girl freakshow

by musical promoters, and being demonized as “a holier than thou fascist dyke band”

by white male reviewers (Shah 230).  Mah acknowledges that Tribe 8 is often

celebrated as the “militant lesbian S/M warriors” to “spice” up otherwise mainstream

rock magazines.  Ironically, she says many people then assume Tribe 8 is “selling

out” and making “all this money” now that they’ve appeared in Rolling Stone, but

they all have day jobs (Breedlove runs an all-women’s bicycle messenger service and

Mah works at an all-woman tattoo studio called “Black and Blue” in San Francisco)

and have made very little money off the band.77  In fact, Mah says she struggles to

cover the costs of her rent, health insurance, and community college courses in San

                                                  
76 “Neanderthal Dyke” is from Fist City, 1995.
77 Lynne Flipper and Slade Bellum quit the band because they both needed more
financial security, as did Lynn Payne, the African Canadian bass player.
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Francisco and is frustrated that putting money into a mortgage “is still out of my

grasp” (personal interview 2/4/2004).   These challenges exemplify yet again that

performing the unruly woman is neither safe nor easy.

Mah reminds that “being on tour is incredibly hard work” (Juno,

Angry…Rock 56). As another woman in  She’s Real Worse Than Queer echoes, the

music, while highly pleasurable to make and perform, is “not magic.  It’s work . . .

Sometimes it feels like a choice between pleasure and existence” (Team Dresch band

member).  In this way, carnivalesque inversions of power and chaotic celebrations of

queer sexuality are not simply a “safety valve” for marginalized people to “let off

steam.”  Mah’s terroristic drag is also about survival.  Queercore functions to build

grassroots communities for women and imagine ways to survive and promote social

change.

Mah captures the unruly and contradictory power of the “macha femme” in

this statement:  “So, defining who you are is a really powerful thing, but then,

eventually you have to smash all those definitions, continue to rebuild it, and start all

over again” (Shah 223).  In a mostly white lesbian punk music scene and comix

culture, her comment could be read as a challenge to white women to further

interrogate their privileging of sexual identity over intersecting issues of race.

Sanchez Gonzales warns that female monsters of color cannot survive without

support networks of other monstrous women (10), but perhaps white women

celebrated as monstrous must share the burden of racial representation with women of
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color in order to truly imagine the utopian and activist communities Citlali and Mah

reach for.
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Chapter 6

Reflections on Feminist Mimesis and

Unruly Femininities in Women’s Performances

“…  Symbolic representation [is] a key site of political struggle …   art and
politics are never truly extricable” (Coco Fusco, English Is Broken Here 31-32)

 “… Who is speaking and who is listening?  Whose body is in view and whose is not?
What is being represented, how, and with what effects? Who or what is in control?”

 (Elin Diamond, Unmaking Mimesis ii).

Confessions of a white middle class heterosexual feminist: I can’t seem to

throw out my vintage dresses with one of a kind buttons, raised polka dots, and sheer

interlays, even though they are now stained and torn. I love seeing old women like my

aunt Flora and Grandma Jones, who wore make up, hats, dresses, and gaudy jewelry

well into their eighties.  I collect frilly crinolines of all styles, gloves of all colors,

lovely handkerchiefs, hundreds of artful buttons categorized by size and color, wigs,

costume jewelry.  I have a ridiculously large collection of lipsticks (I never leave

home without at least 4 lipsticks in my purse) and shoes- my favorites are clunky

platform sandals that balance my thin ankles and make me appear taller.  I rarely go

without earrings (I have fits when I lose a favorite one.)  When I want to look my best,

I am an “expert” in making my hair shiny, my lips full, my eyes dark and intense, and

I know what clothes work with my body based on fit, cut, color, and texture.  These
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things I learned from years of reading women’s fashion magazines, from hours and

hours spent with girlfriends, and from studying myself in the mirror from every

possible angle.  I suppose I have internalized an objectifying gaze, but at the age of

37 this gaze feels more like a form of self-creation and self-pleasure.  At the height of

my feminine performance, I feel attractive to and flirt with women and men, and I

especially notice and appreciate other women’s performances of self as well.  I do not

“femme up” to get hissed at on the street or to be treated as a sexual object by men.  I

wear my feminine signs when I’m feeling hopeful, playful, attractive, sociable, smart.

Confessions of my feminine “failures”  (the hilarious, painful, grotesque

gaps): my hands are “masculine,” pudgy, and weathered looking, my fingers short

and hairy, and my fingernails are always a disaster.  Sometimes I let the gray roots in

my hair show.  My shoulders are “too broad,” as I was once told, to my horror, by a

male theater director.  My jaw is very prominent, my eyebrows are thick and unruly,

and the hair above my upper lip is rather dark.  My skin reveals its years of sun

damage in certain light. My teeth are a bit yellow.  I’m growing soft around the belly

and bottom, and my thighs have always seemed excessively “hefty” and muscular.  I

have bunions! perhaps from all those uncomfortable high heels and ballet toe shoes I

wore in high school.  I have chin whiskers! and broken capillaries on my face. Worst

of all, my left breast now hangs noticeably lower than my right, and my right buttock

hangs lower than my left.  Perhaps they counterbalance each other . . .
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While these intimate details of my own particular love/hate relationship with

norms of femininity may seem ridiculously mundane and apolitical, that is partly the

point.  These pleasures and pains represent both my love of the theatrical signs of

excessive femininity and how those very signs have forever rendered my “natural”

body both a site of ideological struggle and a spectacularly failed performance of

femininity.  My personal “confessions” point toward broader political implications of

feminine discourses, which impact how women variously live in their bodies marked

by race, class, age, and sexuality everyday.  Over the years I have witnessed many

women’s staged performances that engage with and critique these deeply naturalized

“regimes” of femininity by rendering them unruly in multiple ways.  These

performances have often been thrilling, illuminating, intensely political, and life

changing for me.  The kernel of my work is located here.

I began this study by asking how women’s self-representations of “unruly

femininities” within the public and often contentious realms of feminist theater and

performance potentially subvert normative understandings of gender and imagine

new possibilities.  This question assumes that the images of gender women consume

everyday not only significantly impact their lives but help to constitute them in

different ways. The notion of “unruly femininities” also indicates that women may

identify both with and against certain discourses of femininity, thus negotiating the

paradoxes of femininity in complex and critical ways.  The stakes of this feminist
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project are to find ways to understand, challenge, and hopefully change dominant

representations of femininity from the inside out.

I have found feminist performance scholar Elin Diamond’s theory of feminist

mimesis as critical mimicry a provocative performance tool and lens by which to

investigate how women might pry open and re/present femininity in resistant ways

within staged performances. Aligning myself with materialist feminist practices, this

study has focused on strategies that disrupt hegemonic narratives of gender ideology,

deconstruct and denaturalize gender as representation, and, in the spirit of critical

pedagogy, “demystify the workings of the representational apparatus itself” (Dolan,

Feminist Spectator 101).

The artists included in this study employ a range of mimetic performance

strategies based on their differences across race and sexuality as well as age and class,

which helps to expand understandings of feminist efficacy in productive and difficult

ways.  The performances analyzed here also reflect women’s different and unequal

relationships to dominant discourses of femininity, which in turn produce (and

demand) distinctive kinds of resistance. Doing close readings of multiple inflections

of unruly femininities has challenged me to put Diamond’s reworking of theatrical

mimesis into dialogue with feminist scholarship not only in performance studies but

also in film studies, psychology, visual art, popular music, lesbian performance, queer

theory, postcolonial and critical race theories, and whiteness studies.
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Methodologically, this study shuttles back and forth between an analysis of

critical performance theories and women’s staged performance practices, which

inform and challenge each other in useful ways.  I have attempted to evoke and read

various performances as provocative representations of unruly femininities and to

consider how these performances have been received and represented by others.  To

situate myself as a spectator or collaborator and to mark my own subjective

experience of the performances included here, I re/membered performances by using

a participant-observation method of “thick description” borrowed from the field of

ethnography.  As Dwight Conquergood explains, “ethnography is an embodied

practice; it is an intensely sensuous way of knowing” that positions the ethnographer

as a self-reflexive co-performer rather than an objective observer (180).  The

performative nature of much ethnographic writing today also offers models for

approaching the somewhat impossible task of evoking and analyzing live

performance practices, which are inherently ephemeral.

While my own impressions and recitations of performances are supplemented

by film and video, still images, performance reviews, published and unpublished

performance scripts, and critical analysis by other scholars as well, I found the

personal interviews I conducted with the primary artists included in Chapters 3, 4,

and 5 to be particularly helpful.  While arguments based on artistic intentions are

flawed in that they often assume a direct correspondence to audiences’ interpretations

of the work, I attempted to put analysis of these performers’ work in dialogue with
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their own political investments and experiences, which illuminated important gaps

between artistic intention and audience perceptions and how specific strategies work

more or less successfully depending on context.  Also, in the spirit of performance

ethnography, I wanted to include not just an analysis of performances but these

artists’ voices to mark the collaborative nature of this work and to make myself more

accountable for how I represent and critique them in this study.

In chapter one, I define “femininity” as a historically and culturally shifting

heteronormative construct, typically but not exclusively applied to women, to

reinforce and perpetuate dominant discourses of gender.  However, I question facile

rejections of performances of femininity as wholly oppressive by considering how

women with a variety of identity markers critically invoke and negotiate multiple and

conflicting versions of femininities to intervene in popular culture and rearticulate the

concept altogether.  In this way, I attempt to destabilize monolithic understandings of

“femininity” and re-envision it as unstable ground for feminist entry, attack, and

departure.

I link this treatment of femininity to materialist feminist practices, which

attempt to move feminist performance criticism away from arguments of “good

versus bad” representations of women which assume that “better” role models can

somehow subvert what remains a male-dominated representational system.

Materialist practices instead focus on “an analysis of representation as a site for the

production of cultural meanings that perpetuate [or potentially resist] conservative
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gender roles” (Dolan, “In Defense” 86).  French feminist Luce Irigaray’s notion of

feminine mimesis might seem antithetical to materialist practices because she locates

notions of feminine difference within the female body.  However, her instructions to

“assume the feminine role deliberately . . . to make visible what was supposed to

remain invisible” open up new forms of intelligibility and subversion in women’s

staged performances by which to critique the discursive mechanism which renders

woman as “other.” (Irigaray 76), Diamond’s reconfiguration of Irigaray’s feminine

mimesis into a Brechtian feminist enactment of critical mimicry demonstrates

Elizabeth Grosz’s claim that “the practices of femininity can readily function, in

certain contexts . . . as modes of guerrilla subversion of patriarchal codes …” (144,

emphasis added).  My use of the term “unruly femininities” attempts to capture this

sense of working within the sign system to strategically resignify feminine codes.

However, Grosz cautions that the line between compliance and subversion in

performances of femininity is always a fine one and depends on context.  Thus, while

“unruly femininities” may be variously performed by returning to the place of

oppression and embodying constructed images to critique and explode them from

within, I argue that history bears down differently for different women based on

markers such as race and sexuality and must be accounted for rather than elided into a

“universally” available unruliness.  In other words, there is no one place of

oppression for women marginalized across multiple identities, which makes one’s

“return” and means of critique fraught with challenges. Thus, my pluralistic notion of
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unruly femininities is meant to explicate various redeployments of power that in

different ways “rob compulsory heterosexuality [and white heterofemininity] of

[their] claims to naturalness and originality” (Gender Trouble 124).  In terms of

materialist feminist performance practices, feminist mimesis as critical mimicry

imagines interventionary spaces for women to publicly protest and re-imagine the

narrow forms of feminine mimesis differently imposed upon them by theater history

and in the culture at large.

Chapter two examines how Brechtian feminist performance and directing

strategies can be deployed to make visible and to resist socially sanctioned

performances of femininity, a process which reflects Diamond’s means of staging

feminist mimesis.  Specifically, I analyze my own feminist-inspired directing

strategies applied to a production of Paula Vogel’s play, Desdemona: A Play About a

Handkerchief, to explore how to use the theatrical apparatus as a means of disrupting

its own historical and ideological representations of gender.  I also consider critical

response to this feminist production to evaluate how materialist feminist practices are

both applauded and dismissed in telling ways.

Lynda Hart claims that the theater becomes a potentially subversive and

highly politicized space where women can stage critical spectacles of themselves by

claiming the spotlight (Making a Spectacle 2).  Thus, I read feminist appropriations of

“female-as-spectacle,” which Diamond reconfigures as “looking-at-being-looked-at-

ness,” as integral to a Brechtian feminist means of theorizing the female body and
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discourses of femininity onstage.  Desdemona serves as a laboratory for how to make

the female appear in representation as a resistant subject and create a critical space for

the female spectator outside an all-encompassing and masochistic male gaze

(Diamond, Unmaking 44). Similar to techniques Vogel uses in Desdemona which I

extend in several ways, women in feminist theater and performance art have, for

instance, translated the “feminine” as hyperbolic and queerly grotesque through the

use of an unruly body, ribald language and humor, and a parodic mimicry of the

feminine, to make public spectacles of themselves and envision new models of

agency for women.  Importantly, Desdemona’s female subjects are also presented as

alienated and contradictory “not . . . but” sites of differences within around race,

sexuality, and class (Diamond, Unmaking 48-49), which serves to introduce crucial

differences among women’s performances of femininity that I interrogate throughout

the rest of the study.

Chapter three turns from primarily white and queerly “heterofeminine”

practices of unruly femininities to white and explicitly lesbian practices of femme

identity.   Split Britches’ show Belle Reprieve and Lois Weaver’s solo performance

Faith and Dancing: Mapping Femininity and Other Natural Disasters are used to

explore the lesbian femme’s performance both within and outside the butch/femme

system to theorize how femmes can “drag,” or signify on femininity to queerly

reconfigure and subvert it.  Distinguishing this female-to-femme drag from gay male

drag as a “femme(nini)tease,” I attempt to capture the femme’s visual sleight of hand
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tease of signs and foreground her resistance to norms of femininity, a critique that is

typically missing from most gay and heterosexual male drag. Weaver’s subtle tease

renders the aging femme unruly as a queer sexual agent while her identifications as a

white, working class, Southern woman mark the white woman’s ability to resist

feminine norms in ways a femme of color might not have access to. As Judith Butler

reminds, race, sexuality, and sexual difference are sites “at which the one cannot be

constituted save through the other” (Bodies That Matter 168).

 “Breaking the copy,” an integral component of the drag performance, relates

to the Brechtian theory of acting as alienation effect (see chapter 2), a simultaneous

standing beside and commenting on the role being performed to mark and even resist

its ideological underpinnings.  For female-to-femme drag, this rupture of

representational systems becomes a means to interrupt the sign system rather than a

way to reveal the man behind the curtain, so to speak.  This is why I work to

distinguish masquerade from drag; while the terms are often used interchangeably, I

argue that masquerade seems to be more about passing as feminine rather than

“breaking the copy,” which is crucial for helping audiences to “get” (or see) the

critical tease of the femme.

While I borrow heavily from Sue Ellen Case’s theorization of butch/femme

drag as a “seduction of the sign system,” I challenge lesbian studies’ valuing of the

butch over the femme in general by arguing that the femme can be resistant with and

without the butch by her side.  This chapter extends my look at Brechtian feminist
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strategies in feminist theatre, but shifts the context to issues of lesbian visibility in

representation, queer femme desire, and challenges around the nude female body in

performance.  Weaver’s aging queer body confounds the subject/object binary while

her white working class Southern-ness is negotiated via a “sober” strip tease. The

femme’s shifting “appearance” and “disappearance” within discourses of femininity

offers a distinctly queer femme drag as feminist mimesis, which productively

complicates the relationship between “visibility” and the performance of identity.

In chapter four, I consider how the female body of color is always already

marked “unruly” in relationship to certain discourses of white heterofemininity.

Therefore, middle class white women who mimic Western norms of femininity in

unruly (grotesque, excessive) ways may implicitly gain visibility and (limited)

privilege when they foreground gender critiques but do not mark and theorize their

own racial and/or class identities.  This “erasure” of race functions to perpetuate the

containment of female bodies of color. The dilemma then becomes how women of

color can critique norms of femininity in a representational system that is designed to

render them invisible or hyper-visible as exotic spectacles.  I consider the effects of

racial stereotypes on women of color to inject a specifically racial element into

feminist appropriations of the female grotesque and female abjection.  This leads me

to read performances by theater artist Jacqueline Lawton and visual artist Patty Chang

as examples of a distinctly grotesque melancholic abjection as critical mimesis.
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Just as an ironic mimicry of femininity can be misread as reifying norms,

melancholic stagings of femininities marked as grotesque and abject by way of racial

difference can also be “complicit with and critical of reigning oppressive cultural

standards” (Lockford 14).  “Colored unruliness” as a form of critical mimesis

intervenes in this process by acknowledging that while “one does not get rid of the

impure, one can, however, bring it around a second time, and differently . . . (qtd. in

Shimakawa 375). I submit that Chang’s literalization of grotesque excess across her

body opens up a more distinct gap between representations of women of color and

“the real” to achieve a parodic and menacing interrogation of Asian women’s

abjection.  As Shimakawa argues, performances of the abject position directly

challenge an audience’s authority to define them by both referencing and eluding

absorption into “recognizable abject types” (378).  However, while Lawton stages

feminine abjection as a radically deconstructive tool, her persistent refusal to mimic

white femininity or embrace and flaunt the woman of color’s imposed grotesque-ness

as a revolt against white patriarchal definitions of the black female body leaves her

somewhat stranded within abjection.

Chapter five extends my argument that women of color have historically been

rendered not only grotesquely abject through racist stereotypes but also doubly

monstrous  (see chapter 4). By strategically appropriating the image of gendered

monsters such as Godzilla, the trope of the “monstrous woman of color” marks her

double jeopardy within a white male-dominated society and points to her unique
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power to enact radical cultural critique by flaunting her status as menacing monster.

Publicly embracing and performing the female monster builds upon my use of Mary

Russo’s female grotesque in Chapter 4 and speaks specifically to performances by

Citlali, La Chicana Superhero, who exists as a character in a political cartoon strip

and art installation, and Leslie Mah, the Eurasian lead guitarist for the all-female

queercore band Tribe 8.

Mah and Citlali move beyond melancholic description and deconstruction of

raced and gendered abjection via mimetic embodiment into more overtly aggressive,

menacing, and celebratory performances that transform racialized norms of

femininity into something new altogether. I refer to these performances as “macha

femme” strategies that flaunt the female grotesque as a carnivalesque embrace of

colored unruliness.  Monstrous femininity becomes what Jose Munoz calls a

“terroristic drag,” which is less concerned with a mimetic parody of femininity and

more with “conjuring the nation’s most dangerous citizens” (108).

Thus, feminist mimesis as “drag” is expanded to imagine how bodies deemed

monstrous can enact a hostile take over of dominant representational positions to

revolutionize these very representations and social restraints from the inside out.  In

Homi Bhabha’s terms, the “inappropriate” colonized subject steps into the

representational image of power to gaze, menacingly, back at the colonizer: “the

observer becomes the observed” (89).  Employing feminine signs to resignify the

white superhero or the white rock star disrupts signs of authority and provokes fear
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and insurrection.  This postcolonial drag recalls Bakhtin’s notions of the

carnivalesque as a highly public and chaotically ambiguous space of insurgency

where physical spectacle and unconstrained speech function to invert power

structures and redeploy notions of culture, knowledge, and pleasure (Bakhtin 62).

Significantly, Leslie Mah and Deborah Vasquez, creator of the superhero

“Citlali,” connect their performances of the unruly woman of color to activist efforts

to build community in difficult and sometimes dangerous places.  This message

brings into focus how marginalized communities, located in queercore subcultures, in

venues such as the Esperanza Peace and Justice Center, and in racially diverse

feminist and lesbian circles inside and outside the academy, for instance, can use

staged performances to help build support systems for experimentation and renewal,

and to imagine ways to survive and promote social change within the larger culture.

Sanchez Gonzales emphasizes that female monsters of color cannot survive without

support networks of other monstrous women (10); this could be taken as a challenge

and invitation for white women who are celebrated as monstrous in various ways to

share more of the burden of racial representation with women of color in order to

truly imagine change and create spaces of pleasure and resistance for women through

performance practices.

Discoveries:  Significant Findings, Potential Problems

Attempting to trouble feminine norms and recuperate feminine pleasures

through the very representational frames that sustain these norms can at times seem
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oxymoronic.  In this conflicted space of doubled articulations, I now return to several

attendant questions I posed at the beginning of my study to consider some tentative

findings and acknowledge areas where further investigation is called for.  It will

become apparent that these questions ultimately overlap and must be answered

collectively.

How can the “unruly woman” appear in representation without being

compromised or destroyed by it?  Even in Paula Vogel’s feminist recuperation of

Shakespeare’s women from Othello, it is indicated that Desdemona and Emilia are

still doomed to die at the end of the play, and public reception of overtly feminist

representations remains mixed (see chapter 2).  Dr. Lisa Sanchez Gonzales, who

lectured on the monstrous woman of color (see chapter 5), lost her battle for tenure at

the University of Texas at Austin after being labeled a radical activist and

troublemaker. While the Esperanza Peace and Justice Center, where Citlali La

Chicana Superhero appeared in print and as an art installation(see chapter 5), offers a

shelter for unruly queers of color, they have had to engage in lengthy battles to assert

their right to participate in cultural affairs and to receive public funding in San

Antonio, Texas (see chapter 5).  As Mary Russo warns, making a spectacle of oneself

by becoming publicly critical of entrenched ideologies is not a “safe” performance for

unruly women.

In terms of reception, Tribe 8’s queer theatrics have inspired a devoted

following of queer and heterosexual fans across the country; however, the band
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struggles against being hyped merely as “bad girls” in the mass media or trashed for

their “violent” music and stage show. Breedlove notes that in moving from a more

insulated realm of identity politics into building alliances across differences, women

have to be wary of all the ways dominant culture will try to “drive schisms between

us. . . through media hype and commodification” (Juno, Angry…Rock 67). The more

highly mediated or visible the performance, the more difficult it becomes to resist

capitalist appropriation and hegemonic readings due to pressures of reaching the

greatest number of people possible.  Evelyn McDonnell documents in Billboard how

many women’s punk bands, celebrated as “alternative” by the media, actively resist

this now meaningless label by producing their own records or working with

independent labels and designing their own marketing materials (“Women Rockers”

14).  These strategies reflect the feminist-inspired DIY credo that both relies on

community support to survive and inspires community empowerment to keep fighting

for social change.

Again, the context in which a performance takes place is crucial.  Playing to a

disparate crowd at the South By Southwest Music Festival as part of a general punk

showcase, Tribe 8’s unruliness fell somewhat flat.  However, in the context of the

Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival where thousands of women congregate to

experience a confluence of music and radical political action, Tribe 8 provoked

much-needed dialogue across women’s differences and forged new alliances within

the dyke and feminist community. Taking on this risk exemplifies how unruly women
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can strategically insert themselves into representational systems, and depending on

context, unsettle entrenched positions from within.

Lawton’s solo performances took place within small communities of fellow

classmates and a conference sponsored by Women’s and Gender Studies at the

University of Texas, both somewhat “safe places” for her to perform the nude black

female body’s abjection.  I fear, however, that performing her intimate and explicit

staging of the black female body for a larger audience might seriously distort her

work and put her in danger of various kinds of harassment.

On the other hand, I am surprised that after Weaver has worked for almost

thirty years in lesbian and feminist theater in the United States and the United

Kingdom, her first solo show, Faith and Dancing, has not been more visible or even

reviewed by any major newspapers even though it first premiered in 1997.  I am

hopeful that her solo work will become more visible within university settings and

feminist/lesbian performance spaces as a significant contribution to the femme’s

viability as a resistant performance of queer femininity.  Based on the unruly

woman’s disruptive power, it is important to realize that not all contexts are

productive for explicit performances of feminist mimesis by way of the nude female

body. Marvin Carlson warns that as live performance art moves beyond audiences

identified with particular subcultures into more heterogeneous reception situations,

more attention must be paid to responsibility for problems of “appropriation, display,

and representation” (186).
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Related to issues of representation is the question of how regimes of

femininity can be exploded from within the very sign system which perpetuates these

regimes. Carole-Anne Tyler asks how mimicry as parody or irony “can be

distinguished from sincere imitation or the real thing (24).  Eileraas similarly asks: “Is

mimicry creative or merely repetitive? Can a performance that incorporates sexist

stereotypes improve the self-image or political status of women? Can self-

empowerment come of an identification with the ugly, the abject?” (137). Finally,

Butler asks, “whether the denaturalization of gender norms is the same as their

subversion” (Bodies 283). In other words, who is able to read a parodic or menacing

performance of femininity as cultural critique and to what effect? And what are the

implications of “mis-readings?”

These questions are difficult to answer, but I would argue that my examples of

Brechtian feminist performance strategies as well as stagings of grotesque and

menacing mimicry offer ways to alienate systems of representation via interruptions

which reveal all the “seams.” Several of the challenges above seem to assume that

women can somehow escape representational ideologies and offer “better” models for

women, but again, this argument is ultimately simplistic and ideologically weighted

as well.  I would also argue that the performances in this study not only deconstruct

and alienate feminine norms via mimesis, which in itself is a significant pedagogical

step towards social change, but they often imagine other possibilities.  Herein lies the

unique power of staged performance practices, which I will discuss shortly.
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To qualify my claims about the potential of feminist mimesis, I agree with

Munoz that the subtleties of “disidentification” as a simultaneous identification with

and against oppressive norms are “not always an adequate strategy of resistance or

survival for all minority subjects.  At times, resistance needs to be pronounced and

direct; on other occasions, queers of color and other minority subjects need to follow

a conformist path if they hope to survive a hostile public sphere” (5). Ussher similarly

notes that “ . . . scripts of femininity . . . are fluid and shifting, always open to

modification and change. Women will move between different positions at different

points in their lives or in different situations” (462). Thus, performances of femininity

must be evaluated within specific cultural contexts to acknowledge the specific

constraints of various “scripts” as well as the range of strategies available to women

to most effectively enact resistance.

While Citlali’s resistance is direct and pronounced in the context of an

embattled activist center, her body is not on the line in the same way Lawton’s is

within a university setting because she operates in a symbolic rather than a material

realm.  Perhaps Lawton’s deployment of more therapeutic discourses of melancholic

abjection reflects her need to survive as a student of color in a powerful institution.

Weaver’s queerness places her outside the realm of the “heterosexual imperative” and

allows her to play with issues of in/visibility and sexual object status in more resistant

ways than heterosexual women who stage the nude female body.  Leslie Mah

performs for larger and often predominately white audiences within the realm of
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popular music, therefore, her “macha femme” performances of gender and sexuality

are readable as spectacularly unruly while her negotiations of an ambiguous racial

identity are perhaps more strategically deployed in other contexts.

Demands for and promises of “readability” within theories of feminine

mimesis perhaps miss the point that, depending on context, unruly women may need

to appear as highly unruly and at other times to “disappear,” become illegible, or

simply “pass” within hegemonic sign systems.  Also, there is never any guarantee that

an audience will “get” the political intentions of the artist.  This is not meant to

dismiss the idea that artists should take responsibility for their representations; rather,

I would argue that artists should always be challenged to capture the complexities and

nuances of intersecting identities in performance rather than simplifying the issues in

hopes of being “understood” by the largest number of audiences possible.  In this

way, I agree with Tyler that “the best intentions guarantee nothing” and that “mimicry

is not a strategy that will always and everywhere be subversive … “ (28).

Throughout this study I have also considered how race is integral to and

differently inflects unruly performances of femininity. Kate Davy’s 1995 article

“Outing Whiteness” argues that many of the aesthetics of lesbian performance at

WOW café, a lesbian theater space in New York founded by Lois Weaver and Peggy

Shaw, have in effect maintained whiteness by being built around a “good girl/bad girl

model of transgression” (190).  Many white performers, she claims, embrace “bad

girl” status via “eccentric, excessive, deviant enactments of gender” that are intended
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to “thwart the ‘good girl’ syndrome in its many dominant-culture, as well as feminist,

forms” (191).  She argues that not all women, however, can “claim ‘good girl’ status

in the first place,” which allows the construction of the bad girl as the other side of

the binary (191). The fact that Cuban-American performance artist Carmelita

Tropicana, certainly a “bad girl,” emerged from WOW might contradict Davy’s

somewhat reductive reading of an extensive history of lesbian performances at

WOW.  However, her charge that unruly white women who leave intact the construct

of white womanhood in effect map of a continuum of mobility for themselves - they

get to be unruly AND civilized depending on specific circumstances – is a potent one.

Hilary Harris similarly defines a “politics of respectability” that she claims allows

white women to transgress or “queer” what she specifies as white femininity and still

cash in on their white privilege.

I take up these challenges to argue that “femininity” cannot stand as a

universal, ahistorical social construct that affects or applies to all women equally but

must be defined in relationship to racial histories of “womanhood” as well.  This

reflects my larger goal of finding ways to both mark whiteness as a racial identity

and, as Harris says, to take up “the task of producing and imagining ‘genuinely’

antiracist performances of whiteness through the bodies of white women,” not just

women of color (183).
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Applications of Study for Future Research

 By “teasing” drag performances beyond a cross-gender and exclusively queer

context into the realm of feminist mimesis, I do not intend to erase or blur distinct

histories of lesbian and gay political practices related directly to marginalized

sexualities. Instead, I hope to further a coalition, however fraught, between

heterosexual and queer feminists to better articulate multiple axes of difference and

privilege within and among women via critical re/performances of femininity.

Distinguishing between “heterofeminine” drag, female-to-femme drag

(“femme[inini]tease”), abject drag, and terroristic drag as forms of feminist mimesis

perhaps offers more distinctive ways to read and contextualize various women’s

performance strategies.

Drag as a performance of feminist mimesis could also be theorized as a lens

for re/reading performances of femininity that have too quickly been dismissed as

merely conservative of feminine norms. For instance, can hyper-feminine

performances by stars such as Marilyn Monroe be read as drag in critical ways? This

lens might be a way to turn back, look again, and "see otherwise . . . [to] see for a

second time" (Schneider 22). Perhaps with a healthy dose of feminist irony, Monroe’s

excessive performances on and off screen could challenge her “victim” status by

reading her stylized work as a potent deconstruction of 1950s notions of

heterofemininity and female sexuality that also perpetuated images of white

heterofemininity as normative.
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Lois Weaver’s solo femme tease reflects queer theory’s move to “make

strange the relations between images and bodies” rather than to assimilate or reify

queer desire as a condition for being either gay or straight (Probyn, “Queer

Belongings” 9).  This notion of desire suggests the possibility of a queer

heterofeminine drag. Moe Meyer submits that camp-as-critique cannot find its voice

“solely when spoken by the queer” (257).  This acknowledgment of inevitable cross-

fertilization of ideas and strategies demands that queer-identified “hetero”

feminists/performers theorize a more “crooked” femininity that reveals both the

homophobia in “straightness” and queerness-within-heterosexuality.  This move is

crucial for addressing homophobia and for bridging destructive divides between queer

and heterosexual communities.78   Ideally, the appropriation of camp and drag to

critique heteronormative femininity and to assert queer desire acknowledges and

expands a history of lesbian feminist work rather than merely proliferating options for

unruly heterosexual women.  Camp “as a structural activity has affinity with feminist

discussions of gender construction, performance, and enactment; . . . as such, we can

examine a form of camp as a feminist practice” (Robertson qtd. in Munoz, 121).

Finally, theorizing the concept of femininities plural speaks to my desire not

only to challenge binaristic notions of sexual difference, but also to theorize more

                                                  
78 Of course, mainstream shows like Bravo’s “Queer Eye for the Straight Guy”
exemplify how camp has indeed been appropriated for straight audiences who can
now easily consume stereotypical gay and straight identities without encountering any
uncomfortable critique of heterosexism or homophobia.  This might be called “cozy
camp.”
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diverse inflections of resistance to femininity. This project reaches for ways to

destabilize and particularize whiteness as a component of unruliness and re-imagine

whitewashed versions of femininity.  My findings also suggest that women become

more unruly as they age because their bodies are rendered grotesquely alienated from

discourses of youth and beauty.  To challenge this possibly ageist notion of feminine

unruliness, it is important to consider whether and how younger women are also able

to critique feminine ideals of youth in feminist performance.  Thus, more

performance work and scholarship is needed to theorize not just gender but sexuality,

race, class, and age markers as intersecting, incomplete, and only partially visible.  In

this way, “unruly femininities” becomes a means of constant reinvention, an

oscillation between being both here and not here, to effectively disrupt norms of

white heterofemininity.

Performance is a site where women’s self-representations of unruly

femininities can be profitably explored and exploded.  As a “medium of cultural

definition and transmission” (Roach 168), performance is a powerful public forum

where artists and spectators can gather to contest images of femininity and imagine

other possibilities. Peggy Phelan argues that the ephemeral nature of live performance

allows it to appear and then disappear rather than risk overexposure (158-160).  In

this way, codes may be readable and visible only in certain contexts. Phelan’s refusal

to embrace visibility too easily as a feminist strategy points to absence, or
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disappearance, as a powerful means of subversion that evades commodification or

destruction (148).

The various staged practices examined here offer increasingly rare

opportunities to form tentative and fluid communities and to put our own bodies on

the line by witnessing unruly women talking to and with us.  As Jill Dolan says,

“Through the immediacy of performance, through the exchange between spectator

and performer in a live community environment, we can transgress hegemonic

cultural norms, and present even utopian ideas about a completely revised social

sphere” (Geographies 133).  Thus, when the woman who performs a spectacularly

unruly feminine tease disappears from view, as she may need to do to protect herself,

the fleeting traces of her performance hopefully open up a resonating space where

femininity as sign can be re-signified and re-imagined.
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